
Is defined by Webster as

The word was taken from
Serendip, the ancient name for Ceylon, and
refers to an old tale

who had the gift of serendipity

dipity Associates performs Behavorial Sei-ren
nees Research, Operations Research, System

Analysis & Design, Computer Applications, and
Human Factors Applications Serendipity typifies
our philosophy and experience. We approach
our projects with methods proven over the years.
However, we are not satisfied with the routine
products of these techniques, which we share
with our scientific colleagues everywhere. We
believe in Pasteur's dictum, "Chance favors only
the minds which are prepared," and therefore
seek, and usually find, those serendipitous oc-
currences that permit us to give our clients
results of greater value than would customarily
be possible
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CHANCE OF IMPROVING ORIGINAL HAND

iN wv CARD STUD: IN 5 CARD DRAW:

To a straight trom - Drawing 3 cards to -

QJ lo 190 Pair for any improvement 287
x 112 Pair for 2 pairs 160

QJ109 429 Pair for 3 of a kind 114
215Qj1g9x Pair for a full house 010

QJ109XX 174 Pair for 4 of a kind 003

QJ 270 Drawing 2 cards to -

Q1108Xx 179
087

Pair + 1 for any improvement 260QIW8XX Pair + 1 for 2 pairs 172
KQJ 131

Pair + 1 for triplets 078Kalx 076 008
AKQ 072

Pair + for full house
Triplets for any improvement 104

Toa flush from --

Triplets for.a futl house 061

3 flush 180 Triplets for four of a kind 043
3 flush + 1 odd 106 0423 of a suit for a flush
3 flush + 2 odd 042 Drawing 1 card to -

4 flush AV 085
4 flush + 1 odd 350 Triplets + 1 for any improvement

4 flush + 2 odd 196 Triplets + 1 for full house 064

Straight, open 1 end 085
To a full house from - Straight, open inside 085

A02 170Triplets
389

Straight, either end
19]T-iplets + 1 odd 4 of a suit for a flush

Triplets + 2 odd 333 2 pair for a full house 085

Triplets + 3 odd 27 Straight flush, open one end 256
Pair + 1 odd 073 Straight flush, open inside 256

51 319Pair + 2 odd Straight flush, either end
2 pair 196

2 pair + 1 odd 124

o a low hand -
CHANCE OF A PARTICULAR HAND OR

BETTER IN FIRST 5 CARDS
You hold (7 low) (9 ow}
732 190 490 No pair 501
732X 112 330 439

G44 148
Any pair

7T32XK Pair of jacks 206
7324 429 724 Pair of queens 474
T324X 315 585 Pair of kings 141
432 131 469 Pair of aces 199
432x 076 299 Two pairs 076
543 072 All Three of a kind 029
543X 040 275 Straight 008

Flush 004
Full house 802
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT Olivetti
TO Ken Olsen FROM John Leng

DATE 31st March, 1967.

.c.c. Jean-Claude Peterschmitt

Mr. Pomella 'phoned me and a meeting will take place
shortly at their facilities in Italy. Jean-Claude Peterschmitt is organizing
this. He knows Pomella and Piol from his ADL work.

Hoping to report either PDP-8 or 8/S sales to them shortly:

:

JL/he

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION (U.K.) LTD READING BERKS



lec INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE 31 March 1967
SUBJECT
TO Ken Olsen FROM Denny Doyle

This report on Canada that was in U.S. News and World Report
alarmed me - in fact I was just about to tell our government
boys .to straighten things out. But then I read the attached
report on Canada in the Detroit Free Press, which says every-
thing is OK - in fact better than in the U.S. So let's assume
that the one cancels the other.

My own serious opinion is that both are indeed correct and
pretty fair assessment, and in a sense they are saying the
same thing - it is a booming economy, but is probably under-
damped at this point in time.

DJD: jpatt.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT OF CANADA LTD. e CARLETON PLACE, ONTARIO



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT PDP-8I I/O Bus Design
DATE March 30, 1967

TO Ken Olsen FROM Ed de Castro
cc: Mike Ford

The PDP-8I input, output bus will operate with negative logiclevels and will be completely compatible with the presentperipherals. This bus will be driven and received by a setof modules which serve no other function and thus they may be
replaced by a different type if it is ever desired to change to
a positive logic bus. In addition a positive system willexist within the machine. All options which are wired intothe main frame will connect to this system. I expect that the
paper tape reader & punch, the card reader, the plotter and thesmall display control will eventually be wired into the main
frame.

This scheme allows all but the very complex options to be
redone with integrated circuits immediately, and also allows
us to offer our OEM customers a machine which will interfacedirectly to any equipment that they presently connect to
PDP-8's. We will also be able to ship the very first machineswith a complete complement of peripherals.

Ed

jeg

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



jill ilttal | INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
@ DATE: March 30, 1967

SUBJECT: Northern Electric

To: Ken Olsen FROM: Lewis Illingworth
CC: Pat Greene

Following your comments on the lack of knowledge regardingthe module tester supplied to Northern Electric, I phonedJim Milton of the Carleton Place Office and found that there
have been no written complaints about the system. However,
there are weak spots.

a) The addressing matrix is poor and limits rise times to
100 ns.

b) The Datapulse generator, while working well, is not
flexible enough and does not provide a programmable
number of pulses.

) The programmable power supplies we supplied with the
machine were too slow; they have since been replaced
by faster ones, but now suffer from ringing problems.

d) The manual is poor.

Jim Milton reports that Northern Electric are quite satisfied
with the machine. It does the job for which it was intended.

Lewis

ds

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
@ DATE: March 30, 1967

SUBJECT: Cable connectors for the PDP-9

/K. Olsen
TO: R. Savell FROM: Larry Seligman

The PDP-9 uses the following cable connectors:
*W01LS Memory Stack Connector
*W016 Memory Stack Connector

Memory Stack Connector
wol9 ?
wo3l Inter Bay Cable Connector
W033 Console Cable Connector
W037 Indicator Cable Connector

@ IO Bus Connector
G795 Memory Bus Terminator and Connector

The asterisk connectors use twisted pair, the rest
use flexprint.
I have discussed changing from split lugs to posts
on these connectors with Bob Ames, one of our production
people. Bob has had some experience on use of various
types of lugs at Honeywell; experience there indicated:

1. Use of a post around which the wire is wrappeddid not reduce the percentage of bad (cold)
joints.

2. Use of post greatly increases production time
since many more operations are required (thegirl needs to use pliers).

The only reasonable course of action seems to be improvingthe manufacturing process sufficiently that these problems

investigate crimped pin assembly techniques.
will go away. As a longer-term solution, we can

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION e MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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INTEROFFICS
baw

:
:

DAT =: March 30, 1967

SUBJECT: Visit of Mr. Zuercher of Brown-Boveri, Switzerland

TO: Ken Olsen FROM: Ted Johnsen
Tom Dalzell
Ron Smart
Bela Csonth

Mr. Zuercher, Head of Computers at Brown-Boveri in Switzerland, will be visiting
the plant on Friday, March 31, 1967 to discuss "the possibility of working with us
on the European market". He will be arriving between 10:00 and 11:00 a.m., and
a discussion will take place in my office.

Attached for your information is a copy of Klaus Kyris' Sales Call Report on his visit
to Brown-Boveri on February 2, 1967. They have since received a quotation for a PDP-7
computer.

mr

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION « MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
@ DATE: March 29, 1967

SUBJECT: Visit to Albert Einstein College of Medicine with
Dr. Moore

TO: Ken Olsen FROM: Mort Ruderman

Attached to this memo is Cliff Pitz's Field Service Summary
of calls to Albert Einstein from installation through
March 7, 1967.

Also, there was a meeting held with Dave Dodge, Frank Purcell, and
Dr. Vaughn on March 15, 1967. During their meeting, the conclusion
was that Dr. Vaughn had no Field Service complaints at that time
concerning the operation of the LINC-8, or any of the Field
Service personnel. His major complaint was that perhaps he
initially should have purchased an expanded 8, but he purchased
a LINC-8 primarily for the software which was known to be
available with this machine. His evaluation upon receiving the
machine was that it had very pretty software, but not the specific
software which he needed to run his experiments. He indicated

@ that I had probably influenced him into purchasing the LINC-8,
and he voiced that perhaps he would be happier with an expanded
8.

I took this opportunity to call Dr. Vaughn and set up an
appointment for Dave Dodge and me to meet with him on Tuesday,
March 21, 1967. Dr. Vaughn was present with one of his research
assistants, and his programmer. I asked Dr. Vaughn what we
could possibly do to satisfy him at this time, and what was
particularly on his mind. Well, he voiced again that he is
aware that most of the appropriate software to do his experiments
resides in various laboratories throughout the States, and he
was quite disappointed that these were not delivered with his
machine. I informed Dr. Vaughn that we had been making signifi-
cant efforts to ask people for contributions to DECUS. We have
assisted by documenting their programs and evaluating them.
The present library of LINC software actually was developed in
this manner.

This didn't seem to satisfy him completely. He felt that we
should have a roving applications programmer to see that these
were part of the library. I explained that this was the goal

@ which we are working toward.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION e MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



Ken Olsen _ 2 - March 29, 1967

The machine has been fully operational since the beginning of
March, and he is quite satisfied. He personally has not spent
much time with the LINC-8. One of the problems is that Dr. Vaughn's
engineer who took the Maintenance Course somehow or other gotinto Check-out, and overheard individuals complaining about the
state of the diagnostics. Well, this was in error, because at
that time the diagnostics were just being evaluated, and any
errors which were found in Check-out were being brought to the
attention of the programmer.

The diagnostics with the LINC-8 are, in my opinion, more than
adequate. There are the new diagnostics which have been written
for the LINC-8, the PDP-8 diagnostics, and the original LINC
diagnostics. So, independent of the new diagnostics, there are
sufficient ones to determine malfunctions in the machine at any
time. I personally brought down the latest available set of
diagnostics, and also a program which would give his programmer
and Dr. Vaughn ideas in writing their basic programs for research.
I also pointed out a number of programs in the library which
would be useful to him with slight modification, and would
accomplish some of the things he wanted to do.

To my knowledge, I would evaluate Dr. Vaughn's position as
follows: He had minor problems with the machine up until
March 8, 1967. At that time he wrote the letter, being quitedisturbed and he took this opportunity, accompanied with late
delivery of the machine, to go directly to the top of DEC to
place his complaint. Since that time, he has nothing to complain
about because the machine has been solid and operational.
Since his initial complaint was concerning machine problems
which no longer exist, he now has decided to be dissatisfied
with the software. I feel he is quite happy with the machine,
and given time, he will be a good user. He was also happy to
be informed that yes, we are beginning to write applicational
software, and that we will be having the DECUS Biomedical Meetingin New York in June, so that we can openly discuss what basic
software should be supplied for machines in this laboratory
environment. He hopes to participate in the meeting.
In summing up: Dave Dodge in particular is doing an extremely
good job with Dr. Vaughn at Albert Einstein. He is giving them
assistance in Module Applications and also giving assistance
to their programmer. Field Service has in general handled this
extremely well. The only area of complaint might be originally



Ken Olsen - 3 - March 29, 1967

in the insistence that the acceptance should be signed off.
I will send Dr. Vaughn a teddy bear which he requested, and
I also will send him a letter asking him to please keep us
informed of any other problems he might have. Also, I hope
to meet with him again at the DECUS Meeting and the Federation
Show.

If there are any further questions on this, please contact me
immediately. Thank you.

Mort

CC: Win Hindle
Jack Shields
Cliff Pitz
Frank Purcell
Dave Dodge

Enc.
MER/sb



Express:

MEMORANDUM
INTEROFFICE Confidential :

DATE 29th March, 1967.
SUBJECT PDP~9 deliveries

Ken Olsen John Leng
TO FROM

Ken, am absolutely disgusted with the situation on the PDP-9
deliveries. It seems to me that we have had to face the same situation again and
again on every product since the PDP-5, including modules and peripherals. The
present situation is even more annoying in view of the extensive selling job that was
done on us to sell! these machines with promises of realistic delivery dates and the like.

| realize that by getting annoyed, the way | have, with Nick and
John Jones and company, from this remote location, that | am going to end good
friendships. This is a terribly frustrating situation and I'm sure will be very harmful
to our International business ard in turn to the Company as a whole.

0Rha of

JL/he
:

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION (U.K.) LTD- READING BERKS
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: March 28, 1967

R COMPETITIONSUBJECT:

TO: » Ken Olsen FROM: Steve Bowers
Nick Mazzarese
Stan Olsen
Win Hindle c

Mike Ford
John Jones
Pat Greene
Bob Lane
Bill Landis
Mort Ruderman
Allen Kluchman

Industrial Research Magazine's 1.R. 100 Competition is here again. The deadline for
entries is June 1, 1967.

The contest chooses the 100 most significant new technical products of the year, The
event is climaxed by the [.R. 100 Award Presentation and Exhibit at the New York Hilton
Hotel on September 18th and 19th.

The PDP-8 and 338 Display are among the past winners for Digital Equipment Corporation
in the contest. This year's rules for elgibility permit entry of any new "technical" product
developed or announced in the United States or overseas between January 1, 1966, and

May 31, 1967. "Technical" is defined broadly to include all products that are scientific
or technical in origin or use.

I believe the broad elgibility dates will allow us to enter the LINC-8, PDP-8/S, PDP-9,
PDP-10 and PMA-8. [ would appreciate your feelings on these selections and also any other
products you feel might be worthy of entry.

I would appreciate your reply by April 14th so we may get our entries into Industrial Research
as far in advance of the deadline as possible.

rsn
cc, Ken Gold

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



jill INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT:

TO: Ken Olsen

DATE: March 28, 1967

FROM: H. Mann

TIT have made a review of the Stockholder's list which was
effective as
appears that
hands of the

In preparing
except those

of February 17. In examining this list, it
we have approximately 550,000 shares in the
general public as of that date.

this list, I have assumed that all employees
who are members of the Executive Committee,

are part of the general public. I based this decision on
the fact that quite a few of our employees have sold the
stock which they purchased under the initial purchase
plan and others who purchased shares at the time of the

jm

initial offering.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



TO DEPT. -LOCATION
KEN OLSEN MAYNARD

FROM DEPT.-LOCATIONKEN LARSEN PALO ALTO OFFICE

SERENDIPITY ASSOCIATESSUBJECT DATE
3 27 /67

:MESSAGE
Thought you might be interested in seeing the "business cards" used by the

principles of Serendipity Associates.

Regards

ORIGINATOR-DO NOT WRITE BELOW THIS LINE SIGNED
REPLY

DEPT. -LOCATION SIGNED DATE

Redifprme 4S 470 SEND PARTS } AND 3 WITH CARBON INTACT - PART 3 WILL BE RETURNED WITH REPLY.
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE March 27, 1967
SUBJECT ppp-8/I
TO /K.H. Olsen FROM Jim Jordan

Mike Ford Stan Znamierowski
Loren Prentice
Ed DeCastro
Dick Sogge
Dick Mitchell
Ron Cajolet
On Friday, March 24, a meeting was held concerning the

PDP-8/I. Those in attendance were:

Ken Olsen
Mike Ford
Loren Prentice
Ed DeCastro
Jim Jordan
Stan Znamierowski

We first established that the product objectives for the
PDP-8/I are:

1. Sell at a price of $10,000
2. Reflect the new technology of integrated

circuitry thru appearance
3. Fit a 19 inch rack & be adaptable to a

table top unit
4. Maintain family identity
5. Make the machine adaptable to militarization

It was next decided an optimum logic layout of 40 blocks in
a 4 x 10 configuration will provide the most flexibility and
safety margin plus the bonus of wired-in options, and ease of
production,

Lastly, it was determined that the PDP-8/I would take the
following configurations:

l. A 19 inch cabinet mounted unit in which the logic
and power supply will hang vertically, each
on its own set of slides. All options will be
mounted above the console.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



PDP-8/1 ~2 - March 27, 1967

2. A table top unit which will contain the logic
and the console. The power supply will be
mounted in the teletype pedestal. This will be
the basic PDP-8/I.

3. The paper tape reader & punch will be offered
as an option, and in this case the power supply
can be mounted behind the reader/punch. Since
the reader/punch is not visually compatible with
the PDP-8/I, we recommend a "face lift".

At the present time, we do not have sufficient knowledge
of the size and number of components specific about configuration.
Consequently, placement of this unit behind PTR/P and in the
teletype pedestal is necessarily vague and subject to change.

/Pgj

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION - MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
DATE March 27, 1967

SUBJECT RANDOM ACCESS CARD MEMORY
TO Ken Olsen FROM Roland BoisvertNick Mazzarese

Win HindleLoren Prentice
I have been recently contacted by the Chief Engineer of AppliedMagnetics Corporation, concerning a random access card memory thatthey have developed, Because the unit closely competes with presenthead customer products they have decided not to market it and arelooking for a company who would like to acquire manufacturing rights,
The specs are listed below,

Total storage 90 million bitsAccess. time to
any card * 120milisecondsNumber of cards 64.Density 800 bpiSpeed 400 ipsTransfer Rate- 320 KeParallel output 10,2 regabits/sec

The unit has both read/write capability. And any card can berecycled instead of stored, The magnetic cards are of the same sizeas the NCR and RCA cards,
I have told AMC that I cannot speak for D.E.C. on a matter suchas this and that they should contact the appropriate officials ofthe company.
Their preliminary marketing price for this device is $32,000,090in quantities of one, They feel that it heavily competes with largeon a dollar per bit per access time basis,

RB/crh

O

i.

: DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



DATE March 27, 1967

INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT SMALL/INEXPENSIVE TAPE DRIVE
TO Ken Olsen FROM Roland Boisvert

Gordan Bell
Loren Prentice a

I have spent considerable time investigating what is available
on the market for tape drives, I feel that the suggestions made at
our last meeting are more sound than purchasing a unit outside,

I have made a rough sketch and have enclosed it with this memo,

I propose that the tape unit have the following characteristics:
a. Dectape Reels and Hubs

b, Be a single capstan unit, the capstan driven by a UMCstepping motor,
c. The reel motors be those of General Industries, 4.6oz in and a cost of $5.22 in lots of 100,
dad, The density be 200 bpi serial
e, Write char rate 0-1000 bits sec (2.5 ips sync)
. Read char rate 0-1000 bits/sec (2.5 ips sync)
g. Eot/Bot Detection

le

h, A 10 channel Digital head which would cost $55.00 inquantities of 100,
i. The estimated cost for parts for one: prototype is

$1436,00
j. The estimated cost for parts for production is $253.00
k, Development labor for prototype approximately $3,000.00
1, Assembly and checkout labor per unit is $300,00
m, Estimated selling price of this wit with control is:

$1500,00 to $1800,00,
n, Competition is $2,000,00 for unit and $500.00 ana up forcontrol,

\e This unit is the best compromise with which I can provide stepping/syncronous operation and still maintain simplicity of design, Thisunit is heavily designed around existing compents at D.E.C. therebyretaining D.E.C. design indentity, RB/crh
DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION . MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUMe

DATE: March 22, 1967

SUBJECT: I. C. Tester

TO: See Distribution List Below FROM: Lewis Tllingworth

Minutes of a meeting held to discuss Tom Stockebrand's
objections to the proposal for an Integrated Circuit Tester.
March 21, 1967

Those Present:
Bob Hughes
Ed Gianetto
Tom Stockebrand
Lewis Illingworth

Points Under Discussion:

1) That it would be easier, quicker and cheaper to
manufacture a series of small individual testers.

2) That the proposed addressing matrix could not handle
the high speed pulses required for accurate measure-
ments.

Tom Stockebrand proposed that a number of small testers should
be constructed. 'Each tester would just test a few parameters,
would be simple to design, quick to build and cost $500.00 on
average. His. suggestion was based on experience gained with
strates. With this scheme, each IC would pass through a seriesof tests, a complex module having a relatively large number of
tests, whereas a simple IC only two or three.
An initial objection to this scheme is that in the number of
insertions into the various jigs, but no doubt a jig could be
devised that would not unnecessarily strain the Ic.
In order for this system to be competitive, each tester must
test more than one module. For instance, each IC may require
an average six tests involving six separate testers.



Distribution - March 22, 1967

Now by having the capability to test 25 different types of
modules 25 x 6, or 150 individual tests are required, unless
some of the tests can be shaYed.

Unfortunately the IC's, like modules are different. It was
impossible to make any snap decision about the practicability
of the system. The decision raised the point that not all of
the testers would be simple, some would undoubtedly have to be
complex to test the complex logical functions of many of the
circuits. Estimates of average cost ranged from $500. to
$5,000. Using these figures and a requirement for 75 testers,
the overall cost would be between $32,500. and $325,000.
A system of this nature requires individual propagation time
measuring capability. It was considered impossible to achieve
a high degree of accuracy (10%) with a system simple enough to
be used in large quantities. The Bob Hughes proposal uses one
highly sophisticated piece of equipment for all measurements.

The general conclusion reached was that this approach is in
fact more complex than Bob Hughes proposal. It may cost less
but on the other hand, it may well cost more. Without a great
deal of detailed investigation, it is not possible to forecast
the amount of equipment, or to time required.
The committee then looked into the addressing matrix for Bob
Hughes system in detail. A matrix is used for DC tests, but
no attempt is made to pass the fast AC signals through it. A
series of adapter boards are provided instead in which the lead
length and capacitance is minimized. The system seems sound,
and essentially combines the best points of the individual
tester approach with the flexibility of the computer system.
The discussion ended with complete agreement that Bob Hughes
proposal should give optimum results.

Lewis Illingworth
ds



Distribution: Ken Olsen (Chairman)
Ed deCastro (Secretary)
Nick Mazzarese
Stan Olsen
Win Hindle
Dick Best
Bob Savell
Loren Prentice
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Al Devault
"Saul Dinman
Bob Hughes
-Pete Kaufmann

]March 22, 1967

Alan Kotok
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TO KEN OLSEN
FROM ROBIN FRITH

@ YOU ASKED ME TO LET YOU KNOW AN APPROPRIATE TIME TO VISIT
AUSTRALIAs WE HOPE TO HAVE A LARGE PRESS RELEASE ON THE ARL ~

PDP-1@ ORDER IN TWO TO THREE WEEKS» AND AT THE SAME TIME
RECEIVE ANOTHER LARGE PDP-1@ ORDER FROM QUEENSLAND UNIVERSITY.
I GUESS THESE ARE THE TWO MOST SIGNIFICANT EVENTS IN THE -

HISTORY OF DEA. HOW IS YOUR SCHEDULE? :
:



en INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
March 22, 1967

SUBJECT: EMPLOYEE BENEFITS

DATE:

TO: Executive Committee FROM: H. Mann

Salaries and paid fringe benefits such as Medical Insurance, ete., are generally speaking at
higher levels in the computer industry, than in industry in general. This is particularly true
in the case of professional people and technicians which are in short supply. Clearly, we
must match or be ahead of these benefits if we are to attract the best people and continue to
enlarge the business .

Over and above these benefits there are other employee related factors that are subject to
considerable debate. We should reach an agreed upon plan relating to these other areas and

and unclear policy, there is a great deal of rivalry between groups and friction between managers
which is not productive and indeed in some ways is destructive.

proceed with them in an orderly fashion. At the present time because of differences of opinicns

The first question relates to who should have private offices and how large should these offices
be? Also, how should they be furnished? Nick Mazzarese has made a start in proposing the

rather loosely around the company, and hence we've got to be more specific when talking about
private offices as to who is and who is not a professional person. Also, we have to answer the
question as to whether technicians who reach a salary level are to be given private offices.

answers to these questions. | believe, however, that we have used the term professional people

Another question which constantly comes up relates to office services for people in this same
category. For example, should everyone who has aprivate office also have his own telephone ?
Should this telephone provide for ynrestricted service or should it be restricted to in-house use
plus all outgoing calls clearing through the switchboard? The question of a secretary also comes
up. Should each person entitled to a private office have a girl at his personal disposal to get him
coffee, do his filing, answer the telephone and take dictation, or should we be in a position where
we have one or two girls servicing a group of people, who can do the filing, answer the telephone,
and take dictation for a group.

Another personnel question relates to the matter of air conditioning. Is the cost of air conditioning
justified because of its effect on the morale of people? There are probably six or eight days during
the course of the summer when the heat and humidity is truly oppressive. Obviously on those days,
less work gets done than normal. On the other hand people feel the strong desire to have air
conditioning because there are probably additional days when the environment would be a bit
more comfortable with conditioners, but not necessary for efficiency. This, in other words,
becomes a morale question. The problem of air conditioning becomes severe when we use only

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



Executive Committee - 2 - March 22, 1967

low partitions because it is then impossible to air condition individual offices with small units
effectively. A considerable investment is required for air conditioning as well as expensive up-
keep and power consumed.

Finally, we come to the question of a stock purchase plan. We have discussed this previously
as it relates to the company contributing a portion of the cost for those people who wish to buy
company stock. This too, is an expensive program and can add considerably to our costs, the
exact amount being dependent on the number of people who want to participate.

It is evident that all of these questionable areas can add considerable cost to our overhead.
Inasmuch as our goal is to sell small computers which will be competitive price-wise, high
overhead costs make it more difficult to achieve this goal, unless we are convinced that the

output of our professional people would be so enhanced by these things that they would more
than pay for themselves.

The other factor that we have to consider is that at some point in time, and my guess is that within
two to three years, the computer industry will mature to the point that the ability to pass on these
larger than industry-wide costs to customers will be largely dissipated. If this is true, profit margins
will be badly squeezed and at the same time other manufacturers not now in the computer industry
are going to be strongly tempted to get into the business once the mystery goes out of it. If we have
provided our people with all the conceivable benefits that they could want and these costs are now
built into our system, it is highly improbable that we could satisfactorily change them at a later
date and get more austere. In brief, therefore, | am saying that we embark upon an irreversible
procedure by adding things. Clearly we can never take them away.

| feel that this is a very important subject that should be given top priority in one of our early
meetings of the Executive Committee. In fact it might be appropriate for Cca Woods Meeting.

jm
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: March 20, 1967

SUBJECT: COMPANY VEHICLES

TO: Frank Kalwell FROM: H. Mann
Henry Crouse
Jack Shields

ce: Executive Committee

HO

| would propose that the three men to whom this memorandum is addressed form an AD HOC
Committee to consider the desirability of placing all company vehicles under the direction
and control of one individual. A recent memorandum from Jack Shields outlined a new
service, which he was instituting, to and from Logan Airport for material and personnel.
In addition to this, | know that Henry Crouse frequenty has a vehicle going in and out of
Boston to make deliveries and pick-ups. | am not sure whether Frank Kalwell has a problem
in this regard or not.

The way most larger companies work is to have all company vehicles under the direction of

having more than one going to a given area at the same time. The result of this attention,
of course, is to get far more effective use from the vehicles available, thus improving service
at no added cost.

the Traffic Manager. The Traffic Manager then receives all requests for delivery and pick-up
within the local area and he in turn arranges the dispatching of the vehicles in order to avoid

| would suggest that a report be prepared by the committee for the review and approval of
the Executive Committee.

HSM/jm
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MEMORANDUM:

:

DATE
SUBJECT PDP-8 Order Rates and Backlog
TO All Executive Committee Members FROW

cc: Howie Painter

I have heard comments that the PDP-8 has a "holey" backlog,that orders are dropping off and, as a result, that the PDP-8
budget should be reduced. I would like to present some data
for the members of the Executive Committee to analyze with
such comments in mind.

Certainly the backlog has holes in it by virtue of the nature

March 16, 1967

Mike Ford

:

of our product and our market. 40% of the PDP-8 business is
OEM business that specifies specific months for shipment of
ordered equipment. They don't want it before that month or
after that month, they want it IN that month. Similarly,certain options on backlog cannot be shipped immediatelybecause they are associated with systems containing some
other option of longer checkout cycle.it is not always possible to obtain a customer today who will
accept a processor or a peripheral tomorrow even though we
have a significant backlog for processors and that peripheral.
It is always possible, however, to sell any piece of equip-
ment today for delivery within a few weeks (delay incurred
by P.O. generation time) by simply phoning any one of several
salesmen and telling him to find a new customer who wants in-
stant delivery. For this reason,we implement in our scheduling
and forecasting process speculation processors and a few peri-
pherals. This technique has sold over 30 PDP-8's that wouldn't
have otherwise been sold during Fy 1966,

The data presented below is divided into two areas, processors
and peripherals. The data is obtained from Al Alexanian's
backlog record and the backlog reports provided by Accounting.
Processors (as of March 1, 1967)

For these reasons,

8-month 2-month Production
Average Booking Rate Average Booking Rate Rate Backlog
processors/month processors/month over units/month total
over 8 months last 2 months requested units

37.5 41 40 148

from Pro-
duction



a,

The above chart shows the near-term bookings rate to be essen-
tially equivalent to the booking rate over the past 8 months,
and essentially equal to the production rate. Thus, a stable
system exists where we are building and shipping almost exactly
what we are booking and no downward trend in bookings is in-
dicated over the past few months.

The chart below shows the 148 machines distributed into the
months they are scheduled.

March April May June July Aug Sept Oct

40-

30-

20-

10

(40) (38) (18) (18) (11) (8) (9) (6)

This chart is valid as of 1 March 1967. Since that time, 20
PDP-8 orders have been logged as of March 15. These 20 orders
are not counted in the 148 machines or on the above chart. This
chart. has essentially the same shape as it has had for the whole
of Fy 1967.

Peripherals (as of March 1, 1967)

The attached table reflects the 8 month average booking rate,
current backlog, current production rate (Feb.) and the resul-
tant delivery if the options were ordered as an add-on. System
orders do cause holes in the backlog for some options, however,
we have yet to produce more options than we can sell, and we
have been operating with these sort of rates since December.

:



$ 8 mo. aver, prod. Current
Value Book Rate Rate Backlog Delivery CommentsOption

CR01C 1 1 2 2 months OK
DM01 2 1/2 2 9 4 1/2 mos: Increasing

Prod. rate
KR01 5 4 16 "4 months ° Increasing

prod, rate.
LTOSA/B A- 2 A-4 Increasing

B - 3 B-3 B- 6 4 months Prod. rate
TTS
Systems 2 1/2 5 9 1 month : OK
Pc01,2 3 4 4 35 6 months Increase Prod.

rate in May .
34D/ :

105 2 monthsRM503 4 1/2
1 1 4 4 months OKRM08

TCOl 7 16 46 3 months OK
TU-55 18 34 79 3 months OK
138E 41/2 6 17 3 months OK - barely

4 6 13 3 months1395 OK barely
552 1 3 7 3 months phasing out.
580 1 1 3 3 months OK
57A 1 1.2 3 months

6 8 2 Cutback182 1.5 months
requested

183 5 10 16 2 months Slight cutback
6 29 3 months184 12 Slight cutback

188 2 2 1 1 month OK
189 2 1/2 4 ll 3 months "OK
680 3 3 8 3 months Increasing in
Systems April

The comments listed in the last column of the table indicate the
adjustments made in the Forecast to Production submitted the lst
Tuesday of this month.

It is absolutely necessary to watch the option order rates very care-
fully and to carefully tune production capability to optimize system
and peripheral lead times, while not running out of customers in any
particular peripheral. This takes considerable surveillance and judge-
ment which we are undertaking to perform. So far, the results have
been satisfactory in that we have never run out of customers for any
peripheral.

:

be
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Future Business

Every indication shows we have a strong 9 months ahead for the
PDP-8. The following are new OEM customer agreements we are
about to sign.
ucc 50 to 200 machines starting in July (8/month)
Technicon 50 to 100 machines starting in late Fall (8/month)
General Electric-50 machines starting in late Fall (1-680 system/

2 weeks)
RCA 5 to 50 machines starting in late Fall (680 systems)

In addition, on some 45 OEM and Quantity Discount Agreements
totaling some 300 processors, we have releases for 50 (already
counted in the 148 machine backlog). However, that leaves some
250 machines on agreement, but not released. Assuming 50%realization of this potential, we can expect 125 orders for
regular delivery over the next 10 to 12 months from these cus-
tomers that require very little selling.
eem



SUBIECT Memory

TO Win Hindle
Ted Johnson
at Greene
Jack MacKeen
Lewis Illingworth
John Leng
Gerry Moore
Jean-Claude

On March 13, 1967 we had a meeting on General Memory Test Equipment
problems and especially on the problems of the 1527 Memory Tester
delivered to COPRIM, Evreux, France.

Present at the meeting: Pat Greene

Subjects of the meeting:

1. 1527 Tester Problems in Evreux

DATE March 15, 1967
Test Equipment Discussion in Maynard

FROM Bela Csonth

Peterschmitt

Jack MacKeen
Ron Evans (part time)
Leo Gossel
Frank Murgida
Bela Csonth

I presented the problems at COPRIM which I tried to clarify
during my visit in Evreux with Jean-Claude Peterschmitt
(Feb. 23, 1967), and by discussions with Dave Lawrence.

A. Problems

Main Problems

a)

b)

The tester cannot be applied for a load giving Vp = 75V
(after the latest changes Vp = 70V)- :

Current Drivers - Tg = 4 psec instead of the specified
Tq = 10 usec.

:

No fault counter has been delivered (5 decimal digit
display).

c)1

1

:
:

:

: : :
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non-operational.

e) There is no system specification (including current
drivers and switching system).

Minor Problems

f) High-noise peak on the sense wire, at the firing
moment of the line selector switch transistor (due

transformer coils primary vs secondary)

g- Much noise on the sense amplifier (discriminator)
input, if the sense wire signal is put through the.
sense switches.

B. Decisions and Proposals

a) Experiments will be carried out on the switches to
boost the performance to the required Vp = 75V,
and rise times. (Probably the current driver

b) Tq = 10 usec can..be changed easily, the necessary
information will be given to Dave Lawrence to carry
out the necessary changes in Evreux.

c) The required fault counter will be delivered.

d) The target system spec is set as follows:

Case A Case B

<
Vp=5OV Vp=? 5V

<I=1 amp I=1 amp

tothe too tight capacitive coupling of the trigger

power supply voltage has to be increased by 5V too).
Application of SCR's instead of the present
transistors will be tested

<

< + <
Ry,=100O

> >
Tp=50 nsec Tp=100 nsec

DIG ITAL EQUIPMENT CORPGRATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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e) 7ne noise peak at the triggering moment can be
decreased by physically dividing of primary and
secondary coils of the pulse transformer.

f) Decreasing of the noise level through the sense
switches could be achieved by making more compactthe reed relay unit (control circuit should be re-
moved to a separate module).

It has been decided that we will give Jean-Claude Peterschmitt the.
specification of the tester we are going to guarantee, as well as the
date on which the tester will be operational under the new speci-fication requirements. Target date for this information will be 3/17/67

2. General Discussions

A. Special Tester For Very Fast Core Memories

Pat Greene has explained that he had already plans to
do design effort in this field.
It has been suggested that the switching circuitry and
connectors should be arranged symetrically around the
Plane to be tested. (f.e. in the form of a table)

B. Programmable Current Driver
A possible solution has been presented applying a Boot
Strap linearization circuit. The amplitude can be
regulated by a Dc clamping level

C. System Acceptance Test

The application of a special matrix plane has been
suggested.

This plane has the usual 64 or 128 contact tags, but
has only one core wired in. The contact tags are
bussed together on both the "hot" and "ground" sides.
a) The variation of the core output is a measure for

the current uniformity.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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b) By selecting one address the different readings of
the discriminator while scanning the sense switches,
give a measure of the quality of the sense switches.

D. Sales Promotion in Europe

a). The presentation of the current drivers with a
4 x 4 switching system and discriminator would
give a good impression of the quality of our
Test Systems at trade shows.

b) It would be very useful to ship a complete PMA-8
- system to Reading for demonstration, and invite the

potential European customers and prospects.
(f.e. around June 1967)

Bela Csonth
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
RATE: March 13, 1967

Long-Term Planning and Buce Payne & Associates

Executive Committee FROM: Ted Johnson

Bruce Payne is a leading consultant specializing in the field of long-term planning. He
and his organization have had experience including work with the IBM World Trade Organi-
zation. He is a lecturer at the Northeastern Management School and author of a book on

long-term planning.

| propose that we discuss how we might utilize this organization in helping the Executive
Committee develop a clear, documented 5 plan (or longer) and/or a sub-set of this plan for
where we will market our products (an international long-range plan) and what kind of program
we should follow.

Summary:

Harry Mann, John Leng and | have met with Bruce Payne and | met again with him in
@ Boston on 3/9/67.

The initial intent was to evaluate whether or not he could help us in developing a sound

program for international business.

After fighting an initial desire to seek expertise in specific problem areas involved with
our current planning, | conclude that Mr. Payne could be of value in:

1. Working with the members of the Executive Committee in developing step-by-step,
a detailed, objective, long-range company plan. His concept is to force us to put
our plan down on paper in a comprehensive manner.

2. Given key objectives and a basic corporate plan, work with me and members of the
; Executive Committee in developing a plan for international business. This plan, as

l see it, would evaluate the impact of international marketing decisions on the corpo-
ration, lay out the alternative approaches and isolate key decision factors.

Mr. Payne believes there is only one systematic way to develop an LRP (Long-Range Plan).

1, Objectives
First to establish the basic, overall objective of the corporation. These objectives
have to be stated generally enough to allow realistic planning.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



Long-Term Planning and Bruce Payne & Associates Page Two

2. Corporate Strengths

identify the key strengths of the company which will lead to achieving its
objectives.

Corporate Weaknesses3.

Identify the weaknesses of the company which will affect its ability to achieve
its objectives.

Competitive Strengths4.

Identify the strengths of the competition and how that will affect our ability
to achieve the company objectives.

5. Competitive Weaknesses

Identify the weaknesses of the competition and how we should consider them
in our program of reaching our objectives.

6. Environment

| suppose he includes here the economic and political factors in time which
will affect our ability to achieve objectives.

7. Technology

Identify, insofar as possible, the impact of technological change on the market
and competitive situation and the ability of the corporation to achieve its objec-
tives.

8. Plan

He believes that only after going through the first seven steps in detail, forcing
out this information and assumptions, can a company really develop a clear,
logical plan. This plan will go into organizational requirements, financial
requirements and considerations, facilities, location, etc.

We went through a non-confidential plan developed by K & E. was impressed by the
detail and content. | also concluded that we have developed substantial planning material
which should be organized in a formatted planning manual. | believe that we could develop
a detailed plan, well-documented, within 3 - 6 months. | believe Bruce Payne & Assiciates
would be a substantial assistance in expediting and systematizing this process.

If am to proceed on the international side, | would like to:

1. Proceed with agreed upon, meaningful guidelines and objectives.

2. Have established limits on what information can use.



Long-Term Planning and Bruce Payne & Associates Page Three

3. Involve the members of the Executive Committee, probably on a one-by-one basis,
in my use of Bruce Payne & Associates.

| have to work this out in detail, but | think we could develop a problem statement and,
for example, look at our European business along, establishing intra-company effects and

ways of measuring them as we go along. The most efficient appraoch, however, would be

to integrate international planning within corporate long-range planning.

We could, and should, look beyond the 5 year period when it is possible and meaningful.

Notes on Bruce Payne Discussion:

1. Acquainted B.P.A. with the products, organization and history of DEC.

2. Discussed general ways to approach planning (what to plan) and what information
is needed.

3. Observed that the process was necessarily a long one unless | developed and organized
as much as could and felt free to include B.P.A. in all available planning inform-
ation.

4, Got Payne's opinion that we would develop a DEC World Trade Organization in

the long term, as our operations become more developed and autonomous.

5. Determined to get information on the |.B.M. World Trade Organization and try to
determine why and how this international operation has contributed so much to |.B.M.
profits.

6. Determined to, again, specify groundrules for where and how we will sell. Should
we ever be non-direct?

7.
(Do back in time as well.) The process now going on at DEC of estimating the

applications markets for each product will be useful.

Determine to plot the market for each present and potential area, one sheet per year.

8.
conditions, could the international area grow without hurting the U.S. operation?"
This might lead to the conclusion that we move faster to exploit a competitive
advantage in Europe.

Investigate the meaningfulness of the question: "How fast, and under what possible

9. B.M. has optimum sizes established for everything: factory sizes, offices and

staff, etc. This has its dangers but coincides with recent conclusions from our

experience.

10. We should generalize our product areas to try to determine the available size of
the market in time.

11. Discussed various criteria in the future for what we do in Europe (U.K. and EEC,
national attitudes toward U.S. business, available skills).
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12.

13.

14,

TJ:mr

B.P.A. could probably direct us to expertise as we develop our plan four meaning
DEC, B.P.A. only helps us do our own plan.)

A staff person, (K.H. Olsen's Assistant) would pe a coordinator. He would provide
added continuity and document much of the developed material. (essentially act as
minute-taker and information seeker and organizer .)

| will try to develop an outline of what questions we have to answer in developing
an international plan.



SUBJECT Direct Labor Charged by Drafting Work Activity
DATE March 13, 1967.

TO K. Olsen N. Massarese FROM RR. Melanson
W. Hindle L. Prentice
S. Olsen Rix

Total direct labor charged against established catagories
of drafting work activity during the four month period _-_

November 1, 1966, to February 28, 1967.

WORK ACTIVITY TOTAL LABOR

Supervision 7

Design Layout 10

Special Drafting
Detail and Assembly 23

Checking (electrical and mechanical) 14

Block Schematic 9~1/2

Wirelist (all operations) 7

ECO Drawing Effort (electrical and mechaical) 9-1/2

List Preparation (includes typing) 1-1/2

Electrical Drawing 3

Sketch Drawing (product development and prototype) 6

Drawing Correction (after checking) 3

Drawing Change (finished drawings) 2

Wirelist Change 3

ECO Wirelist Effort (all operations) 3/4

Replenish/Reproduce Wiring Lists 1/4

4
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TU DENNY DOYLE

FRUM ELSA CARLSON

WE HAVE RECEIVED YOUR MEMO OF MARCH 3RD REGARDING KEN'S ENTRY IN THE
ENGINEERING NEWSLETTER ON TECHNICAL WRITING. He WOULD LIKE TO
PRINT YOU COMMENTS N THE NEAT ENGINEERING NEWSLETTERs BUT WOULD
LIKE TO HAVE YOUR APPROVAL FIRST» OF COURSE.

® END AND THANK YOU
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MES 1943 13 MARCH 67

TU ELSA CARLSON
FROM DENNY DOYLE

RE MES S2l
IT IS ALRIGHT TO PRINT MY COMMENTS IN THE NEXT ENGINEERING
NEWSLETTER.

@ ALSO
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SUBJECT

l.

INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE March 13, 1967
PROPOSAL TO CONSTRUCT INTEGRATED CIRCUITS TESTER

TO Engineering Committee FROM Robert Hughes

Proposal Summary

Volume - Product Line Sources projected
6/30/67 47,200 Ic's/month
6/30/68 279,000 Ic's/month
6/30/69 379,000 Ic's/month

Test Capability - 180,000 units a month of all
Ic configurations.

2.

3. Competitive Bids - DEC Tester lowest cost for
performance.

Tester - AC/DC Tester with PDP-74.

Payback - 7.4 months based upon 3% defective5.
rate.

6. Construction Cost - $121,780

7. Construction Period - 3 months

8. Testing Integrated Circuits - 3 1/2 months

9. Cost of Testing I. C.'s - 7.2 each

Robert Hughes

amg
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE March 13, 1967

SUBJECT Tester for Integrated Circuits
TO P. Kaufmann FROM R. Hughes

cc: H. Crouse

Estimated usage for integrated circuits has been obtained and islisted for the various groups.

1/1/67 to 6/30/67 to 6/30/68 to
6/30/67 6/30/68 6/30/69

Analog to Digital -6K to 6K/mo. -6 to 6K/mo. -6 to 6K/mo.
Small Computer 50K/mo. 50K/mo.
Large Computer -6K/mo. 3K/mo. 3K/mo.
Modules 12K to 40K/mo. 100K to 220K/mo. 320K/mo.

Maximum
Quantity/mo. 47,200 279,000 379,000Est. Dollar
Value/mo.@ $1.50 ea $70,800 $418,000 $568,000*Est. Cost Manual
Test @ $0.50 ea $23,600 $139,500 $189,500
Minimum
Quantity/mo. 13,800 153,600 373,600Est. Dollar
Value/mo.@ $1.50 ea $20,700 $230,400 $560,400
*Est. Cost Manual
Test @ $0.50 ea 6,900 $ 76,800 $186,800Est. Cost Automatic

Test @ $0.072 ea $ 995 $ 11,060

6K/mo

The high cost of manual test makes it mandatory to test semi-auto-
matically or automatically. It is estimated that using a computercontrolled tester we may test the average module in eight seconds,
four seconds for test and four for insertion and removal.

This would give us 7.5 tested units per minute or 450 per hour on a
twenty hour day for twenty days we could test 180,000 per month.

*The manual labor cost does not include capital equipment and assumes
one circuit tested in six minutes.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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This would satisfy the minimum estimated usage per month of 153,600.If we need to meet the maximum estimate of 279,000 per month, I
suggest we build two testers, which would be controlled by one compute
(We can use one computer to control several testers.)
Competitive Bids

The cost of Texas Instruments' Tester would be:

Tester $138,510
Engineering (6 months) $ 25,560
Interface $ 10,000
Software (1 year) $ 25,000
PDP-8 (8K) $ 31,000

$230,070

This approach involves extensive software work and engineering to
interface the Texas Instruments' System with our computer and would
require Texas Instruments maintenance for some time. Earliest
realistic testing for integrated circuits would be one year because
the software can't begin until the design engineering is done.

The cost of Fairchild's Tester would be:

Tester $143,840
Engineering (6 months) $ 25,560
Interface $ 10,000
Software (1 year) $ 25,000
PDP-8 (8K) $ 31,000

$235,400

This system like the Texas Instruments' System involves extensive
software work and engineering for interfacing with our computer.Earliest testing date would be one year because software can't start
until design engineering is complete. The system would also require
maintenance by Fairchild for a length of time.

Tektronix no bid yet.
Teradyne

DC tester no computer $48,000.

The cost of a Teradyne DC-DEC AC tester is:
Teradyne DC Tester $ 48,000
DEC AC Tester $118,000

$166,000

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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DEC AC-DC Tester
Materials $ 70,000
PDP-7 $ 35,000
Direct Labor & Overhead (1 Engineer) $ 7,500 3 months
Direct Labor & Overhead (2 Technicians) 5,280 3 months
Direct Labor & Overhead
Drafting $ 2,500
Model Shop

$121,780
1,500

The advantage of our own system, in addition to low price, is
we are going to use the same basic design as AMT-2, so all the
common routine programs of AMT-2 will be used in the Automatic
Integrated Circuit Tester. Software will only take two weeks.
The result will be circuit testing in three and a half months.

Description:
The DEC A. I. C. T. will be controlled by a PDP-7 computer. It will
perform fan-in, fan-out, VCE, leakage, sensitivity, rise and fall
times and progation times on RTL, DTL and TTL integrated circuits.
These tests can be performed on integrated circuits having up to
sixteen connections. Consideration will be given to MOS testing
during the design phase.

D. C. Testing
1) Connection to integrated circuit made through a 16 pin - 6 BUS

matrix

2) DC Simuli

a) Programmable Power Supplies
Two 0 to +2 volts in 1 mv increments
Three 0 to +15 volts in 10 mv increments

b) Programmable Current Source
0 to +70 ma

3) DC Loads

a) Programmable Current Sink
0 to +70 ma

b) Programmable Resistive Loads to GND
to 2K)

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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4) D. C. Measuring Device

DEC 12 - Bit A/D (Accuracy +2.44 mv)

5) Output capacitance to GND = 30 Pf max.

6) Actual DC measurement time = 36 usec.
A. C. Testing

1) Programmable Burst Generator, Clock and Delay Range - 10 cPS
to 10 mea

Pulse width - 25 ns to 1000 ns
Rise time - 5 ns
Fall time - 5 ns
Amplitude - +1 to +6 volts
Delay Range - 30 ns to 12 usec.

2) AC Measuring Devices
1) TEK 567 sampling scope

(overall accuracy +3%)

2) Event Counter

Both AC and DC testing should be done because on the RTL circuits we,
presently, buy, our AC rejects are about 3%.

Assuming a 3% AC defective rate and that it took ten minutes to
repair a module with a defective integrated circuit. The repair labor
rate is $2.50 per hour. The overhead rate is 375%. The repaircost is then 1/6 of $11.87 per hour or $1.97 plus the part cost of
$1.50 for a total of $3.47. Three per cent of the minimum estimated
usage per month 153,600 is about 4,600 units. At a repair cost of
$3.47 per unit. This would be a monthly cost of $15,962. The AC
portion of the tester cost is $118,000. The payback period would be
7.4 months.

Plan: Some of the preliminary design has been completed. Attached is
a time schedule for the system.

The system will be built in ninety days after approval.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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Cost of testing automatically:
System
Direct
2 Girl
Direct
1 Male
Direct

Cost
Labor & Overhead
Operators
Labor & Overhead
Operator
Labor & Overhead

1 Maint. Technician

$121,780

$ 14,000

$ 10,000

$ 10,000
$155,780

(1 year)

(1 year)

(1 year)

180,000 circuits per month is 2,160,000 circuits per year, which
comes to 7.2 cents test cost per circuit.

R. Hughes

amg
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MAR 15 Wal

INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUMe

a

DATE: March 14, 1967
SUBJECT: Albert Einstein College

TO: Jack Shields FROM: Cliff Pitz
cc: M. Ruderman

R. Clayton

I spoke to Frank Purcell on Friday, Mareh 3, 1967 in
+

regards to problems at Albert Einstein College.
The following is a breakdown of calls.
February 3 Machine arrived. PDP-8 segment checked

out by Phil Charland.

February 6 J. Fazzino checking out Line section.
February 7,8,9 No work performed due to bad weather.

February 10 Machine accepted, "quote" - after a
good fight.

It seems that Dr. Vaughn wanted to run the system for
twog=three weeks using his own routines.For some reason
he did not feel that our diagnostics, ete., were suffi-
cient.

capacitor lead on Bectape.
February 27 Service call No problems
March 7 Service call

CLA;
TAD X - Single step using continue.
JMP

February 23 Service call Intermittent tape problem,
Problem P'2 pulse too wide (S603) broken

Intermittent: AC rotate one place left
after TAD.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD MASSACHUSETTS



March 10, 1967

Manpower Requirements
Stan Olsen Pete Kaufmann
Nick Mazzarese
Win Hindle

In order to assist manufacturing in our detail manpower
planning for 1967-68, would appreciate your giving us
the following information on the attached form.

New Products expected to be released or phased out
during 1967-68.
Approximate Month of Release or Phase out
Manufacturing Manpower requirements to reach
June 1968 level.

After totaling this and integrating with Personnel's
capabilities, hopefully, we will be in an improved position
to make detail plans and commitments.

In order to make this planning effective and so that addi-
tional requirements do not surprise us during the year,
would appreciate as much thought as you can give this.

:

:

Thanks.

Pete
DISTRIBUTION LIST
Mike Ford
John Jones
Loren Prentice
Ed Harwood
.Dick Richardson
Bob Brown
Tom Stockebrand
Cy Kendrick
gack Smith
Steve Mikulski
Henry Crouse
George Wood

Olsen
Harry Mann
Pat Greene

:



PROD MONTH OF MANPOWER REQ. TONEW
RELEASE REACH JUN 68 LEVEL JUL AUG SEPT OcT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR AP MAY JUN

Technicians
Wiremen
Assemblers
Misc.

Technicians
Wiremen
Assemblers
Misc.

Technicians
Wiremen
Assemblers
Misc.

Technicians
Wiremen
Assemblers
Misc.

Technicians
Wiremen
Assemblers
Misc.

PRODUCTS MONTH OF
PHASING PHASE OUT
OUT



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE March 10, 1967
SUBJECT Office Planning
TO Ken Olsen FROM Jim Jordan

At your request, I am submitting the following preliminary
outline which will serve as the basis for a guide to plan
in-plant, domestic, and foreign offices.

Subjects to be considered are the logo, space planning,
color, furnishings, sinage, lighting, and exhibits.

With this as a start, we should be able to assemble an
increasingly useful body of information that will save us
time and money and present the corporation at its best.

To further the effectiveness of this guide, there are
four steps that should be taken.

l. Visit the offices, or examine photos
of them, in order to get a feel for
the problems and particular situations
that exist.

2. Make a preliminary proposal to solicit
comments and suggestions from the offices.
Include as many of these people in fact
finding so they feel a sense of partic-
ipation. Include in this,an analysis
of present office costs and a projection
of future needs.

3. Write and distribute a Standards Manual
based on fact finding which will reflect
economic realities, design goals, and
long term corporate objectives.

4. Offer the services of industrial design
on a consultant basis for office design.

I am proceeding to gather information on the above topics,
however in-depth investigation will take time. Let me know
what you think of the form and topics.



@ Office Planning ~2- March 10, 1967

A. Logo

1. Purpose
2. Color
3. Form
4. Applications

B. Interiors
1. Engineering office

a. Furnishings
b. Color
c. Size
d. Other considerations

2. Sales office
a. Furnishings
b. Color
c. Size
a. Other considerations

@ 3. Public space
a. Furnishings
b. Color
c. Size
d. Other considerations

4. Meeting rooms
a. Furnishings
b. Color
c. Size
ad. Other considerations

5. Secretarial and Reception
a. Furnishings
b. Color
c. Size
a. Other considerations

Cc. The Exterior
1. Building
2. Color
3. Sinage

:



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

.TC

It is the considered pinion of the committee that the M series modules are not ready to be
announced as a product line at this time because the design is not finished. The period of
time devoted to engineering before announcement was simply too short.

There are several major problem areas which the designers must have a chance to resolve before

DATE March 9, 1967

SUBJECT Design Review of M Series Modules :

Executive Committee FROM Joe Sutton for Engineering Review
Committee j

:

this product line is announced. :

T. What method is to be used for timing the logical decision of this line? Pulses or square
waves? :

How are these signals to be generated and distributed so that the skew specs of flip-flops
are not exceeded and the systems can run properly.

2.

If we intend to use pulses it is obvious that pulse amplifier design should be first priority.3.
What width pulse? How reshaped?

In-house experience indicates problems due to skew in clock timing. No little effort
is needed to specify the 7476N flip-flop to guard against these problems.

4.

Most important after the above problem of clocking and skew immunity are dealt with,5.
announcement of line should come after successful breadboarding of :

a. 16 bit up-down counter with comparator to stop at d preselected point.
16 bit 2-register parallel register to register swap scheme with gating circuits
to allow read~in from separate source. These sample problems will go some
distance to demonstrate the validity of the above solution.

With the advent of more complex cards, say a M210 or M161, the module designer must
take time to have a better idea of what the modules will be used for. Since blue modules
constitute less than 5 per cent of module sales, the present uses of blue modules should be
canvassed by the designers as to their present use of blues and what intergrated forms they
would prefer. Then the designers can have more firm ideas about whar modules are needed.
The committee feels that the present series may not be as useful as could be but is incapable
of being judged properly at this time.

6,



)esign Review of M Series Modules - 2 -

7. The designers have already incorporated committee suggestions about expander nodes
on external pins. But this restriction could make the line unwieldly for module sales.
Thought and study will be required here.

:

In all fairness it must be recognized that most of these areas were on the schedule for the
designers to look at. But in the face of sales and management's desires to get it out for the
show, some skimming over is evident and understandable. :

1

:

bwf



@: DATE March 9, 1967

SUBJECT Design Review of K Series Modules

MEMORANDUM:

:

Committee

AsExecutive Committee Joe Sutton for Engineering Review

The committee's opinion on K modules is that this line of modules could be announced at
this time. The line appears to be rather well thought through and the operating problem
of this new environment seems to be dealt with.

4

Specific changes which are recommended:

T. Pin C will be ground on K series modules. Pin A is +5 volts. Pin B will stand plugging

4

into -15 volts making lines compatible.

2. Use an existing logic symbology instead of a new super hybrid even if unwieldly. We
understand K series will now use old NEMA.

:

3. Have K200 series reviewed and redesigned by a good logic designer as better techniques
of counting are probably available.

K230 shift register must have all flip-flop outputs or is almost useless. Make card
double size if need be.

4,

5. Add crude circuits from B/r series to conversion. charts.

6. It would be advisable to breadboard some proposed system to demonstrate that the noise
immunity really works.

7. Since K may be used for some DEC peripherals, tighter specs on delays and rise and falls
will be needed.

8. K303 recovery time probably won't meet 0.1 percent of maximum delay.

9. K716 should use a socket which will not break. The new 36 pin molded with only 18
pins inserted should be available by fall.

10. The connectors that are cabled to the K508 input converter and the K604 output connector
must have pins assigned in such a manner that no damage will occur when they are plugged
into a normal FLIP CHIP powered socket or into each other's socket.

bwf
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM8

DATE March 9, 1967

SUBJECT DEC Logo
TO al Devault FROM Jim Jordan

Win Hindle
Nick Mazzarese
Stan Olsen
Ken Olsen
George Wood
Loren Prentice
Bob Cesari

In order to maintain the equity we have in the corpor-
ate designation "DEC" and retain it as a registered mark,
we must use it. No particular form is manditory. We are
currently using "Digital" in blocks as our logo. We do
not want to confuse our customers with two means of identi-
fication. One way to display both, but not confuse, is to
play one down. It should not appear to be a poor second

next to "FLIP CHIP", another registered trademark,on our
logic modules. This can be done on the film positives of
circuits. When the cards are etched and soldered, the
words "DEC FLIP CHIP" will appear as bright metal on the
colored background. As time goes on and the opportunity
presents itself, we can put DEC on all of our modules,
power supplies, and other internal components.

cousin. An answer that seems to satisfy the clarity and
legal requirements is to put "DEC" in plain block letters

We plan to institute this change at the earliest
possible time. If you have any questions or comments let
me know.

UDG bos + 4 6 MatiS ari f



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT MODULE MARKETING REVIEW - Report of K Series and M Series,
March 7, 1967
Al Devault FROM wowie Painter
Russ Doane
Stan Olsen
Saul Dinman
John Jones
Mort Ruderman
Allen Kluchman
Ken Olsen

DATE March 9, 1967

TO

SUMMARY

There is no doubt in anyone's mind that both the K and M
series modules are necessary products. The M series is needed
to provide DEC with a monolithic integrated circuit line, without
which we are non-competitive. The K series is needed to make
inroads in the industrial area, a high volume market.

All are agreed that the IEEE show is the key time and place
to announce these new lines of modules.

Announcement plans for IEEE, although hastily made, are fairly
complete. Advertising, news releases, news leaks, and a hand-out
brochure are finished or nearly ready.

The firm's plans for follow-up after IEEE are vague at this
time. Unless these marketing plans are thought out and executed,
the announcement at IEEE could prove to be largely wasted effort.
RECOMMENDATIONS

1. That, after the IEEE announcement is over, those concerned
with module marketing layout a one year marketing plan
for the K and M series.

2. That a follow-up review be held by April 28, 1967, for the
one year marketing plan.

Attached is a copy of the review outline. The following
comments were brought out during the reviews:

(continued)

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



1. Planned Markets

A. Industrial Line - Machine tool industry, heavy industry
such as steel, heavy industry suppliers and present
customers who buy R series modules on a price basis, and
who do not need the two MC speed.

B. M Series - Current B series customers, research oriented
and OEM customers who are building computer interfaces
or special Digital systems.

2. Market Size
A. Industrial Line - assumed dollar volume to be at a sales

rate of 7.5 million per year by June of 1968.

B. M. Line - five million dollars per year by June of 1968.

3. Competition for and Advantages of:
A. Industrial line - Competition is primarily Versalogic,

manufactured by Decisional Controls, Norpack, G.E., and
Alligned manufactured by Cutler Hammer. The advantages
of K series are small mechanical assembly, easy pluga-bility, powerful gating structure, better noise rejection,
and a good line of functional modules.

B. M Series competition are such people as CCC, SDS, Redcor,
ECO and others. It is an extremely price sensitive
market, and the current planned pricing for the M
series would give us a cost per gate advantage as well
as a cost per flip-flop advantage which is reasonably
significant.

4. Approach to Markets

A. Preliminary Technical specs have been prepared and are
being forwarded to the field offices. A notebook and
application note file are coming and are planned to be
in reasonably good shape by late spring or early summer.
Both new lines of modules have been announced at
regional meetings, and this will continue throughout
the spring in order to let all the field salesmen know the
scoop.

(continued)
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B. Application support at this point in time consists only
of Russ Doane and Al Devault. They would like to
have an applications group, but plans for this group
are not yet firm. An applications group will be
extremely important in solidifying OEM business.
Firm prices have not been established, either list price
or discount schedules.

5. Marketing plans and announcement

Space ads are planned for around the time of the IEEE
show. Tentative plans are to have approximately an
ad a month thereafter. Dates are to be firmed up.
Trade show announcement will be at IEEE with follow-up
at Wescon, ISA, Nerem, NEC and possibly the Design
Engineering Show.

No definite plan for a handbook has been mapped out,
but Russ feels strongly about having one available.
Such a handbook with good applications information will
be a key to selling the indutrial line of modules. An
excellent time to have that handbook available would
be at the ISA show next fall. No mailings are currently

Semin=planned, but roughly two per quarter are expected.
ar plans are being mapped out and will be scheduled
starting this spring. News releases and IEEE show
at the time are planned. Preliminary promotional
literature is planned for the IEEE show, but will be
lacking in detail on the M series, and will also lack
prices.

6. Projected Product Life - is approximately three years for
each line of modules.

7. Production Plans and Delivery
A. Deliveries will begin in small quantities in June of July

of 1967. The normal expected delivery will hopefully
be off the shelf, but that will not happen until about
the first part of 1968.

8. Sales Personnel Committment - This has not been settled yet,
but it is expected that with an emphasis on selling to
OEM markets the dollar volume per salesman should increase
over what it has been with the current R series of modules.

9. Budget - A new budget will be developed shortly after the
IEEE show.

ewm
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT DELIVERY SERVICE TO LOGAN AIRPORT
DATE March 9, 1967

TO EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE FROM Jack Shields
ALL MANAGERS
Frank Kalwell
Ray Michel

Due to a large increase in the amount of material shipments for
Field Service use, we will make a scheduled trip to Logan Airport
on a daily basis, Monday through Friday, starting Monday, 3-13-67.
The vehicle will be available for company personnel to use as
transportation should they have an airline flight coincidental
with this schedule. We will also try to pick up any incoming
people should their flight arrive around 2:30 p.m. to 3 p.m.

The vehicle is a nine passenger van and seats will be available
on a first come, first serve basis. This vehicle will leave at
1:30 p.m. from the Thompson Street parking lot opposite buildingfive. To utilize this service call Harriet Stewart at extension
576 before 1:15 p.m. Give her your name and the extension at
which you can be reached. This list will then be forwarded to
the Field Service driver. He will go to the lobby of buildingfive at 1:20 p.m. to pick up personnel. If an individual is not
there whose name appears on the list, he will be called or paged.
The vehicle will leave promptly at 1:30 p.m., NO EXCEPTIONS.

When pick up of personnel at the airport is desired, we will re-
quire Name, Badge Number, Air Line, Flight Number and ETA to be
called in to Harriet Stewart before 1:15 p.m. (Only flights
arriving from 2 p.m. to 3 p.m. apply.)
If the person or persons are not DEC employees then the appropriate
Manager must approve and explain the pick up; e.g., John Doe,
prospective employee, pick up for plant interview, R. Lassen.

Passenger Logs will be distributed to the Executive Committee and
cognizant managers monthly.

We will be happy to drop parcels off at the respective air freightoffices in cases of emergency shipments.
JJS: ned
cc: Paul Gadaire, Glenn Ford, Walter MacKenzie

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE 3/3/67
SUBIECT Wire Mesh Partitions
TO Stan Olsen FROM Frank Kalwell
cc/ Ken Olsen-

Nick Mazzarese
Harry Mann
Al Hansen

I would like comments on the feasibility of using wire mesh
-partitions and enclosures on future in-plant moves. It seems
we spend a great deal of time and money erecting and
disassembling 2'x 4's used to build the various stockrooms.
A price comparison on the new recommended 60' x 60' ModuleAdministration Stockroom using wire mesh vs 2'x 4's andchicken wire is as follows:

Wire mesh concept
46 pes. (5'x 10') at 32.50 ea, 1,495.00
1 pe. 5 x 10 door at. 105.00 ea. 105.00
lL pe. Fixed Service Window 61.50 ea. 61.50

1,661.59
10% of total cost for installation time 166.15Total cost of 60' x 60° area $ 1,827.65

Advantages

:

:

:

:

:

l. Reusable ( if future moves occur )
2. Full visibility
3. Full circulation of air, light and heat
4. Ease of installation

:

x 4 plus chicken wire concept 4,00/linear footTotal cost (including Labor &
Material) does not
include painting $1,440.00

1,827.65 Method I
1,440.00 IT
367.65 Less using

jethod II



Advantages of II Method:
1, Utlization of present manpower

Disadvantage:
1. Permanent and cannot be moved.

Even though our in-plant #2 method is slightly less, we should
;

consider the wire mesh concept if not just for the "Ease of
move and portability" advantage; thereby creating a long-termsavings when future moves do occur.

SEE ATTACHMENT

FAK/mz



STOCK SiztS
WIRE MESH

5 PANEL WIDTHS

x 3 SLIDING DOOR WIDTHS

EASY TO MOVE

by U bolts necessary nuts and bolts and cast
floor sockets

FIXED SERVICE WINDOW W/SHELF
SIZE - 5' w PANEL x 7' 8' 10Het

HEAVY 142" DIAMOND WOVEN MESH
JO GAUGE WIRE WITH 1"x%"
SHANNEL FRAME CROSS FRAMES
WELDED AND RIVETED

e SECURE STOCKS - TOOLS e FULL VISIBILITY
e FREE CIRCULATION OF AiR, LIGHT, HEAT

PANEL PANEL HEIGHTS
WIDTHS 8° 10"

Prices NOT Installed $451 50

Shipped KD

*
HOW TO GRDER a

t

AS' $24 00 $25 50 $(32 50 Provide sketch giving TOTAL HEIGHT, LENGTH
B-4' 22 50 24 00 295cz 19 50 21 00 26 50
B2' 17 50 18 50 24 00

E

F3' $62 00 $67 00 8050 A
15'

A

L5' (wide) $51 50 $56 50 $ 6150

N VALL CLI°S AT E'.D OF RUN 75 2 750

of Consists of

All Bins
Finished
In Grey
Baked
Enamel

3

Fronts as shown

12 $101 $0
15 119 €0
18 128 50

20

EACH SECTIGN ROTATES INDEPENDENTLY
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3

600 tb

4} parts too's ete te the job
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT BACKLOG
DATE March 2, 1967

TO Ken Olsen FROM H. Mann
cc: Executive Committee.

| feel that the present manner in which we maintain our backlog is the traditional,
conservative method and coincides with the rest of the Accounting policies and
general company posture which | believe you wish to sustain. For this reason,
urge that we do not change the ground rules as far as calculating and reporting
our backlog are concerned. At the same time, | recognize the dilemma which
you outlined in your memorandum of February 27 on the subject. It seems to me
that the dilemma can be resolved if we think in terms of the total of backlog
plus budgeted bookings for the coming months rather than simply think of backlog
by itself. Ted Johnson prepares his budget and revises it each quarter. For bookings,
he takes into consideration all of the orders which are expected to be formalized
ona month by month basis and, hence, includes in part all things which are current -
letters of intent, discount agreement potentials and other verbal promises for orders
about which he and his field force know. believe it is the general mix of this
latter group of probable orders which causes confusion in terms of the size of the
work load ahead of us. If we accept my suggestion in regard to looking at the sum
of these two numbers, | believe we can avoid the confusion which now exists.

If we decided to define backlog to include all of the probable orders for which we
had letters of intent, discount agreeménts or other kinds of informal commitments,
| believe that we would face a very difficult task because my experience has shown
that it is impossible for sales people to get consistent termination dates as to what to
include in probable orders in an objective fashion. If bookings are going well, then
the sales people tend to reach less towards probable orders in their reporting, whereas, if
things are going poorly, they tend to include more things of the 'iffy' type in their
backlog calculation. In other words, this becomes a very subjective kind of number and,
indeed, very suspect as a result.

HSM/jm
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NTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

'XEROcory

DATE October 12, 1966
SUBJECT DIScs
TO Ken Olsen FROM Ken FitzGerald

Win Hindle
B. Savell Steve Lambert
L. Prentice
E. DeCastro

1. Since March Steve and I have designed 4 different
32K word, disc units.

2. Models of all of them were made and tried out-all
worked to our design specs.

3. We will have 2 prototypes completed before the
end of this month.

4. These units were designed with simplicity, low cost,
reliability, and 416,000 bit size as prime factors.
Therefore no attempts were made to push the state of
art by crowding bits per inch or tracks per inch.

5. In designing and building these units we have determined
the parameters that will control the design of bigger
and better disc systems. The following is a list of
general specs that we fedl can be delivered ina
larger system. Note that this system will fit a

standard 19" rack mounting and can be built from

mechanical & logic components that have been produced
or are presently being produced for either ourselves
ox others:

DIGITAL EQUIPMEN
cory»
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5,250,000 Bits
17" Disc
128 Tracks, one side
32 Head shoes, (4 heads per shoe for the present)
10.5" Inner track dia
15.54" Outer track dia
12" High 19" rack mounting
Retractable Heads

Rated for 1200 BPI

1.2 Mircosecond Bit to Bit transfer rate N.R.Z.I. (Serial)
1800 RPM 33.3 Millisecond worst case access time

44,000 Bits/track 36,800 data bits
300 Nanosecond B-B tranfer rate 4 track parallel.
for PDP-10 only (additional $100.00 approximate cost
increase in electronics)

If we were to start building this larger unit
our present schedule for the small disc would not
allow us to actively work full time on it until lst
of January. However, there are items of design that
will take longer than others to be resolved,and they
might be started sooner. They are:

1. Disc material & quality
2. Head configuration (No. of heads/shoe)
36 Head Gimbaling & retraction
4, Dynamic disc parameters

A. Balance

DIGITAL . MAYNARD..MASSACHUSETTSXERO'sory XERO
COPY cane ~
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Be Runout

Wobble

D. Maximum RPM.

5. Suggested control paramets

These problems necessitate equipment design or
purchase, and materials searches.

The equipment needed is mostly in the nature of
testers such as:

l. Disc surface tester
A. To scan the complete surface

to be used for dropouts & signal

e losses
2. Head Tester

A. To determine head electrical
uniformity

B. To determine correct dynamic
flying specs

3. Head alignment tester
A. To determine correct interleaving

4, Disc Dynamic Tester
A. Wobble

Be. Runout
C. Balance
D. Speed Limit

5. Disc Static Tester
@ A. Flatness

XERO} XERODIGITAL EQUIPMENT--CORPORATION MAYNARD..MASSACHUSETTS ERO
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e
B. Finish

6. Life testers
A. Retraction
B. Disc Surface
C. Motor

ESTIMATED COST

128 Heads @ $15.00 /hd approximately $1,920.00
Dise 250.00
Motor 150.00

Mtg Plate Disc & Motor 100.00
Head Mtg. Plate 250.00
Shock Mounts, slides, covers, etc. 250,00
Mechanical Assembly 250.00
Diode Matrix Board 50.00
Readers Writers timing & format Cont.
(Serial track RW) 400.00

$ 3,620.00

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT RPORATION
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT DATA DISC

DATE March 2, 1967

TO Kei Olsen FROM Steve Lambert

In reference to vour memo of February 13, 1967, I was aware
of the Data Disc interface to the PDP-8, last fall. At that time,
I was told that the disc applications were for svstems where bit
reliability was noc important. I would be interested to know if
these disc units are used to store proyrams or as a buffer for
large amounts of data.

Appare..tlv, most of the effor at Data Disc has been directed
toward increasing reliability at the 3,000 bits/inch density on
che fixed head disc. This unit appears to be the best investmet

cope with inexpensively. I would recommend buving this unit with
electroics. Their readers, writers, matrix and timing controls
would be to interface the disc to our computers to main-
cain product reliability.

the cos. of $7,450.00 makes the unit unattractive in comparison
to our estimated manufacluring cost of $3,000.00. che 6 million bit
disc comparison to our proposed 5.2 milliou bit stem are identi-
cal in terms of binary addressable word or block sorace. Although
we would utilize slightly more rack space, our inierface logic would
be included. Thus with our own mechanical design, space utilization

for all purpose use, bu. the data rate is a little difficult to

would be ai: improvement over the Data Disc lavout

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION - MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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The specifications proposed October 12, 1966 remain the same

at present with exception of the possibility of obtaining 16 heads/
shoe at reasonable cost and remaining contact start/stop. The timing
track head would remain 4 heads/shoe. Most of the problems that will
be encountered in the proposed disc have been solved in the present
disc development program. Our present disc continues to operate
reliably for hours at a time without failure but the margins still
need to be further developed.

@
SAL/crh

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION - MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE March 1, 1967
SUBJECT Proposed Office Standards
TO Executive Committee FROM Nick Mazzarese

1. Who qualifies:
Engineers, salaried technicians, and professional salaried
employees (i.e., promotional writers, computer administration,
production supervisors, etc.)

2. Office size:
a) Standard office to be 9' x 12" for single occupancy

and 12' x 12" for double occupancy

b) Manager office size (for managers reporting directly to
members of executive committee) to be 12' x 15'

c) Non-salaried technicians to have 8' of bench space and
access to work table and lockable storage

3. Office equipment:

Can include desk, chair, file cabinet, work table, blackboard,
bookcase, as required by individual

NJM: cmp
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DATE March 1, 1967
SUBJECT Ventilation System, Building 111

Cy Kendrick
D. Widder

INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
Memo #7

FROM Al HansorTO / HarryKen Olsen

We have an industrial hygiene problem in the plating area.(Building 11-1), in as. much es the concentration of Trichloroethylevevapors is much too high. The accepted threshold level for trichlor-oethylene is 100 ppm. We took air samples throughout the area andrecorded readings as high as 200 ppm.

In order to solve this problem, I pronose that we install a gasfired air make up unit that will lsupply 10,000 CFM of tempered airinto this area. This will result in a 10 minute air change.
:

Below are two quotes from two different vendors on the necessaryequipment:

The Air Conditioning Equipment Company $7 .400.00
New England Engineering $7,520.00
The electrical work would amount to $ 500.00
In reviewing this problem with Cy Kendrick. he also informs me thatthe screen printing area will require a temperature controlled ventilationsystem because of the concentration of xylene vapors and because theycannot tolerate any thermal change in the stainless steel screens. If allthese requirements are met, it would require an air conditioning systemusing 100% outside air and probably based on a 1 or 2 minute air changein the room. I do not have any quotation on this system but I wouldestimate the cost at approximately $4.000.00.

ek ae re Ww,i :

hed a: :



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE March 1, 1967
SUBJECT DETAILED ADDENDUM TO PRICE & DELIVERY SCHEDULE FOR TU/79

PLAN OF PROGRAM TO ACHIEVE DELIVERY & PRICE SCHEDULETO Jack Jones Loren PrenticeFROM
Product Ling Managers
Ken Olsen
Pete Kaufmann
Harry Mann
Phil Backholm
Roland Boisvert

1. Complete capstan servo design and proof test now underway.
2. Complete all testers needed for manufacture and inspection for

major components. This is underway and partially complete.
3. Make one preproduction, 7 track unit for life test.
4. Make one preproduction, 9 track unit for life test.
5. Make one 7 track and deliver to Product Lines for tests byJune lst.

Production schedule is as follows:
1. Two per week starting the week of November 6th, checked out

and ready to ship.
2. With a 90 day notice after that date, production could be

increased to four per week, which would require two additional
technicians.

3. Five per week is a maximum of manufacture, as now planned, and
would require new manufacturing practices and testers needed
for any additional number over five per week.

The savings on labor of going from two per week to four per week,
would be $70.00; and to five per week would be a savings of $100.00
per unit. There might be some additional saving in quantity buyingof the vendor components.

The pricing schedule breaks up as follows:

Circuitry, electronic circuitry and modules $1,479.00
(standard cost plus 8% variance)

Capstan Servo amplifiers 150.00

SO



q
ASOD

Reel servo amplifier 50.00

Cabling 100.00
Mechanical parts including the main plate, shock 1,000.00
mounts, bezel, panels, vacuum pump, cabinet, doors,and so forth.
Power supplies and power control 563.00
TOTAL $2,784.63te

VENDORED ITEMS:

Capstan motor & optical tachometer $ 550.00
reel motors (two at $100/ea) 200.00
feedback tachometers (two at $20/ea) 40.00
7 track read/write heads 600.00
TOTAL , $1,390.00

As a result of this pricing, efforts are now underway to againcheck the list of module requirements to see if any savings could be made,and also the same is true of power supplies. Quantity buying of someof the items might save in the neighborhood of 10% to 15% on the
vendored items.

:



Meno #6
INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

:
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:
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DATE February 28, 1967

SUBJECT Air Conditioning Building 12-3.
TO Harry Mann FROM a1 Hanson

Ken Olsen

Alternate #1

Proposal submitted February 9, 1967. for 20 tors of Air Co-ditioning.
using 2-10 ton units.

Price $9,300.00
Alterrate #2

20 - 1 tor window units

20 1 ton Fedders Units 20 X $178.00 - $3.560.00Erectio~ Cost 20 X $ 75.00 1. 500.00
Electrical (200 Amp 3 phase 230 ft.) 1.480.00
Partitions 250.00

$é , 790.00

Alternate #3

10- 2 ton Window Units

10 -2 ton Fedders Units 10 X $277.00 $2.770.00
Erection Cost 10 X 75.00 750.00Electrical (200 Amp 3 phase 230 ft.) 1.480.00
Partitions 250.00

$5.250.00

Remarks:

Electrical load
#1 90 Amps

Alternate #2 206 Amps
Alternate #3 175 Amps

As indicated, the electrical consumption for the window units is much
larger thar the central system: consequently the operatirg cost is much largerIt is also much less expensive to maintain ore urit as against 10 or 20 senarate
units. It is also important that wirdow units will orly throw the cool air
avproximately 12 feet. at whick time it returrs to the unit. This that
the center section of Buildirg 12-3, will rot appreciate a-y co-sideratle amount
of cooling.

:
:

My recommendation is to use the central system. which will supply better air
distribution and operate at half the cost.

:
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUMry

8

SUBJECT SCHEDULED DELIVERY AND PRICE OF TU/79 TAPE TRANSPORT

DATE Pebruary 28, 1967

TO Jack Jones FROM Loren Prentice
Product Line Managers
Ken Olsen -

Pete Kaufmann
Harry Mann
Phil Backholm & Roland Boisvert

1. Production to start ten units September lst.
2. Two to be checked out and ready to ship the week of November 6th

and two per week after the above date.
3. Manufacturing price includes the following items:

All purchased parts $1,390All in-house manufactured parts 3,142
Assembly time 180
Off line test time 180
On line test & check-out 30
Engineering time required for learning 150

curve during initial manufacturing
amortized over first 100 units.

TOTAL $5,072

The above pricing and schedule is dependent on commitments of
delivery and price made by the main suppliers of the following items:

reel motors optical tachometer
capstan motors feedback tachometers
read/write heads

We could probably find some substitution for all other items
that go into manufacture which would not delay it.

If there are delays or price changes in the above items, theywill definately effect the delivery and pricing of the TU/79 tape
transport.

This document will be substantiated further by plans and
details on a second memo to follow later.



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
TO.

Departmental Responsibilities

Mike Ford
John Jones
Pat Greene
Mort Ruderman
Saul Dinman
Ed deCastro
Clark Crocker
Stu Ogden
Henry Crouse
Jack Smith
Tim McInerney
George Gerelds

Bob Savell
Bob Lane
Dick Ward
Jack Shields
Bob Lassen
Loren Prentice
Roger Melanson
Larry Portner
Allen Kluchman
Dick Richardson
Steve Mikulski
Al Hanson

FROM

DATE February 28, 1967

Executive Committee
:

:

:

:

With our product-line organization, we must have clear-cut guide lines fixing responsibility :

for internal budgeting, planning, scheduling, and delivery. We have adopted the following
general policy:

POLICY

WH/bwf

Prior to the beginning of each quarterly budgeting period, each
product line group is responsible for planning and scheduling its
requirements with each functional group. The functional group
is responsible for providing a firm budget and schedule to accomplish
the task.

As the budget period progresses, the product line group must keep
the functional group informed of any schedule changes so that work-
load shifts can be made. If the functional group finds it is unable
to meet the promised budget or delivery schedule, the product line
group must be informed as early as possible to allow an optimum
solution to the delay.

cc: Ken Olsen
Nick Mazzarese
Stan Olsen
Win Hindle

Harry Mann
Ted Johnson
PeteKaufmann

_ All product line groups and functional groups should plan their operations to take responsibility
as outlined.
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE 2/24/67
SUBJECT Allied Radio
To Ted Johnson FROM
cc/ Ken Olsen-

Frank Kalwell
:

Stan Olsen :

Mx. Jerry Drapekin-Industrial Merchandising Manager from AlliedRadio called on 2/14/67 pertaining to a PDP~8/S purchase order
he has obtained from Bendix Corp., Kansas City. After pointingout that our distributor policy with Allied applies only to
Modules, he felt he should receive the Module discount on Computerorders. He is interested in the following points:

1. Can we drop ship an 8/S?
2. Availability-He claims March
delivery (6 weeks) was quoted by
unknown party at DEC and that
the unknown party also quoted
prices so they assumed theycould sell 8/s,3.Field Service on the 8/S?
4. Commission?

:

I'v only outlined the basic questions posed by Allied. I
answered all such questions but high pressure tatics are beingused in an attempt to receive a commission, They have called meseveral times and also called Bill Landis and Stan Olsen, who
clearly outlined our policy.
I'm certain that either Ted or Ken will now receive a callafter Stan's last conversation on not granting a commission
due to their price cutting of our equipment.

Any such calls should be referred to Stan or me for additionalclarification on our firm stand.

PAK/mz

:: N :



February 24, 1967

Check-Out and Field Service Installation Reports
Dick Best Angela J. Cossette

ce Ken Olsen

Regarding Ken's reference to the manner in which the reports are being filed, |

would like to say that Bob Maxcy originally set up the file by customer; and |

understood that this was done under Ken's direction. We accepted the respon=- .

sibility of maintaining the file from Bob, and | agreed to supply personnel to
maintain the file only. | felt it was not up to me to reorganize the file, as | was
not involved in its formation. | might add that it would be somewhat difficult to
track down a computer always by number; in the majority of cases, people reference
the customer.

| agree that there may be a less expensive way to file these reports; but since we
took over the file in December, no one has requested information from it. Therefore,
we could not determine if this is the best working system or not.

4
May | suggest that you have Judy talk to Mark Bjorklund, as she set up the file
for Bob. She may be better able to explain the "mysterious" reasons for filing the
reports by customer.

AJSCml Ck :

COPY



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT Department Title Change

DATE February 23, 1967

TO Ken Olsen Ted Johnson FROM Al Alexanian-tft
Harry Mann John Jones
Win Hindle Bob Lassen
Nick Mazzarese Mort Ruderman
Stan Olsen Mike Ford
Pete Kaufmann Pat Greene
Dick Best Dave Packer

The SMALL COMPUTER SALES ADMINISTRATION department title
has been changed to SMALL COMPUTER ADMINISTRATION.

The new title will more accurately describe the function
of the department.

AA: nb

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

Reference: A.
B.

DATE February 23, 1967

SUBJECT THE UNIVERSITY OF ALABAMA

TO Ken Olsen FROM Al Alexania
Attached letter to Ken Olsen
Attached letter from Al Alexanian

The referenced attachments and the following list of
telephone calls is the action that has transpired to
date, concerning The University of Alabama matter:

Telephone calls
Monday, February 20, 1967

I called Michael Perry. He was out of the
office. I talked to his secretary,
Norma McSweeney, and left my name and
company name. I briefly explained the
nature of the call (i.e., delivery and
apology) but I told her that I would also
call back and talk to Michael Perry.
I called back, and received no answer,
I called back again, and the line was busy.
February 21, 1967

Michael Perry was not at the University
Wednesday, February 22, 1967

I called and talked to' Norma McSweeney again.Left approximately the same type message.
She gave me another telephone number to call
(205-325-4191).
I called the new number and received no answer,

I called three more times, and the line was busy.
I called again, and left word for Mr. Perry to
call me collect on Thursday.

That is the extent of the action to date, with the
exception of a telephone conversation I had with the
Huntsville office today (Wednesday).
I will send a follow-up report when the matter is completed.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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THE UNIVERSITY OF ALABAMA
MEDICAL CENTER

$919 7TH AVENUE. SOUTH
BIRMINGHAM, ALABAMA, 35233

February 13, 1967

DEPARTMENT OF MEDICINE

AIR MAIL

:

Mr. Ken Olsen, President
Digital Equipment Corporation
Maynard, Massachusetts

Dear Mr. Olsen:

We are still anxiously awaiting the arrival of our equipment
order placed 13 months ago in January 1966. Is there any possibility

:

of every receiving the two teletypewriters, four TU55 tape units
and cabinets?

Yours very truly,

Michael
Cardiovascular Research
205/325-5146

MDP: fa
cc; T. J. Reeves, M.D.

R. B. Shepard, M.D.
Don Henderson, DEC Huntsville Office



:

February 21, 1967

The University of Alabama
Medical Center
1919 7th Avenue South
Birmingham, Alabama 35233

Attention Mr. Michael D. Perry
Gentlemen:

References: Your letter dated February 13, 1967
Purchase Order No. MC4390 DEC #15011

Digital Equipment Corporation will ship the material
listed on your referenced purchase order during the month
of March 1967.

I should like to take this opportunity to apologize to you
for the unnecessary delay and hardship which we have caused
The University of Alabama, and you in particular. Your
order has been subjected to a series of administrative
blunders.
Your purchase order has pointed out serious pitfalls in
our administrative system which have been, or, are being
corrected.
In closing, I once again extend my apology to you, and
also wish to thank you for your patience and understanding.

Most sincerely,

Albert Alexanian
Computer Administrator

AA: 1

OIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION, 146 MAIN STREET, MAYNARO, MASSACHUSETTS 01784
TW: 710-347-0212 TELEX: S204858



e DATE February 23, 1967

INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUMéf

Discipline for producing and improving technical literature for less cost
and within assigned schedules.

TO Ken Olsen FROM Diek Ward
H. Mann
S. Olsen
N. Mazzarese
W. Hindle

SUBJECT

To get books completed faster we need more engineering support. The

maintenance manuals.

following "basic rules" are presented for your evaluation. As an adjunct to this memo,
manual outlines are ppended that cover typical CP and peripheral equipments for

A. Engineering

The following steps should cover "worst case" situations and can vary
with complexity of equipment and subtilty of design.

1. Do not start writing schedule until design is 90% complete
and the available drawing set reflects this. ~

2. Before any writing begins, provide
- complete prints (logic, timing, flow).

documented (or on tape) system specifications
dictate onto tape (recorders will be available from publications)

a clear definition of the equipment
definitions of major system elements and their

functions (instruction oriented)
- discuss programming aspects if applicable

discuss any adjustment procedures and purpose ,
3. Establish an individual on the project to be always accessible

to the writer and who will be responsible for providing all
project documentation (memos, etc.) pertinent to the manual effort.

B. Writer

1. Review all initial material and provide project engineer
with a complete book outline annotated to reflect specific
coverage and level.

2. After review of engineer and before writing, discuss coverage
and scope with cognizant representatives of Field Service
and Training. (It is important that material be covered in
a format and to a level that augments their efforts.)

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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3. At this point, original schedules and commitments should
be reviewed and any variations immediately brought to the
attention of the project engineer. Proceed with writing
effort and submit partial manuscripts to engineering as 'dictated
by the scope of the project.

° Output

In addition to whatever interim submittals are agreed upon between
engineer and writer, each. project must include scheduling for -

1. Final complete draft with artwork for review by
~ Engineering
Field Service

- Training
2. If a preliminary manual is required -

~ Scheduling must include a cut-off date for a
print set to be following in producing the
preliminary version - and no rewriting should
be done to accommodate design changes that
occur after the cut-off date

- Final draft should be a rewrite to final approved
prints.

In addition to these basic procedural improvements, much work should be
done to improve drawing set data, particularly to include signal source information.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM CONFIDENTIAL

DATE February 22, 1967
SUBJECT Tore Arbeus
TO Ken Olsen FROM Bill Farnham

Tore Arbeus formerly worked with AMPEX selling MAG TAPE TRANSPORTS
in Germany and Holland. According to Tom Dalzell, he was discharged
due to poor relationships with his customers.

Tore then moved to Sweden where he went to work for his brother-in-law,
a man named Jenssen, one of the principal founders of Telare. While
with Telare, he sold our products up until the time Telare hired
Kjell Reistadt in July of 1966, at which point Kjell represented
DEC products and Tore concentrated primarily on the Mathatronics
line. Telare collapsed in December of 1966. We hired Kjell who
will be operating out of our Stockholm Office and is considered
quite competent. Tore continued representing Mathatronics which
brings him up to date. When Tore was dealing with DEC prior to
July, Tom Dalzell reports he caused a lot of trouble with very
poor administrative procedures and over-commitments to customers.

Tom has no idea as to why Tore would be visiting DEC and was defi-
nitely negative about Tore's capabilities.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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CONFIDENTIAL
Notes on Conversation with Tore Arbeus - 2-23-67

Possible Customers for DEC Products

1) University of Gottenberg
2) Hospital associated with University where one of the

AGA PDP-8's has already been sold
3) ASEA - Swedish G. E. - we have sold one machine
4) Swedish Atomic Energy Commission - we already have

made sales

Competitive Computers

In Denmark - Grier - Model D-5
In Sweden - ASEA - quite similar to Grier machine

Modules

Philips sells less expensively, but according to Tore, the
modules are not as high quality. However, most decisions

@ are made on price.

Tore also mentioned that he was interested in selling the Monroe
Desk Calculator with a FLIP CHIP interface to an ASEA Computer,
but I really think that he would prefer the 8/S.
Tore felt Stockhom is the best location for our office as most
of the government offices are there.

The second largest city, Gottenberg, would be his alternative.
Tore's conversation was primarily general in nature and it was hard
to pin him down specifically. He did mention that a representative'slife is not worth it since, if he does well, the principal will move
in with his own salesmen.

W. H. Farnham



Tore G. Arbeus
Civilingenjér

Date of birth:
1944

1942

1949-1953

1952,

1953-1956

1956-1960

1960-1961

1962-1963

1963-1964

196571966,

Curriculum Vitae for Tore G. Arbeus

February 12th, 1925 in Orebro, Sweden.
Bachelor of Science of Electrical Engineering
degree fm the Technical Gymnasium in Orebro,
Sweden.
Vaster of Science of Electronic Engineering
degree from the Royal Institute of Technologyin Stockholm.
Employment as Research Engineer at the ResearchInstitute for National Defence in Stockholm
working on hydroaccustics and computer technology.
(Analog computers and ultrasonic memories).
Leave of absence during one year for a trainee-
ship through the American-Scandinavian Foundation
working at RCA, David Sarnoff Research Center in
Princeton N.J. Research work on ferrite core
memories for computers under Dr. Jan Rajchmann.
Employed as project engineer at the Swedish Boardof Computing Machinery working on development of aferrite core memory for the digital computer Besk.
Also worked as chief engineer for the operation ofthis computer.
Employed as sales manager for computer products at
Elektronikbolaget AB in Stockholm representing
Ampex Corp. for intrumentation and digital tape
systems, RCA digital computers and Indiana General
Corporation for ferrites and core memories.
Employed as European Sales Manager at Ampex Inter-
national S.A. in Fribourg, Switzerland for Ampex
Videotape products.
Employed as Sales Manager for Europe at Indiana
General Corporation in Fribourg, Switzerland for
marketing of IGC-products including ferrites,core memories, magnets and high precision motors.
Employed at Ampex-Europe GmbH in Frankfurt/M as
sales manager for Ampex core memories and digi tal
tape systems for computers in the territory Germany,Holland and Austria.
Employed at Telare AB in Stockholm as sales managerfor computers and modules manufactured by Digital
Equipment Corporation. Around 20 DEC-computers soldin Scandinavia during 1965-66.
During 1966 also worked for Arenco Electronics AB as
computer systems consultant and also at Telare AB as
sales manager for Mathatron desktop computers in Sweden
and Finland.



CONFIDENTIAL

HES
INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT Xerox
TO Ken Olsen FROM Fred Gould

Stan Olsen
Ted Johnson
Roger Handy

DATE February 21, 1967

We are at present involved in three projects at Xerox ISD,
and in an effort to facilitate discussion I have listed
below the programs, their potential to DEC, and the time
scale as we know it.
Project C-3
Product to be announced at IEEE Show. We must make everyeffort to refrain from refering to our product in that
machine for the time being. This should be passed on toall DEC people attending the show and to field sales

@
personnel.

April '66 June '66 January '67 March '67 March '68

7 systems 110 systems 568 systems
We have $1,400,000 to date on this project, and productlife expectancy, by their own estimate, will run an additional
$2,600,000 which will be through 1969. This system uses the
discrete component X Series.
Project 46
Product has been test-marketed as Micro Data System, a data
retrieved system based on IBM card size and Xeroxgraphic
techniques. We have built a prototype and are delivering 8
pre-production systems this month and 54 additional systemsin the next two months. The system is expected to sell over
5,000 units over the next 3 years with a module value of
$2,200,000. This system uses the discrete component X Series.

Page 1 of 2
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CONFIDENTIAL

Project 25
This is a highly classified Xerox project. Its existence
is a secret. It originally was intended to be the vehicle
for Xerox's own module line, XEPT, but our disclosure of
the proposed "M" Series has caused a massive shake-up within
Xerox.

Last week we proposed to construct semi-functional "M" Series
boards to accomplish the Project 25 logic package. Our price
was slightly lower than XEPT's and we offer several other
advantages, Purchasing and Engineering are lining up be-
hind the DEC "M"" Series while the XEPT people are fighting
for survival.
We are hosting a group of XEPT people on February 27 and 28.
Their visit will be a final attempt to show us inferior to
their product.
Insiders give us a 90% to 10% edge in the struggle. I suspect
both XEPT and DEC will get a piece of Project 25, but DEC
getting the 'lion's share' and Xerox adopting our 288 pin
connector as one of their standards.

This Project will be in prototype and pilot production stages
through 1967 with small production orders coming in early '68,
and peaking out at a two million a year rate in early '69.
Total value at today's prices run from six to eight million
dollars in logic cost.

/mp
ccs Saul Dinman

Page 2 of 2
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

:

DATE February 21, 1967
SUBJECT ADDENDUM TO TOOL CRIB PROCEEDURES
TO All Authorized Supervisors FROM R. W. Richardson

The following addendum to the tool crib proceedures will be
effective February 27, 1967:

1. Ail tools and equipment located in stockroom "A" (John

ground floor of building 7. In the future, all tools used by

will be issued and controlled by this stockroom.

loan" slip that has been signed by the appropriate supervisor.

on a "permanent loan" slip by the appropriate supervisor.

issued to contract workers and part-time help.
6. Any area requiring tools that are to be used expressly by

losses and replacements for his area of responsibility.

of inspection or termination.

will not issue a final paycheck is this is not complied with.

Trebendis's area) will be transferred to the tool crib located on the

technicians, engineers, wiremen, engineering aids and female assemblers

2. Anyone requiring replacement of a tool that is defective, worn,
broken or damaged must return the damaged item at the time of exchange
along with a "tool loan" slip that has been signed by his supervisor.

3. Lost tools will be replaced upon the presentation of a "tool

4. All non-expendable and large dollar items must be signed out

5. Supervisors must sign and will be held responsible for tools

them, can continue to requisition them through purchasing. However,
when the item is received, it will go to the tool crib, a number will
be assigned and it will be issued on a "permanent loan" slip. These
tools must be accounted for during our regular tool inventory inspection.

7. +A quarterly report will be issued to each supervisor on the

8. A notice will be issued with every tool box stating that the
owner could be subject to charges for lost or missing tools at the time

9. It is the supervisor's responsibility to see that terminating
employees turn in all tools that are charged out to them and the check-
out slip is properly signed prior to their exit interview. Personnel

:

: : : :



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE February 21, 1967
SUBJECT Preparation of Releases for the Sales Newsletter
TO All Contributors FROM Farnham

The Sales Newsletter is, at present, the most widely-used media
for disseminating product information, operational procedures
and policies. Our distribution is in the neighborhood of three
hundred copies per week. I have tried to organize the Newsletter
so that product information will be contained on attachments
which allows individuals the freedom to break the Newsletter into
parts and keep them in the appropriate area of their Sales Note-
book. Often the product lines request that an extra number of
attachments are printed in order to use them for other purposes,which sometimes includes sending them directly to customers.
With this large distribution, and also with the possibility of
the Sales Newsletter, or parts of it, going directly to customers,it has become necessary to insure that the information is well
organized, well written and properly punctuated.
I would like to review the proper procedures for submission of
news to the Sales Newsletter.

1) When the news item does not have an attachment,it should be printed on plain bond paper, it should
have a subject and an author, and it should be sub-
mitted directly to myself. The text should be.
exactly as the author wishes it to appear, and the
punctuation and spelling should be correct and in
finished copy format.

2) When submitting news items that include an attachment,
the attachment may be delivered to Dean Lewis or to
myself. Attachments should be on plain white bond
paper, original copy, and in final format, which will
allow it to be photographed and a plate made for offset
printing. If product line masthead paper is to be used,
a note should be attached indicating this, and if more
copies are desired than normal sales distribution (300),
a note stating the number of extra copies should also
be added.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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At the same time, the text you wish to insert into
this attachmentthe body of the letter referring to

should be sent only to my attention and should
If the attach-follow the rules in para. 1) above.

ment is not included, there should be a note statingthat it has been delivered to Dean Lewis. Finally,I would like to urge strongly that the above procedures
be followed to insure that there will not be any
omissions from the Newsletter.

In regard to the requirements for proper grammar, punctuation,
spelling, and overall general appearance of the finished copy, I
feel that these should be standard operating procedure so as to
allow the Sales Newsletter to appear as a quality publication thatis in harmony with the balance of our company, especially if the
attachments are sometimes given to our customers.
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SUBJECT BBN and Telcomp

e
INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE February 20, 1967

TO Ken Olsen FROM H.Mann

This is just a reminder of the meeting you and had with Dr. Bolt several weeks
ago. believe that we owe him a current answer on our attitude towards special
delivery terms on PDP-9's. You may recall he asked us, because of his problems,
if we could one way or another, give them slots for PDP-9 deliveries in less than
six or nine months. believe he was talking in terms of something like three
months. My suggestion would be to go back to him with the idea that he could
give us a Letter of Intent for the PDP-9's and that we could then schedule for him
on that basis, with hope that there would be sufficient information on Letters of
Intent and flexibility on our part that we could reasonably well, meet his
requirements.

The other two items that he mentioned which are not of immediate concern, but
which we should bear in mind, related to future help we might be able to give
them in the international market, and what value if any, we might mutually see
in having some of their Telcomb centers in the same physical office with our
Field Sales and Service group. You will recall that his point was that an
arrangement such as this would give us a wonderful demonstration tool in the
office at no cost to ourselves. Possibly there would be an added advantage of
sharing some office costs.

The fact that he made no suggestion concerning joint ventures, etc., is good, and
am sure that we are in agreement that we are not interested in trying to pursue

such an idea at the present time.

HSM/jm
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM URGENT

DATE February 20, 1967

SUBJECT UCC (University Computing Company), Houston, Texas (AC713-CA 8-0903)

TO Nick Mazzarese FROM Ted Johnson
Mike Ford
Stan Olsen
Ron Smart
Ken Olsen

Forenote:

The terminal processing systems, COPE 45 and subsequent versions, are highly confidential
at this point. No one in DEC should use this term until it is announced. Announcement
date is the March stockholder's meeting.

Summary of Situation

1. Leroy Towell, the system prime mover, expects an order mid-March for PDP-8 terminal
"kits" . He is trying for an order for 200, 50 in 1967, beginning scale two

per week in July, and balance to be scheduled in October.

2. SCC is In the picture to the extent that they might be selected as the second stage f
Sam Wylie, President.of UCC, buys SCC. Towell is opposed, wants reliable delivery.
However, pressure will exist here for SCC to get all or part of work.

3. Uptime (1500 cpm reader) has already committed to delivery. | assume Analex (1250 Ipm)
has also.

4, Anything we can do to make it easier and less expensive to put this together will help
clinch this. At this point, their logic is basically defined and they are doing the

programming on their 8K PDP-8 (on line to the reader and line printer).

At this point, they were planning environment sales movies of the remote unit (see
5.- They will make a big splash in March and are pressed for tiime to get into production.

sketch).

6. They need a firm commitment that we can deliver (the whole "kit" if possible) at 2

per week.

7. Future prospects, if all goes well, are excellent for 85 slower-speed terminals and

possibly automatic dialing PDP-9 systems.

8. The technical planning indicates care and conservative selection of parts and design.
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Application

UCC gets its name from work done for MSU in Dallas. They went over-the-counter in
September. Their stock recently jumped from 13 in January to 30. They still have
the bulk of the $6.5 M they raised for investment.

They have 8 service bureau setups. One they bought from CSC in Los Angeles (CSC
service bureau, Univac 1107, on Sepulveda in the CSC building). They have 6 1107s
and 4 1108s on order. Also, apparently, 3 - 360 Mod. 50s.

The COPE 45 system replaces the Univac 1004. It is cheaper and faster (the remote
terminals will be faster than their on-line equipment in-house).

The 1004 apparently has only 120 Ipm capacity, 550 with Telpak 8. This new system is
capable of simultaneous Send/Receive. The 8 system apparently can transmit FORTRAN
messages at 750 Ipm, with a card reader at 1500 cpm and 1250 Ipm. An 8S COPE 45
would have 400 Ipm and 600 cpm capability.

The terminal station, as shown, has a PDP-8 (4K) mounted below, expansion capability
to 12K. Also underneath are the MODEM, power supplies and 4 panels of our logic.
Each panel has 48 - 55 modules, machine- wrapped. (approximately $4K per terminal
of DEC modules and accessories.)

The plan apparently is to make future use of CRTs, etc.

The programs for the LOCAL-REMOTE and LOCAL-1108 is being written around executive
programs that they feel are quite sophisticated. The operator can halt the whole system
from the line printer or reader without affecting the data.

The 50 COPE 45 systems for 1967 (already signed blanket agreement for 50 PDP-8s) are
for internal use (their own centers). They then plan to offer them to anyone with 1108s.
One problem is "what to do with all of the 1004s they have". Tony sees, therefore, a
minimum order of 50 machines.

The unit has one console mounted above the table, with a face-plate that we are supplying
at $38 each bearing their company name and the brand COPE 45.

strongly suspect that their promotion will capture great attention and be assured of any
additional Texas money they might need for backing.

Terminals will operate from distances like 100 miles from the centers. A terminal might
have several line printers per computer.

The 1500 cpm reader from Uptime was recently ordered by SDS (10/month for 30 months)
and the Spectra series uses them. It has operated without crunching a card for 6 weeks
at UCC and allows significant card mutilation without loss of data.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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They are very happy with Tony's cooperation and our support. I think the people (Towell and
Harry Scott, head of programming) are very capable people.

| think the only special requirements on the logic are:
1. The wire-wrap service (they plan to provide the cards).
2. The Bus connector cards and cables.

The following requires 12 - 10" and 6 - 4' cables per terminal kit. (15 pair #22 stranded,
one wire of each pair grounded to a common bus.)

They'd like us to clean up the connector card, probably with connector lugs and a printed
circuit common bus.

Proposed Steps:

1. Help Harry Scott by seeing what is available (source listing or actual rewritten program) .
for card-oriented MACRO 8. The slow paper tape is hurting his program development.
Mike Ford was going to have someone call Harry Friday PM, 2/17/67.

2. Write a firm letter of commitment to deliver the PDP-8s as scheduled and also declaration
of ability to deliver the logic part of the set with each PDP-8 beginning July. This
will require some more detail from Tony but it looks straightforward, so we should commit
to if now.

3. Consider what we can tell Leroy about 1968 as an edge on SCC.

4, Offer help in getting the bugs out of the wire-wrap program. suggest Saul Dinman
and Mike, or Nick, pay a call to make sure we make known any new hardware develop-
ments that might be useful in their planning now and indicate our intent to keep them
informed. Leroy seems very keen on the 8S idea and Saul could certainly fuel this fire.

Olsen should sign it, and we should see if Leroy would want a visit within two weeks,
prior to his pitch to cooperate for final approval.

6. Apparently we can't significantly help them by building the welded tubular steel table
frame (they get it for $70 each), but every possible idea for short-cutting their assembly
problems should be considered.

7. Ron Smart will get involved to act as additional coordination between product lines and
Tony to make sure we provide a consistent front.

8. Tony Liveris will stay on top of this and be sensitive to any other factors. Towell wants
us, so he will be candid. Let's make sure we let him know of our interest and support.

9. They want to get the "jump" on this market, so they really need us for speed and security.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE February 20, 1967

SUBJECT EUROPEAN MANAGEMENT SCHOOLS

TO Ken Olsen FROM Ted Johnson
Harry Mann
Stan Olsen
Nick Mazzarese
Win Hindle
Pete Kaufmann
Ed Schein

Being interested in the possibility of on-the-spot management schools in Europe,
which may have some additional international educational benefits, called General
Doriot at AR&D to get his comments. In particular, | was interested in the possibility
of sending John Leng to such a school to add to his value and increase his interest in
remaining with the European scene.

There are three management schools that the General considered worth mentioning.

contract by Harvard Business School, and originally funded by Nestle's Corporation.
| am familiar with people who have taught there and | believe Professor Christensen
at Harvard Business School is the man to contact. believe this is a one-year school
but, again, the General tended to play this one down. The third school he mentioned
is INSEAD in Fontainbleau, France. This is a one-year school run in three languages
where the attendee must know at least two and have some knowledge of a third (English,
German, French). It is attended by young men from 27 different countries. General
Doriot played a key role in starting this school and feels strongly that this is the best
one in Europe. Again, this is Cca one-year school so there is some doubt as to whether
it would prove to be of any real value to us. | believe that Jean-Claude Petterschmitt
taught at this school as a side project while with Arthur D. Little. There are currently
no short courses in these schools, such as the PMD and AMP programs at the Business
School, which is unfortunate, since | think this would better meet our needs.

One is run by Aluminum Ltd. in Germany. He rated this one as not being very good.
Another is a school in Lausanne, Switzerland, called IMEDE, which is operated under

One possible exception is a school in Paris which is run from 5 p.m. to 7 p.m.
lt is called CPA (Centre Perfectionment aux Affaires). John Leng was going to find
out a little more about this school from Petterschmitt.

Along these lines, we probably should consider sending some of our bright young
Europeans to management schools which will build modern-thinking business attitudes
in the key technical people we hope to build on over the long term.

TJ:mr
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CONFIDENTIAL
INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE February 16, 1967

SUBJECT Regional Managers Meeting of 1/25/67

TO Ken Olsen FROM Ted Johnson

Please look over our detailed minutes of the first Regional Managers
Meeting. 1 plan to hold these quarterly. Ron Smart was secretary
for the meeting. | would be interested in your comments on the
approaches.

TJ:mr

Attachment

MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTSDIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE February 16, 1967
SUBJECT Memo Feb. 10, 1967, re. Summer Institute of Linguistics in
TO Mexico letter 2 Feb., 1967.FROM

Ken Olsen Gordon Bell
cc: H. Burkhardt

I assume the above proposal was a follow up of the proposal I
looked at 1 month ago. They neglected to estimate the job
size, number of users, etc.

Disk Considerations

The drum or disk that's referenced, which opefully DEC will
someday build, is 6000 pages or approximately:

6000 X 128 X 12 29,200,000 bits.
This size seems to be necessary for a number of applications
involving Time Sharing, and it's what I would want here if we

proceed with the TS-8 that I outlined in a Feb. 6, 1967 memo

on Time Sharing an 8 or 9.

I have no doubt they need this size disk.

Serial vs. Parallel Hardware Interface

In interfacing their hardware (parallel output typewriters),
the Teletype interface is harder to work with (program) and
that's undoubtedly why they dislike it. The DEC interface
was designed to give lowest cost for serial data transmission,
(Teletypes) but if they can afford individual buffers for each
Teletype, then the programming is undoubtedly easier.

The Teletype serial data assembly instructions are a bit hard
to use, and we are considering making a change in this area,
too, and for about the same reasons:
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1. For some reason, the actual teletype lines cost a
great deal, when all the smoke clears. There may be
too many line types to design for the flexibility,at a low cost.

2. They want parallel interfaces for typewriters.
3. We want high speed interfaces (2400 bits/sec. )

4. A possible solution for them is to use azscanner to
find active lines, and build a system like outlined by
me 6 Feb., 1967.

Hardware Summary

I believe a nice solution to the whole problem of communica-
tions interfaces (and include parallel transmission too) can
be found. I think there's both large markets for low cost
message switching computers, and an opportunity to have a
re-look at our own I/O to improve performance use, at a much
lower cost. (Their solution is at a high cost.) Any goodsolution probably has to come in terms of using the computer's
memory for data storage, and operating the thing with built-in
special instructions. The PDP-8I can take this into account.

Overall Feasibility
I don't see how such a system can be written in 4K of core.
(A general system may hopefully be written in 8K.)

Package
For the real significant cost savings to come, there has to
be a standard package deal for these types of jobs which get
marketed simply. STC (message switching), BBN (TEL COMP), etc.
all have about this same configuration:

PDP-8 (4K-8K)
Teletype interfaces
Power failure, multiply-divide, parity
Tape (1 or 2 units) (Backup-Sign on-Sign off)
Drum/DISK (if time sharing)
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Mods

I believe that there needs to be some built in hardware
ability to run several programs simultaneously.
An Alternative Approach

I would really like to see the PDP-8 modified and a package
produced which includes hardware and software for general
Time Sharing.
If such a system were built, I think system such as the
S.1.L. Also,proposal could be build quickly and easily.
other systems for multiple user typesetting, editing, etc.
could also be constructed easily. This approach is much
more significant than the fore-ground/background approach
being taken in present monitors designs.

eo
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE February 16, 1967
SUBJECT

HP2116A Computer
TO FROM

Ken Olsen Gordon Bell
CC: W. Hindle

S. Olsen
N. Mazzarese

Summary

The HP2116A has 1 large printed circuit card per I/O option,
with an integrated circuit of about the same size as a present
Flip Chip module. The PDP-8S uses Printed Circuits for back
panel connectors. Why not use one plug in card for standard,
single I/O options in PDP-8I? The integrateds can plug in on the
large card.

I just received a brochure of the above from John Koudela.
The computer is based on DEC PDP-8, 9 etc. with only minor
improvements, with flaws not in PDP-8, and may unrealized
changes possible with 16 bits which aren't possible with 12.
In general, a rather insignificant attempt to make another 16
bit machine, it's unfortunate they have such a large marketingeffort and will undoubtedly sell a pile of them.

One thing that they did do which I think is subject to violent
agreement or disagreement, conceivably analysis, is the packaging
of single I/O options on a single printed circuit card. As one
knows, I'm rather fond of large cards (and occasionally have
gotten carried away with them). There's no way to really see
whether large cards were bad, because it wasn't the logic on
the cards that caused the trouble, but rather the fact that the
circuits themselves didn't work. Thus, it's possible to put
badly designed circuits on large cards as easily as small cards.
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
DATE February 15, 1967

TO K. Olsen / FROM J. Smith

Below is a breakdown of the cost of the DEC paper tape reader and
punch.

Labor Overhead Material Total
Pco2 (Reader Only) 28.96 36.26 356.14 421.36

PC03 (Punch Only) 25.00 31.00 409.00 465.00

@ PCOl (Reader and Punch) 35.62 63.69 746.24 845.55

Jack

JFS/sm
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT® Stepping Motors
DATE February 14, 1967

TO K. Olsen FROM E. de Castro

The only problem I can see that we might encounter
using the 72 step slo syn motor is a lack of torque
at high speed. The motor we are currently using,
#HS-50, is rated at 90 oz. in. at 600 steps per second.
The only 72 step motor that I know of is the TS50 and
although it would have to operate at half the speed,it has only 40 oz. in. at 300 steps per second. The
present system requires gradual acceleration and will
not run above 800 steps per second, thus I don't
believe that we have much torque to spare.

EDC : jeg
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February 13, 1967
Possible Loud Outcry from Module Customer
Al Devauit Ron Smart

ccs Ken Olsen-
Ted Johnson

Dr. Haddard of New Jersey Neuro. Institute has had several
thousand dollars worth of our modules for over a year.
had far more applications support fr
than his purchase justifies (we ha
solidly for a year) and we are now
him. He might react by "going to t
Maynard."

gds

He has
ork office

uch tougher with
t least "phoning

t New
een porting him fairly
tting
top" o

We have supported him to daté to showwe were prepared to stand
behind a new salesman's,over-enthusiasm, in the interests of
the company image. long enough now.

you have him talk to he calls.



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE February 13, 1967

SUBJECT Gordon Bell's Proposal on Time Sharing the PDP-8 and/or PDP-9

TO Ken Olsen FROM Larry Portner

Ken, | am trying to arrange a meeting of the recipients of Gordon's memo (plus a
few others) to see if we can agree on the marketability of this type of system.

/\r
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DATE. February 12, 1967

CONFIDENTIAL

TO Olsen, Nick Mazzarese, Stan Olsen FROM Ted Johnson
and Win Hindle
Ken

Attached is a list of DEC computers in the U.K.

smr



PDP-8
FUP-§
PDP-S
PDP-8
PDP-8

PDP-8
PDP-8
PDP-8
PDP-8
PDP-&

PDP-&
PDP-8
PDP-8
PDP-8
PDP-8
RDP

Date

5

Feb. 64
€5

July &

Jon.
hhay 66
July 66
ily 64

March 66
April 66
March 66
Nov.65

PDP-8 (8) Aug. 65

PpP-8

PDP-8

PDP-8
PDP-8
PDP-8
PDP-8
PDP-8
PDP-8
PDP-8

PDP-8
PDP-8
PDP-8
PDP-8

Feb. 66
May 66
Oct. 66
May 66
Dec.66
an
Dec.66
Oct. 66
Oct. 65
Aug.66
Dec.66
Jan. 67
Dec.66

March 66
Feb. 66
Sept.G6
March 66

pplicationter : : : :

development
Von de Graaff
Diffractometer comtrol

Input & output for computing service
Multi-channel analysis in pile
neutron research
Chemistry Division
High energy physics
For use with Herald reactor
Movement control of fissile material

Dept of Chemistry
Program editor
Not disclosed
Process control (DDC)
Nuclear physics
On-line control of micro~circuit
manufacturing
Diffractometer Control

Data logging
Circuit analysis
On-line analysis and display of speech
ond electro-physiological signals
On-line control of elect.power supply
Data film analysis
High energy nuclear physics
Automatic message switching
Memory7 testing

Bubble chamber analysis
Nuclear physics spork chamber analysis
Bubble chamber analysis

AERE, Harwell
AERE, Harwell
AERE, Harwell
AERE, Harwell
AERE, Harwell

AERE, Harwell
Rutherford Lab.
AWRE a Aldermaston
AWRE, Aldermaston
Univ.Aberdeen
Univ.Birmingham
Univ. Edinburgh
Min.of Defence
George Kent, Luton
Univ. Glasgow
Hawker Siddeley

Hilger & Watts

Hydrological Research
Imperial College
Univ.Keele

Lancashire Dynamo
Univ. Liverpool
Univ.Manchester
Mobil Data
Mullards
National Phys.Lob.
Univ.Nottingham

Univ.Oxford
Univ. Oxford
Univ. Oxford

Teaching and research in on-line control Univ.Reading
and logical simulation

Albingdon 1900
Atbingdon 1900
Acbir.jdon 1900
Abingdon 414]
Abingdon 414]

Abingdon 4141
Abingdon 1900
36-4111

80241
021-SEL-1301
03 1-NEW-1011

0582-28514
041-WES-8855
G707-2-2300

O1-GUL-5336

973-2381
OI-KEN-5111 *

Keele Park :371

Rugeley :3271

Q61-ARD-3333
1-REL-8881
Horley :5544

0602-2-56101

O0x-2-54141
OOX-2-54141
@0X-2-54 141
84372

x 493/586
x 2155
x 4313
x2052
x 5036

x 2307

x 5703

x 350

x 3268

x 37

x 283/279
x 562
x 121/279

x 27/3

Hooton

Martin
Morgan
Holl

2

Hallett/Peck
Maskell
Maslin

J.Webster
SprosaF :

Len Wood
Rippon

Shaw
PD?' 8

Answoith/Wright

Cunlifie

Underhill

Mecklenburghx 2415
Coggan
Mulvey
Macefield -

x 2416

B.S.Walker



elementary particle physics

8

PDP-8 June 66 Stress analysis of bridges Road Research Lab. DSL-3-4127]
PDP-8 Nov.66 Royal Inf. Glasgow 041-BEL-3535 x 380 P.Mcfarlane
PDP-8 July 66 Process control Solartron 95-44433 x 300
PDP-8 Sept.66 Process control Solartron -93-44433 x 300
PDP-8 Dec. 65 Message switching S.T.C. -01-HAD-414] B.Porter/Dr.Smith
PDP-8(3) March 66 Research Labs 0279-6-21551

PDP-8 March 66 Hybrid system Univ.Swansea OSW-2-25678 x 478/7202 Griffin
PDP-8 + May 66 High energy physics Univ.College 01-EUS-7050 x 376
PDP-8 Nov.66 On-line business control Westinghouse 0249-2881
PDP-8- May 66 Spark chamber analysis Univ.Southampton

PDP-4 Aug. 64 Neutron physics data collection AERE, Harwell Abingdon 4141 G.Dean
and analysis 4

PDP-7 May 66 For use with Van de Graaf particle AWRE, Aldermaston -

accelerator
PDP-7 April 65 Display research Univ.Cambridge OCA-3-56491

(Maths. Lab.)

PDP-7 July 6 Display research Univ. Edinburgh 031-NEW-1011 x 6448 Oldfield
x 6447 Computer Room

PDP-7 May 66 Nuclear physics Univ. Glasgow East Kilbride:20222 x 721/757 -

PDP-7 Jan.67 Display research Imperial College x 467 G. Braun

Application ertallationmmputer :

:

Nov. 66
PDP-8 GPC S.T.C.Jan. 67
PDP-8 Dec.&6 Message switching Limerick :61623 White/StrachonT.C.

:

PDP-7 June 66 S ery.{ Univ.Cambridge OCA-3-54481 x 368
-

(Cavendish Lab.)

PDP-7 Sept.64 Univ.LiverpoolNuclear Physics (Von de Graoff)
PDP-7 Jan. 66 Nuclear Physics (Van de Univ.Manchester
PDP-7 Dec. 65 On-line data acquisition NGTE(Min. Works) x' 397

Nuclear physics (Von de Graaff) Univ.OxfordPDP-7 June 65
PDSP-7 April 66 Tactical trainer (naval) Solartron Williamson

Feb. 67 Univ.OxfordProcessing experimental data in
Imperial Colleger [

6



Date

PDP-5 July 65
PDP-5 July 66

Application

High energy physics
Program development

Comput

Rutherford Lab.
DEC (UK) Ltd.

Abingdon 1900
83366 +

Mem.T. Sept.66
1517

Memory testing Plessey , Towcester

:



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE 10 Feb 67
SUBJECT New Director
To Ken Olsen FROM Ken Gold

I would like to prepare news releases and photographs on Mr. McLeanfor:
Massachusetts
1. Boston Globe2. Herald/Traveler
3. 128 Business World
4. Chamber of Commerce Publications5. our own nearby newspapers
NY/NJ Area
1. The Stevens Indicator
2. Newark News
3. Newark Star Ledger4, N.Y. Times
5. World Journal Tribune
6. 'McLean's home town paper
National
1. Wall Street Journal
2. Electronic News
3. Computer trade magazines

In each, I would give be McLean's background, along with informationabout Digital. Included would be one paragraph describing the products
we manufacture and market.

~ pe
Harry Mann says there is a wealth of background data on #®. McLeanavailable with his secretary at Stevens. Should I call Stevens toask for the information, or would you prefer to request it in your

to photocopy than mat-finish ones.
letter? We would also need one 8 X 10" glo 85 head and shoulders

ssy photos are easierportrait for us to photocopy and reproduce

Ken
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE February 9, 1967

SUBJECT Seed Money

TO 'Ken Olsen FROM Harry §. Mann

Several weeks ago you asked in a memorandum for reactions to providing a
certain sum of money in the budget for undefined and unknown projects that
might come up during the period covered by the budget. | am not in favor
of doing this for the following reasons.

1. Your recently distributed plaque which said, "We have one set of plans
by which we hire people, plan inventories, etc." tends to be in conflict
with the idea of setting aside some money without specific ideas of what
people, etc. would be involved in spending the money.

2. Since we revise our budget each quarter, there is really no need to
worry about providing some money in the budget for things not apparent
at the time the budget is in preparation. It seems to me that relatively
few ideas would occur in any three months period which would require
any sizable expenditures during that quarter. Ifa new idea developed
during the quarter, by the time the plans are established, people found
to be in work on the project, etc., relatively small sums would be spent
in that period. !t would then follow, however, that when we revise the
budget. for the new and ensuing quarters, we would certainly include the
money for the then approved, new budget.

3. | do not believe that our budgeting is so precise that it cannot permit
reasonable amounts of money being spent which were not contemplated
in the specific plan on which the budget was based. | am sure that there
are just as many things which are anticipated in the budget that do not come
to pass and, hence, require spending money as there are new things that
come out that require spending money that we hadn't planned to do.

Last, and always, it should be remembered that a budget is nothing more than a
plan which has been quantified with a common denominator being dollars. It
must not be a strait jacket and, therefore, should not limit us from doing new
jobs which appear to be important even though not anticipated in the budget. If
we follow this concept and devise budgets quarterly, | think we have adequately
taken care of the situation which you are thinking about.

Harry S$. Mann

HSM: jeb
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT Spring and Fall Conference
DATE February 9, 1967

TO /Ken Olsen FROM Harry S. Mann

You pointed out that Xerox holds such conferences for their key people each
year and wondered if we should do the same thing. | believe at some time in
the next few years we may well want to implement that kind of a program and
include somewhere in the neighborhood of 20 or 25 people from the Company
in it. do not think we are ready to do this as yet.

My reason for suggesting that it is a good idea, but not timely, comes from
the fact that we are just now learning to work together effectively at the
very top level of the Company through our "Woods Meetings." If we can
use those day-long sessions to take care of our planning problems for the next

semiannual affairs including other people at that time.

year or so, incidentally learning to work together as a homogeneous group,
and then replace those meetings (or make them less frequent) and rely on these

Harry S. Mann

HSM:: jeb
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT Air Conditioning - 12-3

DATE February 9, 1967

TO K. Olsen FROM Al Hanson
Harry Mann

In regards to your memo for air conditioning the area in building
12-3. I have procured quotes based on the following loads:

People 40
Lighting 3 watts/sq.ft.
Ventilation 3800 CFM
Heat gain through roof, walls, glass, etc.

Vendor

New England Engineering
18 tons of refrigeration supplied from two roof top units with

necessary ductwork, supply and return air grills, etc.
Price - $10,200.00

Does not include Massachusetts Sales Tax,if applicable and all
wiring.
Vendor

The Air Conditioning Company
20 tons of refrigeration supplied from one or two roof top units

with all ductwork, supply and return grills, all electrical wiring, etc.
Price $8,400.00

Does not include Massachusetts Sales Tax, if applicable.
In addition, we will have to supply a new electrical service of

approximately 150 amps @ 208V, which will cost approximately $650.00
and extend the corridor partitions to the ceiling.

Summary
20 tons refrigeration $8,400.00
150 amp electrical service 650.00
Partitions 250.00

Total $9,300.00

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT Painting new area in 5-3

DATE February 9, 1967

TO kK. Olsen FROM Al Hanson
H. Mann

I thought it might be a good idea to paint the new space in
Building 5-3, which we have just acquired. If we plan on staying
there for some time, it would be to our advantage to paint now,
before the area is occupied.

I have a quotation from Roland Prescott to spray paint the

$1,400.00, complete. ?; aentire ceiling and walls,where it's necessary and all columns for

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM:

:

DATE February 8, 1967
SUBJECT Plating for printed circuits
TO Stan Olsen FROM George H. Wood

Ken Olsen
Nick Mazzarese
Dick Best
Loren Prentice
Henry Crouse

7

7

Report on meeting Boston Branch AES Feb. 2, 1967
Speaker: L.J. Durney, Enthone Inc.

Mr. Durney addressed the group as to the special require-
ments of the Electronics Industry with respect to plating.
He challenged the group to obtain a basic familiarity with
electronics, so as to better understand the needs of that
industry. He also pointed out the usefulness of a "Broad-
Based" supplier, (this was obviously a poke at Shipley
who has concentrated their efforts in the electronics
industry) in that a supplier who understood electronics and
who also had experience in metal strippers, solvents, clean-
ing, etc., is prepared to handle such problems as the effect
of solvents on surface resistance.

Throughout his talk, Mr. Durney dropped terms like:
Q factor, magnetic shielding, RF radiation, dielectric
strength, etc., so as to support his position in the
industry, and then cited the following examples of quanti-tative developments over the last few years.

1. Electroless nickel over copper plated dacron cloth
used in the manufacture of a rubber-cloth-rubber laminate
for radar antenas.

A. Copper was a grounding medium
B. Nickel provented the sulphur in the rubber

from corroding the copper, and acted as a
radiation shield.

C. Nickel being (Ni + Ni3P) was also a magneticshield
2. Plating coils on the neck of a standing wave tube.

3. Plated on plastic rod a gigicycle transformer

:



AdOD

Printed Circuits 2 Feb. 8, 1967

4. Polysulfone provides, for the first time, an
"engineering" plastic which meets the adhesion requirements
and temperature needs for circuits applications.



TO

INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT CONFERENCE ROOMS

DATE February 8, 1967

Ken Olsen FROM HH. Mann

I feel that your suggestion of solving the conference
room problem should be tied in with our desire toestablish some reasonable plant layout. In the interimI see no reason why we can't insist that the person
arranging a luncheon or meeting in the conference rooms
on the first floor of Building 12, make his own
arrangements for cleaning up, as well as preparingwhatever refreshments may be required.
If we are going to put any conference rooms in Building 5
the people will be willing to use for outside guests, theywill undoubtedly be reasonably well done and of at least
the same quality that exists over in Building 12 at present.It would be a shameful waste of money to build one of these
things in a hurry at this point, without knowing where it
really belongs.
The information we now have from Maynard Industries suggeststhat we will probably get the balance of Building 5 either
June 1 or July 1. There is a number of finished officesavailable on the second floor of that building, which from
a quick look-see would be reasonably adequate with some
minor cleaning up for a conference room. I would feel that
we could defer our decision to build a new conference room
and work under the arrangements proposed above until that
time.

HSM/jm

4
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® NEW INDUSTRIAL CONTROL MODULES

Engineers involved with all types of process controls from the simplest transfer machines

fo the most sophisticated numerically controlled' systems have been looking for fast solid

state logic that closes the gap between awkward relay substitutes and exotic computer-

speed electronics. New K~series Industrial Control modules from Digital Equipment

Corporation fill the bill.

K series modules incorporate all=silicon diodes, transistors, and integrated circuts,

artificially slowed for noise immunity. They offer a choice of English or NOR logic,

using familiar symbology for easy design. K series hardware is designed for convenient

installation in standard NEMA enclosures.

Modularity is achieved through the proven FLIP CHIP connector used on two generations

of DIGITAL's computers and on modules used for years in every conceivable application

from steel mills to lathe controls. Even the connection between terminal strips and

electronics is pluggable, so the logic can be bolted in after field wiring is complete

and removed quickly for modifications or additions.

Sensing and output circuits operate at 115 volts AC for U electromechanical capability.

Inputs from contact devices see a moderate reactive load to insure normal contact life.

Solid state AC switches are fully protected against false triggering, and provisions for

interlocking are included. Voltages from the external environment are excluded from

the wire-wrap connections within the logic.

RD:ce 1-20-67
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New Industrial Control Modules
Page 2.

Checkout and trouble shooting is easy with K series logic. Every system input and

output has an indicator light at its screw terminal, The special test probe provides its

own local illumination and built-in indication of transients as well as steady states.

Every point in the system is a test point, and consistent pin assignments reduce the

need to consult prints. If desired, an indicator panel can be built into the system

with a meaningful arrangement of lights to make system status plain at a glance.

Construction materials and methods are the same for other high-production FLIP CHIP

modules, including a computer controlled operating test of each completed module.

And K-series modules give you the size reduction, reliability, flexibility, and low

cost of solid state logic with an added bonus of easy interconnection not only with

the electromechanical environment but with ultra-fast logic on a computer too.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUS



PRELIMINARY SPECIFICATIONS

KO03 GATE EXPANDER

Three circuits. Each can be used either to add three AND inputs to the two built

into a K123 circuit, or to add a second two-input AND gate ORed with the two-

input AND of a K123 circuit. Thus one expander circuit can make either a five-

input AND or an XOR (Exclusive OR) out of one K123 circuit. Use with the K113

is identical, but the output will be inverted.

K113 AND/NOR GATE

Three circuits. Each circuit is a two input AND gate followed by an inverting

amplifier. Two connection points are provided for use with K003 expander. One

of these allows more AND inputs to be connected; the other allows external AND

gates to be added and ORed ahead of the inverting amplifier. This gate by itself

is theoretically capable of performing any logical function imaginable, and with the

aid of the K003 can do so economically. It is also useful as NOT element in Engl sh

:

logic implementatation using K123 gates.

K123 AND/OR GATE

Three circuits. Each circuit is a two input AND gate followed by a non-inverting

amplifier. Two connection points are provided for use with K003 expander. One of

these allows more AND inputs to be connected; the other allows external AND gates to

be ORed in. One circuit has a control connection at pin C which may be grounded to multiply

its response time. With the control point grounded this section may be connected asa
:

latch with extra high noise immunity.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION + MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



PRELIMINARY SPECIFICATIONS
Page2.

K210 DECIMAL COUNTER

Four T"L monolithic integrated flip-flops connected as a decade scaler with BCD (binary

coded decimal) outputs. Inputs and outputs slowed and buffered for the same level of

noise immunity as gates and other modules. Hysteresis trigger at counter input allows a

wide variety of signal sources to be accommodated.Grounding pin C rejects high frequenciesé

slowing counter to 10 Ke max.

K220 DECIMAL UP/DOWN COUNTER

Four T2L monolithic integrated flip-flops connected as a BCD up/down counter. Same

inputs and outputs as K210 with added direction control. Same input conditioner as K210.

K230 FOUR BIT SHIFT REGISTER

as K210.

4

I

Four T2L monolithic integrated flip-flops connected as a shift register. Same input conditioner

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION . MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



Preliminary Specifications

@ Page3.

K273 RETENTIVE MEMORY

Three circuits. Each circuit has a bistable mercury-contact relay that follows the

state of its input. A Hold input provided may be connected to the Power OK

output of the source module, Bulk of the relays uses an extra module location. This

module allows fail-safe retention of system status if power fails.

K303 TIMER

Three circuits. Each circuit is an off-delay timer if driven by a K123 non-inverting

gate, or an on-delay timer if driven by a K113 inverting gate. Both direct and

inverted outputs are provided. A fixed or variable control resistance may be located

nearby or at a distance without destroying noise immunity. Calibrated controls for

mounting on the delay module are described below. Longer delays than are practical

with RC networks alone may be obtained with counters. Either the line frequency out-

put from the source module or two R303 time 'circuits connected in a loop may be used

to drive the. counter.

K374 TIMER CONTROL
Two screws make both mechanical and electrical connections between this calibrated

10 ms to 300 ms control and one section of a K303 Timer module. If two timer modules

are mounted in the end slots of a K?41 mounting panel up to six calibrated timer controls

will have ready access. Logarithmic control taper gives easy settability over entire range.

K376 TIMER CONTROL -- Same as K374, but 100 ms to 3 seconds.

378 TIMER CONTROL - Same as K374 and K376, but 1 second to 30 seconds.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS .



Preliminary Specifications
Page 4.

K508 AC INPUT CONVERTER

Eight circuits. Each circuit rectifies, filters, and standardizes the output from a center-

tapped 6.3 v AC transformer winding such as those in the K716 Interface Block. Two feet

of flexible ribbon cable tie the handle end of the module to a connector module that fits

one of the sockets ina K716. This module uses two locations.

K604 AC SWITCH

Four circuits. Each circuit includes a transformer isolated driver and a solid state 250 VA

switch with both overvoltage and dv/dt suppression to prevent unwanted firing. An

interlock input which must be returned to supply voltage to enable permits additional

safety. Includes ribbon cable and connector module to fit K716. Uses two locations.

K671 DECADE GLOW TUBE DRIVER

Accepts BCD inputs. Converts to 10-line outputs for driving gas filled display

tubes such as Burroughs' NIXIE. Includes two foot flexible ribbon cable and mounting

board with socket for side view tubes.

K716 INTERFACE BLOCK

Eight inputs and eight outputs at 115 v AC using wires up to #14 can be terminated t
the clamp type barrier strips on this unit. An indicator light and space for identification

are provided at each terminal. Three sockets accept the connector cards from one K508

and two K604 modules. Each input drives the primary of a small transformer with enough

storage to promote the acin

necessary for contact reliability in standard limit

switches, etc.
DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS -



Preliminary Specifications
Page 5.

K731 SOURCE MODULE

Provides sufficient logic power to drive any typical system up to the full capacity of

a K941 mounting bar. Also includes sources of signals wanted once per system: a

Power OK monitor signal,.a line frequency logic level, and a system initializer

energized when power is first applied. Large components on this module fill the

space between the mounting surface and the first two module locations where this

double~size module is ordinarily inserted.

K771 DISPLAY SUPPLY

Provides both power and physical support for up to six K671 decimal display boards.

K791 TEST PROBE

This handy tool contains two pulse-stretching drivers with indicator lights. One

light indicates each logic level; neither lights on open circuit. Loading is negligible.

A built in illuminator makes it easy to see pins and wiring. Connects to the logic power

supply.

K941 MOUNTING BAR

Has room for four H800 blocks and includes a separate mountingg foot. Because of its light. :

weight, compactness, and the use of flexible ribbon cable for connections, the K?41

can be mounted on the door of any standard enclosure for ready access. Interface blocks

are best mounted on the rear of the enclosure. Design is such that a one plane path

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPOQBATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



Preliminary Specifications
@ Page 6.

K?41 Mounting Bar(continued)

for ribbon cables from modules to interface block sockets is easy to arrange. Connector

assembly is held to mounting foot by two slotted hex bolts for quick assembly. Order

H800 blocks separately. Bar may be sawed where fewer than 32 connectors are required.

K942 MODULE CLAMP

Holds modules firmly in sockets during shipping or vibration. Fits K941 mounting foot.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPGRATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INDUSTRIAL CONTROLS HANDBOOK

Detailed module specifications and many helpful design examples are offered in this new

DIGITAL handbook. With it you will be able to go. from process concepts to control

hardware with a minimum of lost motion. Fill in the reply form below for your copy.

My interests include:

Sequencers Numerical Control

Transfer Machines Data Collection

Computer InterfaceWelding Controls

NAME
COMPANY
ADDRESS

ZIP

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYMARD, MASSACHUSETTS



TO

SUBJECT

INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE February 6, 1967

Possibility of making many Peripherals at DEC with a
Common Interface to all and future computers.

Ken Olsen. Gordon Bell
Nick Mazzarese
Win Hindle
Stan Olsen

cc: A. Kotok
R. Savell

From time to time this has been considered, but has not been
practical because the interface has been at the computer-
peripheral control boundry. Also, because the designers want
to optimize each system there is a tendency to design each
control to tune a system. A common interface would benefit
software design, as well as giving production flexibility,
and minimizing system designs. I think that due to increased
emphasis on remote terminals there is a trend (good one) to
be able to remote any device, and as such the specialized
interface will hopefully vanish from our universe. For
example, IBM will shortly announce a card reader, card punch,
line printer combination that connects to a standard Data
phone.

Therefore, I hepe that since PDP-9,10, and 8I are in their
pre-peripheral design phases, such an approach be studied as
a means of having common I/O controllers across all computers
and lines including new ones. Obviously, not all equipment
fits the mold.

The equipment which looks most likely:
A-D-A
Paper Tape Readers & Punches
Card Readers and Punches
Printers
Plotters

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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Teletypes, Typewriters
Dataphones, and Phone Transmission stuff
slow displays
audio units
computer-to-computer buffers
relays, etc. (digital I/0)
Discs, Drums, mag. tape, DECtape, and Displays are
undoubtedly too fast.

One possibility for such a system would be: (See attached
sketch. )

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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DATE 2/6/67
ADDITIONAL SPACE

Stan Olsen
ec/ Ken Olsenz FROM Frank Kalwell

L. Prentice
A. Hanson

With our Module business on the increase, we require additional
space for storing and shipping Modules. The Module finished
goods area next to personnel is inadequate (Spacewise). Pleaseuse this memo as a request for consideration when you review

space requirements.
Present space 1245 sq. feet
Requested space 2000 sq. feet

Thank you



dle INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
DATE February 6, 1967

Sales Newsletter

TO Ken Olsen FROM Ted Johnson

| am not aware of your reasons for wanting to edit the Sales Newsletter.
This has been treated as an "open forum", so we haven't stressed "polish"
but, instead, good data and encouragement of frequent contributions.

Please let me know how you feel we should improve the Sales News-
letter.

TJ:mr

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM :

SUBJECT Time Sharing (via Program Swapping) on PDP-8 and PDP-9.
TO

DATE February 6, 1967

Nick Mazzarese FROM
Stan Olsen
John Jones
Mike Ford
Larry Portner
Larry Seligman
Henry Burkhardt

Gordon Bell

cc: Win Hindle
Ken Olsen

This memo is an appendix to a similar memo by me on Sept. 21,
1966 together with recent discussions in Maynard, and people
here (Perlis, Nevell, Nickerson, etc.) on the subject.
Potential Products to be sold

1. PDP-8 or 9 with general stand alone software to allow
general purpose sharing. A PDP-8 job would be limited to 4K,
and a PDP-9 to 8K. Additional memory would be used for multi-
programming to improve response time and also for special
devices I/O services. I think it's mandatory to be able to use
standard PDP-8 or 9 software with only minor (I/O) mods.

2. PDP-8/or 9 used with special real time software for special
I/O devices. The special I/O would reside in the monitor area
or in extra core reserved for direct control. The bulk of the
computation for the real time process would be done as a standard,
shared (swapped) job.
This type of system could be marketed with software to cover the
bulk of programming for almost any process control, message
switching, etc. job.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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3. Used as a message switching device which would be connected
to a large, general purpose time sharing system. (A job beyond
the scope of the small system could be transmitted to the larger
system.)
Size of Configurations

PDP-8 PDP-9
Memory 8K basic 16K basic
tape (for getting 1 unit 1 unit
on and off the

word ) greater
Messages 5-50 TTY 5-100 TTY
intercom (680) (690)
Number of users 5-20 (10 avg.) 10-40 (20 avg.)
Options: 2400 baud

power fail Dataphone interface
multiply/divide

PDP-9

Dise (5-10yus/ 5 x 10° bits 5 x 10° bits or
system)

I feel that a general time sharing system such as the above
can be built more easily, and quickly with wider use and market
appeal than the presently talked of fore-ground/back-ground. thing.
Ken suggested I call his friend, Prof. Francis Lee at MIT, one
of the designers of LARC, etc. about such a system. Lee may be
planning such a system to be used there for general student use,
because there are only 4 or so consoles on the time shared PDP-1
there; and because the PDP-l is used for experimental development
by Jack Dennis. Lee is enthusiastic and assuming MIT has funding
would probably enjoy working on a system which would have general
marketing appeal.
Lee and I basically agree on the framework, and that a general
approach is the best one. I think it would be worthwhile for
people at DEC to visit him before going much further on foreground/
background processing. (He hadn't considered the PDP-8, maybe
because of incremental cost reasons.)

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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PDP-8

From DEC's point of view, the development of the PDP-9 system
would undoubtedly have better payoff, and with limited manpower
would be the best one on which to concentrate. On the other hand,
the basic system cost will always be less with a PDP-8, and most
jobs are not processing limited. Also, there is a much larger
user machine base using PDP-8's.
PDP-8 Time Sharing Proposal from CIT

I am in the early study stages of proposing that CIT supply $
(for a disc) and manpower to develop a time sharing system around
the PDP~8, assuming DEC will loan us the memory, tapes and 680 stuff.
So far, Perlis is very enthusiastic, and the only negative factor
is that we may have to write our own 360/67 software.. I have just
started a grad student on the study, to investigate response time,
hardware mods, and the types of jobs, service, etc. that could be
done on it...
From our point of view, the 8 is ideal because we do not want to do
intermediate sized jobs on it, and its 4K limit on core will help

small jobs, followed by software to allow the transshipment of
data to the 360/67, followed by some partitioning of jobs between
the two systems.

the swap time as well as placing an artificial limit on job size.
Our design would first be general in order to stand alone for

At any rate, when we have some basic plan for the design, we would
come formally to DEC. The principle thing that CIT would like,
I hope, is that the system would be actively marketed by DEC. In
addition, of course, if it's practical we would buy several units.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
DATE February 2, 1967

TO Ken Olsen FROM Pete Kaufmann
Harry Mann
Win Hindle
Stan Olsen
Nick Mazzarese
Ted Johnson
Henry Crouse
Jack Smith
Cy Kendrick

During the month of January, we received subcontracts
from outside vendors of 46% or our total subassembly
needs, 23% of our module needs, and 15% of our metal
shop needs.

I am going to watch this trend carefully during the

people continues, am going to make a proposal that we
establish an assembly plant where assembly people are
easily available. The proposal will indicate the cost
savings that would be obtainable.

next few months. If this trend continues and the
difficulty of obtaining machine shop and assembly

Pete

PJK/jab

MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTSDIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
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DATE February 2, 1967

INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT Toric Development Disc Storage Unit
TO K. Olsen FROM

L. Prentice
H. Crouse

Clayton Rix

In order to keep all our Engineering expenses appearing

on the proper line of our Statement of Operations, the

expense of Toric Development would be more appropriately

charged to Cost Center #330, Mechanical Engineering, rather

than #644.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT Quantity Discounts

DATE February 1, 1967

TO Nick Mazzarese FROM Harry S. Mann
Ken Olsencc:

Mike Ford's report gave a good overall estimate of the effect of the discount structure
on profitability. | don't want to make this subject a battle ground, and also |

recognize profitability in this area is primarily your authority and responsibility.
| do want to be sure, however, that you recognize the point | am trying to make
about discounts at the higher levels.

To consider the problem from my point of view, we must look at the specific order
or orders enjoying say the 25% discount ~ not the average of ail! orders. Using the
8 line as an example, you sold $6,866,000 of product at list prices during the last
six months. The cost to manufacture, sell, engineer and administer this program

before taxes.

totalled $4,582, 100, leaving a margin on the list price basis of $2,283,900, or
33%. Ona particular order where we give 25% off, we are realizing 8% profit

The question | ask, then, ts this attractive business on that basis? If we are
manufacturing limited, would it be better to offer lower discounts, thereby
losing some business, but then be in a position to give better delivery, etc.
on the higher margin business and channel our resources to the higher profit areas?

Needless to say, the profit margins on the 8s as ao whole, are excellent and no one
in their right mind would complain about it. My only point is that we are, to some
degree, using scarce resources on some portion of our business which Is yielding
this lower margin. Maybe other benefits derived make it a wise move. This is
where your judgment comes in.

HSM:poh

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT Dr. Frank Verzuh
DATE January 31, 1967

TO Ken Olsen FROM Win Hindle

I heard from Frank Verzuh today, who asked about Andy and requested information on our
machines. He asked if you would call him sometime to discuss a new product idea he has.

Address: Dr. Frank Verzuh
180 Commonwealth Avenue
Boston, Massachusetts 02116

Telephone: 536-4818

WH/bwf
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT Entrance and Exit at Loading Dock
DATE January 31, 1967

TO kK. Olsen FROM Al Hanson
cc: P. Kaufmann

H. Mann
D. Richardson
Sgt. Hopkins

All employees working in the shop area supervised by
Dick Richardson (Bldgs. 7-1, 6D-1, 3-1) will be allowed
to enter and leave the premises via the door located by
the loading dock in building 7-1 under the following
conditions:
Normal working hours

Morning - The door will be open from 8:00 to 8:15 A.M.
Noontime - "not be open through noontime hours.
Evening - will be open from 5:00 to 510 P.M.

Overtime working hours

Morning - The door will be open for a period of 15 minutes
prior to start of shift.

Noontime - The door will not be open through noontime hours.
Evening - The door will be open for a period of 10 minutes

after commencement of shift.
Dick Richardson has agreed to monitor and enforce these

rules and accept full responsibility for this procedure,
Any violations will result in discontinuing this policy.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT FLOOR SCRUBBER
DATE January 30, 1967

TO Ken Olsen FROM Al Hanson
Harry Mann

tT have evaluated several floor scrubbing machines and have
concluded that the Clarke Model #TB24 is the best machine for
this plant. This machine can be purchased, or leased with
option to purchase.

This machine could be very advantageous for scrubbing main
aisles, lobby areas and large open areas.

Attached is a brochure which includes a complete description,
together with prices.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



MAIL ADDRESS
P. 0. BOX 24

PHONE
755-5288PAPER

~ TRAD G CORPORATION
:

OF
ONE FAY STREET WORCESTER MASSACHUSETTS

at

01604

January 26, 1967

Digital Equipment Corp.
146 Main St.
Maynard, Mass.

Att Mr. Allen Hanson
Plant Engineer

Gentlemen:

We are pleased to submit the following quotation
for the TB 24 Clarke Automatic Scrubber Vac which we
demonstrated for you at your plant last Tuesday.

Your cost for a machine of this type complete with
automatic battery charger and twin brushes is $2,245.00
FOB Muskegon, Michigan.

We suggest that you also equip your machine with
a set of neoprene driving pad assemblies so that you can
use nylon pads on tiled floors and other smoother areas.
Two such assemblies are required at $49.50 ea. We further
recommend a set of steel wire brush segments, eight per
machine, at $5.00 each. Delivery time is approximately
two weeks from receipt of order.

The alternative plan for leasing a machine rather
than purchasing is as we explained. The leasing cost is
10% of the total cost quarterly for twelve quarters.
Monthly payments can be made if you prefer. You may renew
the lease after expiration of the 12 quarter period for
one-half of the quarterly payment per year. A purchase
option is available if requested when the lease is signed
and the amount of the purchase option is one additional
quarterly payment. The Clarke national leasing program

A COMPLETE LINE OF CHEMICAL SPZCIALTIES
is handled by the United States Leasing Corporation.

4 :

AND SANITARY MAINTENANCE ITEMS
: a

EQUIPMENT & SUPPLY DIV.
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@ PAPER TRADING CORPORATION

1/26/1967 :

Digital Equipment Corp. -2 -

We appreciated the opportunity to show this equip-
ment to you and John Culkins. The effective demonstra-
tion gave you an indication of the value of a Clarke
TB 24 and its labor saving and time saving qualities.
clean and maintain your plant at minimum cost to you.4 Certainly this equipment will enable you to completely

Thanks again, Mr. Hanson, for your time and co-opera-
tion. We shall be happy to work with you and your staff
in any way to insure complete satisfaction.

Sincerely,
TRADING CORPORATIONR

Lilia Ler

Edmund L. Tivnan

ELT/eg
Enc.
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MEDICATION

Ae

CLARKE-A-MATIC :

SCRUBBER-VAC
e Direct Traction Drive
e Direct Brush Drive
e No Belts, No Clutches, No Gear Boxes
e Ultra-Quiet, Trouble-Free Performance

You start it simply by flicking a switch and depressing
the steering handles. It moves out smoothly, silently
-you find yourself wanting to look to be convinced
the brushes are turning. But you need only glance
behind to see how very well it cleans.

:

The all new CLARKE-A-MATIC TB-24 is an
engineering breakthrough. It reduces noise - and
trouble-to an unprecedented minimum by eliminat-
ing all clutches, belts and gear boxes. An exclusive
slow-speed, permanent-magnet DC motor is con-

:
:

nected directly to an automotive type differential by
a husky roller chain for quiet, powerful traction. Two
similar motors are mounted directly on the brush
heads. The contra-rotating brushesare gimbal-mounted
for thorough, uniform action on rough or uneven floors.

7

You clean a 24%" swath in one effortless pass as
the TB-24 automatically meters solution, scrubs, picks
up wet soilage and squeegee dries. You clean up to
22,500 sq. ft. per hour. And you can work an 8-hour
shift without recharging the batteries! See Specifica-
tion and Performance Data on back page-ask a
Clarke distributor for demonstration on your floor.

e Hospitals e Office Buildings
e Schools o Retail Stores

e Supermarkets e Shopping Centers

e Banks e Institutions

+
:

PLUS ULTRA-SIMPLE CONTROLS
Just flip the switch and depress the steering handles to start
forward-elevate the handles for reverse. !f handles are released,:
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DIRECT TRACTION DRIVE
Axles Mounted in
Lifetime Lubricated
Bellbearings in
Precision Bored

Variable Speed
Direct Reversing
Permanent Magnet
Motor

Structural
Steel Frame

With direct traction
drive and direct brush
drive, Clarke elimi-
nates all clutches,
belts and gear boxes.
Result-fewer moving
parts to wear or

DIRECT BRUSH DRIVE
High Torque,
Low-Speed
Permanent Magnet

Pedestal
Motors

Fingertip Release
for Brush Assembly

to hear!

Super Size
Terra Tre
WheelSingle Chain

Direct Drive Steel Gear
Automotive Type
Differential

"D
.

VACUUM MOTOR: One % hp by-pass, continuous duty. Plug-in
attachment for vac motor leads. Automatic flaat shut-off in pick-
up tank. Clean-out plate at top of intake tube.

BATTERIES: Six Ciarke storage batteries, 225 ampere hours each,
in 36 volt system. Provide full 8 hour shift operation. Slide-out
battery trays available.
SOLUTION TANK: 15 gallons. 14 gauge welded steel with vitreous
enameled finish. Metered solution control-solution tank drain
valve and hose.

PICK-UP TANK: 20 gallons. 14 gauge welded steel with vitreous
enameled finish. Tank easily and quickly emptied through dump
valve.

SQUEEGEE: 30" double-blade.
SCRUB SWATH: 241%" from two 13" brushes. Overlap 142".

BRUSH DRIVE: Two % hp DC motors, low-speed, permanent mag-
net, mounted direct.

TRACTION DRIVE: Permanent magnet 2 hp direct-reversing motor.
Direct chain connection to automotive-type differential. No belts
or clutches. Reversing and speed-control in steering handles, de-
press for forward, lift for reverse.

FORWARD SPEED: 0 to 185 feet per minute.

FLOOR MACHINE DIVISION

Studebakera CORPORATION
30 EAST CLAY AVENUE « MUSKEGON, MICHIGAN 4944.

AUTOMATIC, ONE-PASS CLEANING - UP TO 22,500 SQ. FT. PER HOUR

Z
Replaceable
Brushf Free-Floating

Gimbal, Mounted
on Motor Shaft

Segment

Compare these TB-24 savings with your current maintenance costs.

Floor area One man with One man with 17" Fioor One man with
Machine and Wet Vac TB-24in square feet mop and bucket

5,000 is hr FAahr 13 min.

10,000 36 hr 15 hr. 27 min.
60 br 3020,000 hr 53 min.

50,000 150 hr 75 hr, 2.1 vr,

300 hr 150 hr 4.2 hr100,006
250,000 750 hr. 375 hr. 11.6 Br.

1500 hr 750 hr 22.0 hr500,600
1,000,000 3000 hr 1500 nr. 44.0 hr.

SPECIFICATIONS AND PERFORMANCE DATA FOR CLARKE-A-MATIC MODEL TB-24
REVERSE SPEED: 0 to 150 feet per minute.

BRUSH SPEED: 260 RPM, contra-rotating. Direct drive from motors
mounted on brush heads. Sectional brush assembly mounted on
gimbals. Scrubs up to 22,500 sq. ft. per hour.

BRUSH FORCE: May be varied by operator from 60 to 100 pounds.
Added force may be used momentarily or continuously.

TOE BOARDS: Will scrub under 5" toe boards. Bumper wheel on
scrub head to follow walls. Adjustable apron on scrub head,

DRIVE TIRES: 13" diameter x 5" wide pneumatic. Terra-tire type.

CASTERS: Two dual wheels, 5" diameter x 144" face grooved-
ball bearing (4 point suspension).
CHARGER: Fully automatic 30 ampere charger.
DRY BUFF & DUST PICK-UP: Optiona! accessory.
PAD ADAPTER: Available as an option.

WEIGHT: 1040 ibs. complete with batteries.

SHIPPING WEIGHT: 1130 Ibs. complete with batteries.

SIZE: Length 60", Body width 2234", Overall width 2734", Height
38%", (43%4" over handles).

Authorized Sales Representatives and service branches in principal cities.
In Canada: G. H. Wood & Company Ltd., Box 34, Toronto, Ontario

9
& SUPPLY

PAPER TRADING CO3F.
t Fay + A



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT Personnel Requirements
TO Bob Lassen

basis would be for replacements.

HSM:pah

Olsen
W. Hindle

DATE Jarwary 30, 1967

FROM Harry S. Mann

It would be very helpful to get a clear picture as to where we stand requisition-wise
on the personnel requirements outlined in your memo of December 30. It seems to
me that you should have In your hands all requisitions fer additional people needed
over the next six months right now. The budgets have been firmed up, we are all
working to one plan, and hence there should be no surprises.

The way requisitions come In now, | am suspicious that they are not carefully thought
through. Even if they are, it is difficult for us to put a few requisitions at a time into
perspective of the total plan. The only ones that should come in on a day by day

To get this started you would have to tell people what you now have on order from
them, and ask that any additional needs be documented, say within ten days of your
report. if anyone comes in with additions after that, we could then spend time on
an exception basis finding out why it is needed and not planned in the original budget.

cc:

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION . MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUMMaet

DATE January 26, 1967
SUBJECT Attached Letter from General Motors Corporation
TO Ted Johnson FROM Bob Fronk, Ann Arbor

n Olsen
Nick Mazaresse ad
Stu Ogden

Attached is a copy of a letter we received from the
General Motors Corporation.
I feel we should try to participate in this. We
would like to still consider it, if possible. Could
we have some help on it?
We sincerely hope we can as it would give us a "giant
step" into General Motors along with becoming known
to other organizations. When we consider 500 people
representing 44 activities, in attendance, it may be
worthwhile spending some time.

Please inform us as to your feelings so that we can
start soon in the proper direction.

Synopsis due: February 6.
Acceptance to Occur: During FebruaryFinal Version of Accepted Papers Due: No later than March 15.
Meeting to be Held: April 5 and 6.

RLF : tmb
Enclosure

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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RESEARCH LABORATORIES
GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION

4
January 18, 1967

RECEIVED

JAN 23 1967

DIGITAL EQUIP, CORP.
Mr. Frank Hibberd
Digital Equipment Corp.
3853 Research Park Drive
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104

Dear Mr. Hibberd:

The General Motors Committee on Engineering Computations will hold its
eleventh Annual Meeting on April 5-6, 1967. The objectives of this
Committee stated very tersely are: to provide a forum for General
Motors' computer users, to suggest standards and to provide for exchange
of information. A major activity of the Committee is the Annual Meeting
at which a timely computer-oriented theme is pursued. The program
consists of technical papers prepared and presented in a General Session
and several parallel subcommittee meetings.

The General Session of the 1967 Annual Meeting to be held during the
afternoon of April 5 has been opened to include technical papers pre-
sented by individuals representing organizations outside of the General
Motors Corporation. The subject of the papers should support the meeting
theme, "SPECIAL PURPOSE COMPUTERS. The intent of the session will be to
explore the use of computers in particular dedicated applications. In
some instances, these applications will use the capability of a general
purpose computer. Process control, management information systems,
data acquisition and on-line test control systems are typical subjects
encompassed by the meeting theme. Descriptions of applications exploiting
other kinds of on-line "things" are also candidates for the General
Session.

If your organization is interested in being considered for a place on
the program at the 1967 Annual Meeting of the GM Committee on Engineering
Computations, please submit the following information concerning the
paper you are offering by February 6, 1967.

GENERAL MOTORS TECHNICAL CENTER



'presented must be submitted no later than March 15, 1967.

GM Committee on Mgineering Computations -2- 1/18/67

Send: 1. Title of Paper
2. Speaker's Name
3. Background information on the speaker
4, An Abstract (about 100 words)
5. An estimate of the presentation time

(the usual presentation time is about 30 minutes)

To: D. EH. Hart, Chairman
GM Committee on Engineering Computations
Research Laboratories
General Motors Corporation
12 Mile and Mound Roads
Warren, Michigan 48090

The final paper selections will be made during February. If your paper
is accepted for presentation, the final text of the paper, as it is to be

people representing 44 major Corporation activities located from New YorkFor your information, the attendance at the 1966 Annual, Meeting was, 500-

toCalifornia
As has been customary, there will be a social hour and dinner the evening
of April 5, 1967. All of the speakers at the General Session are
invited to attend this function, as a guest of the Committee, to provide
an opportunity for informal discussion.

If you have any questions and wish to discuss this subject further, please
don't hesitate to call.

Very truly yours,

Den
Don F. Harroff, Progr airman
GM Committee on Engineering Computations

DFH/ne



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT ENCLOSED GRAPH

TO Ken Olsen
Stan Olsen
Ted Johnson
Al Devault

DATE January 26, 1967

FROM - Frank Kalwell

The attached graph indicates a record of module orders booked and billed for the

current fiscal year through January 21, 1967.

FK: ce
DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION - MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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INTEROFFICE
@ 4 MEMORANDUM

DATE January 26, 1967
SUBJECT Mitre Corporation, Complaint Report
TO Ken Olsen FROM Mike Ford
ce: N. Mazzarese

H. Painter
R. Handy

Mitre Corporation's complaints were as listed below:
1. RFQ given to Dick Sorensen was not answered.
2. Purchasing told Sorensen of a bad TTY. Sorensen said

a man was coming to fix it. Sorensen failed to getthis across to Field Service - thus, no one showed tofix.
3. Salesman promised $12,000 worth of credit on PDP-8 for

returned modules. When transaction took place, such
credit was only $7,500.

4, "New" PDP-8 was delivered with hour-meter reading of
406 hours.

5. Response time of their bi-lateral purchase order has
been as much as 4 to 5 weeks. Last one was lost and
turned up in Mike Napper's in basket.

6. DEC failed to honor our own Terms and Conditions as
requested on the face of a P.O. by not notifying a
Mitre engineer when his machine was beginning acceptancetest.

I have discussed all of these problems with Dave Pike (Purchasing)
who is an old friend - he agrees that Items l, 2, and 3 were
basically the result of a misunderstanding between he and Dick
Sorensen. I explained Items 4, 5, and 6 to his satisfaction,
We ended the conversation on a positive note. He said the
following:

1. DEC has wonderful products - we get 100% of Mitre's
business,

2. DEC has always "bent over backward to give good service".

e 3. DEC has "great delivery".

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



Mitre Corporation, Complaint Report (cont.) Page 2

Mitre is not unhappy now. We should pay special attention to
servicing their orders and requests as rapidly as possible from
here on out.

Mike

ejb

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT Quantity Discounts
DATE January 25, 1967

TO Ken Olsen FROM Nick Mazzarese
cc: Harry Mann

Attached please find analysis I had Mike Ford do back in August.
Does this answer your questions about the "profitability" of our
discount policy? Also note that we are the only product line
that took the time to ANALYZE the effect of the Quantity Discount.
Your criticism was misdirected.

NJM: cmp
Enclosure

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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DATE
SUBJECT New Quantity Discounts and List Prices - RevisionT
TO Nick Mazzarese FROM Mike Ford

ce: Harry Mann
John Jones

The attached are the PDP-8 versions of the Computer Quantity :

Discount Plan. 'The attached and John Jones' edition will be com-
bined into one set of documents, since they are almost identical
in wording and will be submitted in a few days.

The attached plan utilizes the common per cent vs. volume
discount schedule. The discounted price is computed by subtracting
the applicable per cent of list price from the list price of all
discountable items except the PDP-8 processor itself. For OEM
customers, only the processor discount is computer by subtracting
the applicable per cent of $16,000 from $16,000. For non-OEM
customers, the processor discount is computed by subtracting the
applicable per cent of $18,000 from $18,000.

It is further proposed that the following be adopted as NEW
LIST PRICES effective 1 September, 1966:.

183 Memory Extension Control $1,500
184 Memory Module $7,500

he average standard cost for these items is as follows:

$ 400
$2,500

183 Memory Extension control
184 Memory Module

To assure ourselves that adoption of these pricing policies

late the average discount for Fiscal '66, the average discount for
Fiscal '67, and obtain the difference. This difference of average
per cent discounts may be subtracted from the budgeted gross profit

kas
4.OL

{ou ix

1

4

e $5:

August 2, 196

he

:

will not @iminish the PDP-5/8 gross profit too much, we can calcu-

per cent to determine the per cent of gross profit under the new7
4

discount plan.
:

:

4.:
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To do this computation, we make the following assumptions:
A. 66% of total PDP-5/8 volume is in PDP-8 processors*

20% of total PDP-5/8 volume is in PDp-g peripherals13% of total PDP-5/8 volume is in PDP-8 memories

10% of peripheral volume is discountable (*
1

61)40% of memory volume is discountable
C. Average quantity and OEM discounts for Fiscal '66 are:

9.5% for processors
5% for peripherals (OEM discount only)

22% for memory

B. 40% of processor volume is discountable

:

Thus, for Fiscal '66, from Assumptions A and B:

Processors: 66% (volume) x 40% discountable = 26.4% of volume

Peripherals: 20% (volume) x 10% discountable = 2.0% of volume

13% (volume) x 40% discountable 5.2% of volume

2.0% (volume) x 5% discount = .1%

Memories: 5.2% (volume) x 22% discount = 1.1%

Memories:

ge discount or Fiscal '66 is then

Processors:

Peripherals:

(from assumption C)
fot

26.4% (volume) x 9 4% Aiscount 2

999AVERAGE DISCOUNT FOR FISCAL '66

4 8 5
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FISCAL '67

:

ADDOuaX! ouax}

Assumptions:

1. Assumptions A and B hold for Fiscal '67. :

2. That the average quantity discounts for Fiscal '67 would
be as follows:

17.8% for processors
7.0% for peripherals

40.0% for memories

Thus, for Fiscal '67, the average discount would be:
n

Processors: 26.4% (volume) x 8% discount1

Peripherals: (volume) 7.0% discount

Memories: 5.2% (volume) x 40.0% discount = 2.1%

AVERAGE DISCOUNT FOR FISCAL '67 67% 7

The year end figures show a gross profit of 49%. The above :

analysis indicate reduction in this gross profit of 3% (

3.9%) down to
gross profit of' 46%

tine Fiseal '67 budget budgets a%- iv
:

and th the proposea pricing policy is in
line with the Fiscal '67 budget.

In addition, the effect of a 20% reduction in PDP-8 processor
manufacturing cost has not been factored into this analysis. The
proposed pricing does not endanger the proposed profit margin at
all.

:

5

:

:

:

1

1

t

a

oe : ::: :
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APPENDIX

Justification for Assumptions

A. The average billing per system (before discounts) in Piscal66 was $28,000. Thus, 3 = 66% of total volume was processors
We have built approx. 180 184 memories @ $10,000 = 1.800K
We have built approx. 156 183 memory controls @ $3,000 =

450K
TOTAL MEMORY VOLUME = 1.250K
Total volume = 10,000K

% Of volume due to extra memory = 12.5% s 13%

i B. As of July 1

=S"customers have received 4 machines (2°

2 .customers have received 7 machines

1 customer has received 21 machines. 21

Thus, 112 customers received 0% discount
]0> ~customers received 0% quantity + 9% OEM = 9%

4\ 2 customers received 5% quantity + 9% OEM = 14%

Weighted average discount on processors then is:

A:

2

4

4

:

12 customers have received 1 machine.31 customers have received 2 machines
7 customers have received 3 machines_
4 customers have received 5 machines
3 customers have received 6 machines

1 customer has received 8 machines :

a1 customer has received 9 machines
1 customer has received 10 machines

64 ll customers received 2% quantity + 9% OEM = 11%

:

09 9 = 387 G27
121

631 wx 14
759

:28 HB Y :

)536 2

76
:

:
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Average discount on verivherals is judged to be 5% OEM
price since very few multiple (non-memory) peripherals
were ordered of any consequence.

Average Discount on Memories

OEM discount = 20%
Quantity discount = 2% (The majority of OEM extra memories

fall into the 5.- 9 (2%) range)

22% :

C. Based on the same table used in C above, the average system
discount '67 would be for processors: :

customers @ 5% quantity + 11% OFM = 16% {33°
58 12 customers @ 10% quantity + 11% OEM = 21%

{3@ 12% quantity 11% OEM 23%3/ stomers

- 3
Weighted average for processors yo4

customer 15% quantity 11% OEM

8% :

Weighted average for peripherals
10% quantity + 30%
40%

Weighted average for memories
(price reduction) :

*

+

--ti ua i : t 4 Won



CONFIDENTIAL
MINUTES OF REGIONAL MANAGERS MEETING

(Held at Russo's Restaurant 1/25/67)

Present: Chairman T. Johnson General Sales Manager
D. Denniston Mid-Atlantic Regional Manager
D. Doyle Canadian Regional Manager
R. Handy Northeast Regional Manager
K. Larsen Western Regional ManagerJ. Leng European Regional Manager
R. Smart Australian Regional Manager

and Sales Support ManagerJ. Shields Field Service Manager
W. Farnham Staff, General.Sales Manager

Guest Speakers: H. Mann Treasurer
P. Kaufmann Production Manager

Chairman's General Comments

Ted Johnson opened the meeting, indicating his pleasure that regionalization of the
sales force was being effectively implemented. He looked forward to filling the
Mid-Western and Southern management positions soon and to a continuation of these
meetings on a quarterly basis, not necessarily always in Maynard. On the question
from John Leng of establishing new regions, he indicated that while the existing
'egional structure was not necessarily static and other regions may "spin out" as
the company grows, it was desirable to keep the number down to about the present
level to ensure the effectiveness of his communication with the field, through the
Regional Managers.

Ted pointed out the important role to be played by the Regional Manager in culti-
vating and carrying the company mystique to the field force and the customers, in
making the people feel the company cares about them and is depending on them, and
in bringing the plant and the field closer together, explaining things that seem to be
problems and taking dramatic action,where warranted, to get at a serious problem to
show the company really cares. Ted emphasized the important budgeting job to be
done so that production, sales, and service will stay in step. He also pointed to the
enormous training job, to be able to absorb effectively the many new people we are
bringing on board. He expressed the importance of Regional Managers bringing
sound proposals and constructive criticism to the meetings, in the interests of effec-
tive development of the field force. Ted distributed a ten point job description of
"The Regional Manager."

Budgets

Forecasts are intended to be realistic,without any "second guessing" and include
forecasts for at least a year ahead. These forecasts will be agreed to by product
people, sales and finance (and signed in blood!). It is up to the Regional Manager
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to carry this forecasting down to the level of the individual salesman. Previously,frustration was experienced when budgeted expenses could not be executed without

Individual regional year-to-date results were presented for comparison against sales
budgets recently prepared by the regions, but there was no discussion of individual
figures. Some further work is necessary to arrive at a smooth, automatic procedurefor feeding back performance figures to the regions regularly.

going back to Maynard for approval yet again. Ted is working on this problem.

Policy and Procedures

Ted emphasized the importance of our playing by the "company rules" and of the

Managers but we must make certain information available to the individual sales-
men, (e.g., expense policy) and could plan toward marking documents which are
suitable for distribution to salesmen.

The Policy and Proce-people at the plant really trusting that we are doing his
dures Manual should lay out most of our guidelines. lt is confidential to Regional

With a view to renashing the existing "black book", copies of the index were dis-
tributed (a March 18, 1966 memo actually). Regional Managers were requested
to note down what policies should be under these headings, and generally to
contribute to the establishment of an effective manual. (Please mail this infor-
mation back to Bill Farnham.)

Long Range Planning

Two documents were issued, one (copy of memo from Ted Johnson to Stan Olsen
and Nick Mazzarese) discussing sales policy with regard to present coverage of
market areas, immediate needs for office development and a discussion of "how
to sell." The second document contained guidelines for office selection and a
schedule through 1969 for establishing new offices.

Ted emphasized the importance of finding the right man to open Up a new area,
pointing out that this was the major factor determining timing. There is an ob-
vious need for a higher level of training for Cca man opening up a new remote area.
The initiative for establishing new offices was expected to come from the Regional
Managers and the final decisions on timing, people, location, facilities, etc.,
to be worked out in conjunction with the Sales Manager.

Field Service/Sales Liaison

Ted presented a memo on "Lines of Responsibility and Authority in the Field Service/

ing that local field service and sales people should be located at the same site,where
possible, and be encouraged to cooperate closely. This should encourage the field
service man to act in a selling role (distributing computer and module handbooks,
feeding back useful tidbits of sales information) and minimize any feelings on the
part of the field service man that the customer is "out fo get all he can from DEC,
and he is out to stop him." The problem to be avoided when sales and service
people work closely together is the salesman attempting to pre-empt the service-
man's time directly without working through field service management.

Sales Organization" and the subject was discussed at length. There was strong feel-
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The point was made that previous field service training left the trainee without a good
orientation toward life in a field office - practical working habits, time accounting,

suggested that Regional Managers could help in orienting new field service trainees
toward contributing to the sales effort of the field office.

assisting the sales effort, etc. Jack Shields was working on this deficiency. It was

Reporting System

A document describing the new reporting system was submitted and discussed. There
was a diversity of feeling on Sales Call Reports, with the objections questioning their
usefulness to the product marketing people. Their local usefulness was agreed to and
for some regions (e.g., Australia and Mid-Atlantic), they have been very effective as
a management information media. The Sales Call Report question was not discussed
exhaustively. However, it is clear that salesmen must document their contact with
customers, etc., since this constituted important company information and should be
permanently recorded.

The Regional Managers Monthly Summary and Forecast Review were described in the
document "New Reporting System." These reports are expected to evolve quickly in
format to a solid reporting system back to the product people,and to be supplemented
periodically with special reports or forecasts on demand. This new reporting channel
from the regions, through the Sales Manager, is an important facility. Its effective-
ness will be a measure of the success of regionalization.

Training and Sales Support Information

Training programs for new applications people were discussed. There was fairly
general agreement ona pattern involving:

1. A few weeks of orientation in the field office looking through the
files, reading the literature, tagging along with an experienced
man on customer calls.

2. About 3 weeks in Maynard attending a maintenance and a programming
course, plus a schedule of meetings with product marketing people,
learning what we have to sell and how to sell it.

3. Return to field office (or spend a few weeks in another office to get
a broader experience) and work on some non-critical customers, pre-
paring small quotes, doing logical design jobs, following-up bingo
cards, giving modules seminars, etc.

It was generally agreed that there is a need for additional courses on:

How to Sell (especially how to sell in DEC's environment)
DEC Procedures and Policy

It is also apparent that programming training, especially basic concepts and some hands-
on experience, must play a more important part in our field force training program than
it has in the past. In considering the kind of "programming" man to hire, there is room
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on the regional level for a programming specialist, especially a high level systems

later) seemed to be considered an extreme limit, but the engineer/programmer
combination constituted an attractive background for a DEC sqles trainee.

man. The pure programmer (mathematician) salesman (as proposed by Dave Cotton

Clearly, this subject of who to hire and how to train, needs further examination.

Sales support literature was discussed at this, and later, sessions. Areas of need
are:

1. "Salesy" boiler plate for inclusion in proposals.

2. Keyword subject index for sales notebooks.

3. Applications oriented sales training and customer information literature.

Wage and Salary Review

Ted issued questionnaires to be filled out in private and returned, giving typical salary
levels and ranges for all types of regional staff. It is important for Regional Managers,
particularly those from non- domestic areas, to lay out and update periodically, salary
levels for the various job categories. It is up to the Regional Manager to see that his
sub-management is adequately paid, so that the structure of his region is safe. Emer-
gency salary adjustments should be kept at a minimum by keeping on top of the salary
position.

The company aims to match compensation to the contribution of the individual. For
comparison purposes, the bookings per man, based on actual 1966 results are:

$250K for modules
or $500 - 750K for small computers
or $650K for large computers

Evaluation techniques were discussed (e.g. Ken Larsen weighted calls per day scheme)
and it was suggested that everyone submit suggestions for an evaluation sheet.

There was considerable discussion of the salary review process. The point was made
that managers need to give Ted adequate backup information to support salary change
requests, so he can do the best job at the review committee. There were requests for
spelling out exactly how this review process works:

Salesmen - Personnel sends listing to Ted (on the anniversary of employment date) who
forwards names to Regional Managers, with comments on what to be alert for, if necessary.
Regional Managers return recommendations to Ted which he then takes to the Review
Committee. The system soon saturates if the committee feels salaries are out of control,
due to too frequent emergency adjustments. There is no 6-monthly review for these
people. If recommended, it would be classed as an emergency adjustment.
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Field Service - Salaried people are processed the same way, except that Personnel
communicates with the field through Jack Shields and if there is a Regional Field
Service Manager, the request for review should go to him. The Regional Sales Man-
eger should still, however, take part in the salary recommendation.

Hourly Field Service and Secretarial - These people are reviewed after 3 months and,if satisfactory, generally receive an increase. Thereafter, they are re-evaluated
calendar quarterly and usually their wage rate is adjusted in July, based on the April/
May review. For hourly people, both field service and secretarial, the review requestcomes from Personnel to the Regional Manager, who must ensure that it is attended to
by the appropriate manager (District Sales Manager or Regional Fieid Service Manager)and returned to Personnel.

Hourly to Salary Transition - Jack Shields reported that hourly field service staff were

were good company representatives, they go onto a salary of over $7,000. Although
they no longer get overtime,and would likely lose money if they had been working a
lot of overtime, they now have gotten past the salary ceiling and are not dependent on

limited to $3.25 to $4.00 per hour When they reached about $3.40 per hour, ana

assumed they will cease working overtime!)
overtime (which cannot be assumed to continue indefinitely) It is not, of course,

Treasurer's Comments

Harry Mann made the following points relating to our exercising good business sense.

1. Look out for customers signing discount agreements facetiously.

2. Help in applying our net 30 days payment terms, since our budgeting and
pricing is based on prompt cash collection.

3. Our F.O.B. terms mean payment becomes due whether or not the customer
has a going piece of equipment after 30 days (e.g. damage in shipment).

4. Sales cost for $1 billed is a useful measure of sales success, however, there
are other approaches. For. example, as we get bigger we have a very sizable
investment in inventory, office space, furnishings, etc. (capital expenses we
can buy, but not so easily "un-buy"). These expenses are not as directly
related to sales volume as are other operating expenses. As a big company,
our profit is measured not only against sales volume but also against invested
capital. Our proolem is how to do a greater volume of business with a mini-
mum outlay in capital.

3. Some of the controls exercised, e.g. on expenses, first class travel, etc.,
are to ensure all employees have the same working conditions. DEC doesn't
have preferential treatment (e.g. Harry doesn't have a private parking slot!)

6. Concerning property leases, considerable lead time is needed to look over these
leases as we don't yet have our own attorney. Try to plan ahead and avoid the
crisis as often as possible.



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT SCHEDULE TO IMPROVE DOCUMENTATION SERVICES
DATE January 25, 1967

TO kK. Olsen FROM Roger Melanson
H. Mann
P, Kaufmann
W. Hindle
T. Johnson
N. Mazzarese
S. Olsen
L. Prentice
To meet the established schedules it is necessary for certain

members of the Production, Accounting, Purchasing, Field Service
and Engineering Departments to work closely together to develop
the detailed procedures that are so important before the systems
can effectively and efficiently be used.

I. Better Model Control

Immediate action to control changes taken by Production
Written procedure -- February 20th.

II. Common Parts List
In Manual Form -- March 10th.
Computer Print-out -- April 17th.

III. One ECO System

April lst.
IV. Drawing Check List

March 6th.

Unified Part Numbering System

Accepted and is being implemented.

VI. Print Distribution System

Feasibility Study -- March 3lst.
Operational -- May lst.

rhh

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



DATE January 24, 1967

Technicon

Nick Mazzarese K OF Mort Ruderman
Howie Painter
Mike Ford
Ken Olse
Dave Denniston
Dave Dodge

I recently received a call from Al Brooks, and his request
was to schedule someone in the Maintenance Course. His call
gave me the opportunity to ask him how they were doing. Alis one of the more reasonable people at Technicon, and he
says they will be ready for the Federation Show, in the middle
of April, to demonstrate Technicon's equipment on-line to
the PDP-8. This is the most encouraging news I have heard
in a long time. He indicated that hardware is in good shape,
and their programming is coming right along.
I am informing you of this so that you will keep the faith,
and I feel that we are getting closer to success with Technicon.

Thank you.

MER: djc
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INTERROFFICE
: MEMORANDUM

DATE January 24, 1967
SU BJECT Move Proposal
TO FROM

Harry Mann Pete Kaufmann
Nick Mazzarese
Win Hindle
Stan Olsen
Ken Olsen
Jack Smith

This is a proposal to occupy the second half of the third
floor of Building 5.

The anticipated moves are on the attached chart. The move
would accomplish the following:
1. Give an additional 3200 sq. ft. to the PDP-9 group.
2. Give an additional 13,800 sq. ft., on the fifth floor j

of Building five, for: Linc 8 expansion, PDP-10, and
Digital Test Operation. Digital Test would move into
offices vacated by Jack Smith.

3. Mike Ford's group could move to the third floor of
Building five and take the space vacated by Pat Green.

4. Accounting could utilize the space now occupied by
Mike Ford.

5. A minimum number of offices would have to be built.
Offices will only have to be built for Production
Control, Jack Smith and Pete Kaufmann.

Pete

PJK/jab
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Building 5 Fifth Floor
Move 1

PDP-9 Expansion
PDP-10 Space available
Digital Test

Building 5 Fourth Floor
Move 1

Peripheral Assembly and Test
Mag Tape
DEC Tape
Teletype
Tape Transports
Disc
Displays

Peripheral Stockroom

Building 5 Third Floor
Move 1

Pete Kaufmann's Office
@ Jack Smith's Office

Production Control Office
Stockroom
Super 8 - Final Test
PDP-8 Off Line Peripheral Test
Sub Assembly

Crating
Mike Ford

Move 2 (if Necessary)

Basic 8's

7
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT 'TU/79 Review
DATE January 24, 1967

TO Ken Olsen FROM Ed Harwood
S. Olsen
N. Mazzarese
T. Johnson
W. Hindle
H. Mann
TU/79 Review Committee
R. Boisvert
P. Backholm

There was overall agreement that the appearance of the transport
was good and quite compatable with the computers they would be
connected to. There was a suggestion made concerning changing the
color of the base plate from black to grey.

@ The committee suggested removal of the density switch, which Roland
agreed to do. The committee also wishes to make note of the fact
that the sliding glass door works well.
The logical layout was reasonable and the inside of the cabinet
looked pretty clean.

It was very difficult to discuss the ease and cost of production at
this time. Some slight changes in the design may have significant
effects on the cost of production. It was brought out that the
manufacturing cost was now estimated at around 4K. It was initially
estimated at 3K.

Listed are some unanswered questions which must be resolved.

1. Is it going to be a 7 or 9 channel drive and where
are the plans in writing about what is going to be
done.

2. There are insufficent, well defined bench marks in
the schedule. We were unable to get a clear picture
about what would be accomplished during the times
noted on the schedule.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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3. The specifications need more definition concerning:
1. Number of acceptable permanent read errors.
2. Number of acceptable recoverable read errors.
3. Number of acceptable permanent write errors.
4. Number of recoverable write errors.acceptable

4. The power control should be changed to the new 110 volt
type.

5. The temp. specs need clearification. (Are they the same
as the rest of the computer system?)

6. May need module hold down bars.
Te If the reel servo is able to stop from full speed rewind,

we could eliminate sensor and step down in speeds.

8. To run reliably at 800 BPI, we should run our tests 10%
higher or 880 BPI.

9. There is a problem getting the capstan motor and tacho-
meter in time.

10. There should be strain isolation between the jig plate and
the cabinet and also perhaps between the vacuum columns
and the cabinet.

ll. There should be two running time meters added, one for AC
power, the other for running time.

General Conclusion

Although it is still early in the project, much has been accomplished.
Much more remains to be done. There should be another review in
approximately three months and possibly by a different committee.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT Status of Dual Dectape Units Type 555

DATE January 23, 1967

TO Ken Olsen FROM Nick Mazzarese

The Type 555 Dual Dectape Unit is a standard part of our PDP-6
computers. This unit was discontinued in the Small Computer Product
Line some six months ago and we have ordered no units during that
time. The PDP-6 group has booked an order with Manufacturing for
three units this year. The PDP-6 group is not ordering any further
units as they will not be using the 555 in the PDP-10 computer.
The status of the 555 inventory is currently being checked by Jack
Smith, and he will advise you when he has this completed.

e NJM: cmp

cc: Jack Smith

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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SUCIECT OEM Business in Sweden

uuct Line Manager
Clsen

ON Ted Jc::

Harry an

Here is a list of CEM prospects in Swecen.

there.

TJ:mr

Attachm nt

Vie will acid more.
| think t e "potential is underrated, especially with ASEA anc
SAAB, but at least ths indicates some of our high potential business
there an | this should be of interest to you with our office going in
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t. FOO 300,05
2. ASEA

60,are:

3. ARENCO 50,000
4, Standard Ratic &Telefon... .80,000
5. L.M. 50, GaC
6. SAAB

OO Cee mee

Oe eee reese .30,000
7. SKF ae COCO

8. Kockums me 15,000
5. Nya Moateric! Test 20, 000
10. Solartron ?

TOT 635, 060
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AH Office Managers

1967January 19,

Ted Jchnson

cc: Ken Olsen
Ron Wilsen

Sore rumours have beer irculating about our current reiconship with

deal with any false informe ti n that may tbe around,

We have not lost Foxbere as a customer. They will continue to purchase

for power plant applicatiors 1 place of the PDP-7. We have a letter ofintent for one PDP-9, Afi. 2on Wilson and Foxboro complete the purchase

computer and used as an analog controller in an evaluating system. Theyhave been placing all of thei eggs in one basket and now fee! the need to
at least try out or evaluate so 1e other computers. The analog controllerwill be an EAI which they wi! use for application simulation. The SIGMA
Il will test the system and act as a test controller.

It is very possible that ha' ing another vendor in Foxboro will prove to
be an advantage to us, if onl to give the customer a more realistic comparative

service and look forward to a continuing relationship with Foxboro.

TJimr

OR

Foxbore. Here are some ci 1e tacts and the information should have toyou

PDP-8s to use in their PCP system. They ere also going te use PDP-9s

specifications, we will rec : i a their purchase order.

Foxboro has ordered one GMA Il. This will be tied to an log

view of equipment and service. We feel we have been giving them excellent



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT Proposal for Basic Programming Course.

DATE 19 January 1967

TO Ken Olsen FROM Jim Davis
Stan Olsen
Win Hindle
Nick Mazzarese
Ted Johnson
Pete Kaufmann
Harry Mann

Reference: Original proposal of December 29, 1966 (see attached copy).

A meeting was held on the original proposal on January 16, 1967. The people
attending were John Jones, Howie Painter, Bill Landis, Ron Wilson, Mort Ruder-
man, Bob Lassen and myself.

The high point of the discussion was the need of a basic programming course and
how to implement it. The conclusion was that we do need the course and it
should be first taught using an instructor in a classroom and lab setup, with the
possibility of computer aided teaching in the future. Other points of the pro-
posal were discussed with no recommended changes.

| submit the proposal for your approval.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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SUBJECT Basic Programming Course.

TO Nick
Vin Hindle
Stan Olsen
Ted Johnson
John Jones
Mike Ford
Bill Landis
Mort Ruderman

FRO

18 January 1967DA

Jim is

:

| propose the Training Department offer a one week basic programming course. The
objective of such a course would be to bring a student with little or no conputer exper-
ience to the level necessary to enter the PDP-9, PDP-8/8S or the Linc-8 Programming
Courses.

The course should be offered initially at six week intervals with the possibility of increas-
ing to one each month, if necessary.

Each class will accommodate 15 stucenis.

Advantages of the course:

1. It will allow the course level of the existing programming courses to be raised to
include more peripheral equipment.

It will be a good sales tool to reach non-computer users.

3. It will familiarize incoming technicians with computer terminology and basic
programming.

Cost of the courses:

1. Charge each student $300.00.
thru November 1966 was $119.00.)

(The cost per student week for the period of July
By charging a fixed fee of $300 (no free seats)

the course will make money, if this is the philosophy we wish to follow.

2. We can accomplish this program without increasing the Training budget.

3. The course can be scheduled so that it will not require any additional classroom
space.

Attached is the proposed course outline.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS

The first course would be scheduled in May, 1967.
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BASIC PROGRAMMING COURSE OUTLINE

MONDAY

1. Number System.

A. Conversions,

Decimal to binary.
Decimal to octal.

o. Binary to decimal.
4, Octal to decimal.

Binary to octal.
Octal to binary.

1.
2.

5.

B. Complement Numbers.

One's.
Two's.
Seven's.
Eight's.
Nine's.
Ten's.

2.
3.

6.

C. Operations.

1. Addition.
2. Subtraction.
3. Division.
4. Multiplication.

il. Logic Operations.

A. And.

B. Or.

C. XOR.

Homework: Number Exercise.

TUESDAY

I. Review Homework.

@ 1l. Basic Computer Block Diagram.

A. Film (25 minutes) on computer basics.

B. Input and Output.



TUESDAY (continued):

Il. Basic Computer Block Diagram (Continued):

C. Memory.

. Arithmetic Unit.

Control Unit.

i]. Computer Terminology.

A. Bit.

8. Word and Types of woras.

C. Direct and indirect address, location, register.

D. OP Codes.

Register transfers.7

IV. PDP-8 Block Diagram.

A. Memory as 256 words.

B. Registers and purpose.

C. Control states.

D. Input and output transfers.

V. PDP-8 Control Panel.

A. Indicator and switches.

B. Load Address.

C. Deposit.

D. Examine.

E. Start.

WEDNESDAY

I. PDP-8 Instruction Set (partial).

A. Memory reference instructions with full addressing of 256 word memory.



WEDNESDAY (continued):

it.

PDP-8 Instruction Set (partial) (Continued):

B. CLA, HLT, OSR, CMA, IAC.

Simple Programs.

A. Add two numbers (A+ B).

B. Subtract two number (A - B).

C. Add two numbers and store the results.

D. Move some words.

Flow Charts.

A. Film (15 minutes) on problem analysis and flow charts.

B. Discussion of flow charts.

C. Problem solution using a flow chart.

VV. Lab.

A. Toggle in the programs that wer? written in class.

B. Run programs with single instruction switch on.

Homework: a program to write.

THURSDAY

1. Review Homework.

Expanded 'instruction set.

A. All operate group 1.

B. All operate group 2.

C. Input-output instructions.



THURSDAY (continued):

I}. Assembler.

A. What it Is.

B. How to use it.

IV. input-output.

A. Device flags.

B. Converting from computer word to output code for teleprinter, etc.

C. Program Interrrupt.

1. General.
2. How it is used.

Homework: Write a problem in assembly language.

FRIDAY

I. Discuss homework probiem.

If. Concept of a loader program.

Iti. Lab.

A. Assemble homework problems.

B. Load the program.

C. Run the program.

D. Use desk calculator.

E. Run demonstration program.



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE January 18, 1967
SUBJECT Slow Moving and Obsolete Inventory

Harry Mann

ce: Stan Olsen

TO FROMOlsen Pete Kaufmann

Nick Mazzarese
Win Hindle
Henry Crouse
Jack Smith
Cy Kendrick

A breakdown of the slow moving and obsolete inventory in the
manufacturing stockrooms is attached, a complete breakdown
of which has been supplied to Ed Simeone.

It consists of the following:
Obsolete Inventory 343,654
Slow Moving Inventory 280,420

$624,074

These numbers do not include any slow moving or obsolete
material that might be in Digital Test Stockroom, Metal
Shops, Large Computer Stockroom, or the module test area.

This is a serious problem. Am sure that the slow moving
inventory will shortly be obsolete. I think it is necessary
for us to take the following action to try and recoup some of
these dollars.

Action Responsibility
1. Equipment on loans and lease should Product Lines

be analyzed, set in a separate inventory
account and either be written off or controlled
carefully by the Product Lines.

2. Equipment being used as test equip- Computer Prod.
ment in manufacturing should be capitalized
or rotated monthly and shipped.

DI GITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION - MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



~2 - Responsibility
3. Equipment residing in other de- Product Lines

partments should be analyzed, written off,
capitalized, or rotated and shipped.

4. Analysis should be made by Purch- Purchasing &
asing and Engineering to see if any of the Product Lines
slow moving and obsolete material could
be used or substituted in the present
products.

5. We should set up a separate dead Purchasing
storage stockroom for all material and
attempt to return to vendors or sell
to surplus houses.

In order to prevent this from happening in the future, it
will be necessary to thoroughly plan the discontinuance of
a product in our line, keeping inventory dollars in mind so
that we can minimize this cost. In other words we need to
sell out our inventory as best as we can prior to discon-
tinuing a product.

Pete

PJK/jab
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SLOW MOVING AND OBSOLETE INVENTORY
Slow

Module Moving* Obsolete* Total

Computer Production

Equip. residing in other
depts. that should be
capitalized or returned

Equip. being used as Test
Equip. by Manuf. that
should be capitalized
or rotated for sale $50,867

*Includes 4 PDP-7 as follows
Slow

Raw Material 17,100
Manuf. Parts 8,704
Finished Goods 15,236

$32,336 8,704 $41,040

Raw Material $82,815 $140, 398$57,583

Raw Material 17,100 151,416134,316

Manuf. Parts 3,345 85,62482,279

WIP 109,081** 125,37416,293

Finished Goods 68,079 121,26253,183
$280,420 $624,074$343,654

**Equip. on loan or lease $16,301 (list attached)

for sale $41,914 (list attached )

Moving TotalObsolete

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



Equipment on Loan Lease or at DEC Offices.

M- 6-196
M-08-8CP-141
M-OS--SMern--2 19
M- 8-472
M~08-SCP-592
M-O08~6Mem-572
M-08-183-12
M~08-183-79
M~08-184-123
M-22-U55-163
M-22-TU55-166

TOTAL ON LOAN OR

New Jersey Office
New Jersey Office
New Jersey Office
DEC Palo Alto
DEC Palo Alto
DEC Palo Alto
8-97, (Loan) MIT?
8-438, (Loan) Stanford

7-5, (Lean), New york Univ.

( Loan} Stanford
7-5, (Lean), New York Univ.

$ 3,849.52
500.00
462.13

6,987.67
432.23
386.54
514.52
446.88

2,721.30

:

$16,300.75BADE



Work In Process (Continucd)

7-101, Larry Portner $ 261.32
M-22-647h- Larry Portneor 168.92
M--07-ALLY PDP-S Development 30.83
M--22--PCO--4 PDP-9 Development 755.36
M-08~-1G0 Special Systems, P. Greene 2,416.99
M-08--8CP~184 Special Systems, P. Greene 500.00
M-08-8Mem-131. Special Systems, P. Greene 600.00
M-08-364 T. Stockebrand 6,906.73
M--08-8CP-418 T. 432.20
M-08- 88icm--390 Stockebrand 395.8]
M--08--183--64 . Stockebrand 408.96
M-08--184--103 T, Stockebrand 2,522.84
M-08-189--40 Yr, a 326.24
M-06--804-141 Tp, Stockebrand 173.45
M-08~-KROJ--11 T. 200.00
M-22-KC01-4 7, Stockehrand (FF. haefnex) 199.58
M-22-AKOSB-10 C. Crocker 287.19
M-22-139F--47 C. Crocker 1,793.14

Modue Pes (J. Cudmore) 440,62
M~22-550-61 Module Tester Cudimore) 3,238.74

22--2929-16 Large Computer (W. Hindle) 378.18
M-22--2322-18 Large Coiputer (W. Hindic) 594.89
M--22-2322-17 Field Service (P. Gedaire) 505.07
M--22--2322--19 Pield Service (P. Gadaixe) 623.45
M--08--360 TCO] Test Grovo (B. beCastro) 5,582.31
M-08--SCP- 403 TCO] Test Group (EB. peacestro) 445.76

: j A 398 CO) Test Group (B. DeCastro) 398.08
8 Prototype 779.6).

PDP-8 Prototype (FR. DeCastro)
386.47

DEC Training 7,385.22
N-08--ECP--306 DNC Vraining 440.14

DEC 529.55
M--08- €04 - 78 DEC 5517.90

$41,914.04

@

Bguipment Rte with Other Departments that should be Capitalized
or Returned for

8 :

A

Onet :

M-08~&04--163 Olsen) 97.377 > xrototype (S
22--PCO-10 8/8 Prototype (S. Olsen) 711.62

M-22- 2 2

Gi.
h 08--8C+ 04

445 .50
Development (Hh. DeCas

M-08-~2 30

2 f:

J t THC

1

r 7 : : :



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE ganuary 18, 1967

SUBJECT Bi-Directional Clutch Brake Single Capstan
TO Ken Olsen FROM

cc: D. Best
L. Prentice
P. Backholm

Roland Boisvert

I have made a preliminary investigation of an alternative
single Capstan Drive System with P. Foret.

In summary, his present commercial line is not suitable
because of sleeve bearings and clutch response cime. He

proposes a four phase development contract.
Phase I Cost $12,550.00, time 3 moths develop, fabricate,

Assembly & Tests of bidirectional drive, ball
bearing unit with redesigied valve for faster re-

Sponse. See attached fig.

Phase II Cost $4, 815.00, 1 month redesign from test results.

Phase III Cost $16, 790.00, 4 months.

Preproduction, incorporative changes from test,
Casting, reduce cost of manufacturing tooling cose

in this phase is approximately $10,000.00 of the

$17,000.00.

Phase IV Production estimated cost of unit in 100 quantities
is $500.00

Phil and I will forward recommendations in the near future.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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AN
38 station road sudbury massachusetts 01776 phone (617) 443-8858

research-development-electro-mechanics

January 16, 1967

Mr. Roland Boisvert
Digital Equipment Corp.
146 Main Street
Maynard, Mass.

SUBJECT: PROPOSAL FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF A SINGLE CAPSTAN DRIVE
MECHANISM, BASED ON THE VAC-U-TORQ PRINCIPLE.

Dear Roland:

At your request and with reference to the several meetings with you
and Phil Backholm, I am pleased to submit a development effort
directed toward the production of a bidirectional single capstan
drive, tailored for your company and based on our Vac-U-Torg
principles.

This proposal is offered as a best effort only, at a fixed cost of
$34,655.00, and with the understanding that an additional $50,000.00
of production units will be purchased from the Foret Co. during the
calendar year 1968 if the developed prototype meets Digital Equipment
Corporation specifications.

It is further understood that the basic patent disclosures of the
Vac-U-Torg drive, and all its rights, will remain the exclusive
property of the P.G.Foret Inc.

It is requested that a sum of $11,300.00 be advanced to the P.G.Foret
Co. Inc., at the signature of the contract. "The balance between

4 XEROXERO XERO
COPY:
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Page 2.

the $34,655.00 and the advanced payment will be billed following
delivery to Digital Equipment Corp. of the equipment specified in
each phase of work.

It is further agreed that the P.G.Foret Co. Inc. will sell the
production Vac-U-Torg single capstan drive mechanism developed
under this proposal to Digital Equipment Corp. only, provided
that all terms of this agreement are met by both parties.

In production, the P.G.Foret Co. will provide the bidirectional
drive assembly, including capstan, but less hysteresis synchronous
motor, at a price not exceeding $500.00 per unit in quantity of
one hundred (100) or more at a time.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION REQUIREMENTS
1. Single capstan tape drive mechanism
2 . Bidirectional operation with positive stop
3. 96 inch-oz. torque
4. 75 IPS standard tape velocity
5. Rewind velocity of 225 IFS
6. .600" total start-stop distance
7. Start-stop frequency of 100 Hz

The prototype must be developed as rapidly as possible. The first
production run is scheduled to start in December 1967. The drive
will include capstan, self-contained drive mechanism for tape
deck flange mounting, and a two speed hysteresis synchronous motor.
The first mechanical system must include vacuum pump, regulators,
gauges and all pneumatic connectors. The remaining electrical
portion of the system will be furnished by Digital Equipment Corp.

XERO? XERO XERO xERO
COPYcopy: COPY
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PROPOSAL- (reference to sketch for clarification)
The commercial Vac-U-Torg clutch does not meet the Digital
Equipment Corp. performance specifications.
Without modifications, calculated start-stop distance of the
electro-vacuum clutch is .975" at tape velocity of 75 IPS,
with an operating frequency of 50 Hz and output torque up to
500 inch-oz. The distance and frequency limitation is due to
the large inductance of the commercial coil of 63 millihenries
and a still large disc cavity colume.
However, with a tailored development program, the Vac-U-Torg
can achieve a start-stop distance comfortably lower than the
specified .600" and, with conventional electronic controls,
a frequency above 70 Hg at 75 IPS velocity.
Based on caleulation and available data, it is possible to
achieve a frequency of 100 Hz at 75 IPS, with a start-stop
distance optimized at .375". This last goal, however, can
only be accomplished by using the so-called electrical hammer
blow technique.

We propose a best effort to meet the full Digital Equipment
Corp. objectives in four phases:

Phase I- Development, fabrication, assembly and tests
of the Bidirectional Drive prototype #1, to be
assembled by flange mount to the present Digital
Equipment Corp. tape transport prototype.
This task will take three months and cost $12,550.

Phase II- Build and test prototype #2, which will be
a modified version of prototype #1, incorpo-
rating all improvements resulting from earlier
tests.
This task will take 1 month and cost $4,815.00.

XERO: XERO XERO 'XEROOrr copy
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Phase III- Bidirectional drive #3 will be the first
preproduction prototype, with design
modifications incorporating castings instead
of separate model shop parts. During this
phase, attempt to drastically reduce manu-
facturing cost will be made, based on predicted
production quantity. It is expected that
tooling expenses alone will run around $10,000.
This task will take four months and cost
$16,790.00.

Phase IV- This last phase will be the actual production
phase. Production specifications, continued
life tests and continued improvement program
are part of this last task.
This bidirectional single capstan Vac-U-Torg
drive is expected to cost Digital Equipment
Corp. in the order of $500.00 in quantity of
100 units.

SUMMARY- The total mechanical development program is therefore offered
at $34,655.00.
The first production unit would be produced between 8 and 9 months
after the start of the program.
Four units would be built during the program, including one vacuum
pump systen.
Production unit in 100 quantity would be sold to Digital Equipment
Corp. at around $500.00 each, motor excluded.

Hoping that this meets with your approval, I remain

Sincerely +

Piérre G.
President

ketch
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE 17 January 1967

SUBJECT Diode Array
TO Ken Olsen FROM S. Ogden

CC: T. Stockebrand

From a trip to MIT I learned that Autonetics in California is building the Diode
Array mentioned in the attached MIT Reports on Research. MIT paid Autonetics
about $4k to develop the masks for this particular application. Each silicon on
saphire substrate will cost MIT $300. Original plans were to put about 26 x 70
diode positions on each substrate. The low yield obtained so far has forced re-
duction of this goal to 26 x 26 diode positions on each silicon slab, with inter-
connections used to build up the larger arrays. All the active electronics in the
MIT system have to be external to the substrate, which presents a reasonably
difficult interconnection problem.

No substrate had been delivered by early December. The single prototype sub-
strate was broken by Autonetics during a lead-bonding step in the manufacturing
process. I estimate Autonetics program is about 6 months behind at the present
time. MIT's program seems further behind than this.

Don Garr of Autonetics in Cambridge called me after Christmas to arrange an
appointment in Maynard to talk about displays. He came out 4 Jan and at my
suggestion brought both pictures and more detailed information about the MIT
diode program. He and Tom Stockebrand discussed prices and possible DEC
uses of this type of diode array. No conclusions were reached as Autonetics
has not decided what to do with the program after filling the MIT order. They
seem only mildly interested in the three possibilities of licensing the process
to another firm, making and marketing the item themselves, or closing off all
interest in the product.

I believe the Read Only Program Store of the PDP-9 is a better item for any new
character generator for the larger DEC displays: It seems cheaper ina system;
it has flexibility of character font; and it has a known availability.

5SO:mg

Enclosure

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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fluence of such a field, the random action of the salt
ions is changed. Further activity is promoted by in-
teraction with electric fields which are found in all
ionic aqueous solutions.

The experiments have revealed a substantial
thickening of the ice flakelets due to magnetic fields
even with fast freezing, says Professor C. M. Adams,
of M.I.T.'s Metallurgy Department, and a veteran
ice researcher.

Because of the tremendous difference in electrical
properties between saline water and solid ice, the re-
searchers are also carrying out experiments with elec-
tric fields. Prof. Adams believes that the combination
of fields may excite the ions still further and bring
about major changes in both the nucleation and
growth characteristics of the aqueous solution.

It's too early to say whether the techniques can
be utilized on a large scale, but Prof. Adams thinks
that magnetic and electric fields may help put de-
salinating by freezing on a par with distillation
plants, electrodialysis, selective membranes and
atomic reactor water conversion.

NEW LIGHT ON CATALYSIS

For many years, industry has sought to produce new
catalytic systems with increased productivity, im-
proved selectivity and higher conversion.

In many cases, the experimenters have been frus-
trated in their aims because once the optimum tem-
perature for a catalytic reaction is exceeded, the con-
version rate ceases to rise. In fact, the rate may slow
down as the reaction becomes equilibrium-controlled.

Also to be considered is the fact that some ma-
terials are thermally sensitive and begin to decom-
pose before an optimum reaction rate is achieved.

Seeking to resolve such problems, researchers in
M.I:T.'s Department of Chemical Engineering, Pro-
fessor Raymond F. Baddour and Assistant Professor
Michael Modell, investigated the possibility of alter-
ing the reaction rate of a metal-catalyzed, gas-phase
reaction independent of temperature and pressure.

Their work has literally thrown new light on
solid-phase catalysis.

For their experiments the Institute research team
used a high intensity mercury arc lamp. Because such
lamps emit a number of frequencies, the researchers
placed in front of their light source a series of filters
-each of which cut out all but a specified band of
the spectrum.

Using a quartz tube as a miniature reactor,. the
experimenters passed carbon monoxide and oxygen
over a palladium wire, which served as a catalyst in
oxidizing the gas. @The researchers ran the experiments in the dark.
Then they turned the lamp on.

By making corrections to account for the small
rise in temperature of the wire caused by the light's
heating effect, they were able to determine to what
degree light increased the reaction.

With the light on, catalytic activity increased
dramatically-in fact by as much as 300 per cent.

Profs. Baddour and Modell also discovered that
the effect was limited to a very narrow range of light
frequencies. The use of any other frequency raised
the temperature of the wire but did not promote
catalysis.

The exact mechanism that caused the increase in
the catalytic activity is still somewhat in the realm of
speculation.

Prof. Modell believes that when the energy from
the lamp is absorbed by molecules on the surface of
the catalyst, electrons associated with these molecules
are excited. They thus are raised from a ground state
to one of higher energy, he says.

molecules and also those between the molecules and
the surface of the catalyst. Since the normal catalytic
process involves breaking old bonds and forming
new ones, the weakening of bonds by the light's ac-
tion is bound to produce a corresponding chemical
reaction, Prof. Modell concludes.

The process has not yet been tried with other re-
action systems. But, the professor says that "if the
intensity is high enough and the frequency is right,
we should be able to get enough molecules excited to
make the effect actually observable in other systems

-perhaps in all metal-catalyzed reactions."
In the future, he believes, lasers may be used as

light sources for the process. Yet different reactions
require different excitation frequencies; so researchers
must await the development of lasers that can "'lase"
at a wide variety of frequencies.

Where will the findings to date lead? The two
M.I.T. professors believe that the work may prove
to be a foundation for much greater selectivity in

catalysis and for simplifying reactions that are no
difficult to carry out. Perhaps the M.I.T. researchers
have discovered a vital first step toward creating en-
tirely new catalytic processes.

Polaroid photographs of characters and drawings on
the screen of Project MAC's experimental display.

FAR-OUT DISPLAYS<-
There is today an increasing demand for display de-
vices by which an engineer can carry on a meaningful
conversation with a computer in geometrical, graphi-
cal terms. It's the old story of a picture (or a graph, a
plot, a chart) being worth more than 10,000 words.

Large, expensive graphical display devices are
available in computational centers, but their presence
at the computer hub does little to resolve the prob-
lems of engineers and scientists located at remote
control stations in time-sharing setups.

It would be prohibitively expensive to put the
type of displays now available in each and every re-
mote outpost. Then, too, the entire time-sharing sys-
tem might be overtaxed if such displays were set up
in remote control stations.

For example, M.I.T.'s pioneering time-sharing
project, MAC (for machine-aided cognition), has at
present some 150 remote stations linked by telephone
lines to the main computer. Predictions are that when
new computing equipment is installed there will be as
many as 500 outposts.

The current setup has no displays at the remote
terminals. Teletype machines provide the informa-
tion requested at the outposts in offices and labs and
even in the homes of professors. The teletypes print
only 10 characters per second (far slower than normal
reading speed), and this has been considered some-
thing of an annoyance to users. The teletype system
is set up basically to handle alphanumeric characters
in standard line format, although crude graphs and
pictures (the kind made with Xs on a typewriter) can
be drawn.

"What was needed was a display-type terminal
costing not more than twice what it now costs for a
teletype. One that could handle alphanumerics at 200
characters per second and draw lines and points in a

generalized format," says John Ward, assistant di-
rector of the Flectronic Svstems Laboratory

He and other engineers, including Robert H.
Stotz, set to work (under the sponsorship of Project
MAC) to design a terminal that answered the pre-
scription.

Data regeneration was one of the primary
problems tackled. When a display device with a stan-
dard cathode ray tube is used, data must be regen-
erated regularly at high speed (30 or 40 times per
second) to avoid flicker. Such regeneration typically
is handled by high-speed memory devices-which
were too expensive to be considered in the design of
a low-cost display apparatus. So the group instead
used a direct view storage type of cathode ray, one on
which an image can be traced by electron beam and
on which the image will remain for as much as an
hour (although the viewer can wipe it off at any time
during that period).

"The advantage of this approach is that all elec-
tronics can be of an inexpensive low-speed type and
there is no memory limitation on picture com-
plexity," says Mr. Ward.

The generation of both alphanumerics and plots
and vectors also presented a challenging problem.

A graduate student, Thomas Cheek, proposed
the use of a dot-matrix character generator of a type
which-because of speed limitations-has been
largely superseded in high-speed regenerative dis-
plays. Speed is not, however, a problem in a storage
tube display. Also, a dot-matrix generator (such as
is used on a football scoreboard) could share many
circuits with the line generator.

The display the Institute group used features a
7 by 9 raster of dots, on which individual characters
are created by intensifying appropriate dots. Char-
acters-each of which requires 63 bits for specifica-
tion-are stored in a read-on:y memory addressed by

:
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ee

abcdefghiykimnopgqrstuvwxyz

This brings about a change in the strength of t@chemical bonds-both the bonds which make up thé

7-bit character codes.
new Ctured integrated-circuitry diode

array, which contains 13,440 diodes on a half-inch
square chip, serves as character memory. This read-
only memory contains an array of 96 63-bit word--
enough to specify all printable symbols of the new
American Standard Code for Information Exchange
(ASCIE), which will be used in the Project MAC
system.

Here, basically, is the way the completed bread-
board system works:

A stream of binary code from a telephone line is



read at the rate of 2,000 bits per second to the gen-
erator, which translates it into commands and data.
Characters appear on the screen at the rate of 200 per
second-20 times faster than characters handled by
the teletype printer. Drawings can be reproduced
rapidly also-at the rate of 200 inches per second.
Lines, points and characters have already been
printed in a variety of formats.

Perhaps, however, cost is the most promising fea-
ture of the experimental display. The total parts cost
of the lab's breadboard apparatus-including the
oscilloscope used as display device and all electronic
parts--was $3,000. Mr. Ward thinks that complete
consoles can be marketed for under $5,000 per com-
plete unit, once they are in quantity production.

'COPTER DOCTOR

By 1980 executives may be making their intercity
business trips by short-haul VTOL aircraft Such
craft, including helicopters, show promise of being
no more expensive and as practical from a carrier
viewpoint as are other proposed short-haul vehicles
-including high-speed trains and buses.
Airbus" systems would fly passengers at a speed

of 400 m.p.h. from the heart of one city to the center
of another metropolis. For example, a trip from
downtown Boston to Wall St. would take only 30
minutes at the nominal cost of about $9.

The helicopter has come into its own in Vietnam:
but probably nobody reminisces fondly about the
comfort of such trips. Travel by chopper (the sol-
dier's sobriquet for helicopter) is rough-and choppy
chopper rides probably won't sit well with tomor-
row's traveler. The vibrations that jar passengers also
are hard on the helicopter itself, designers say.

Such vibrations cause fatigue, faster parts usage
and higher maintenance costs, thus detracting from
performance, says Rene Miller, H. N. Slater Profes-
sor of Flight Transportation at M.I.T.

Prof. Miller, an internationally-known expert on
flight transportation, says "There is a strong likeli-
hood that the new generation of helicopters will be
limited by vibration even before they reach their po-
tential maximum cruising speed."

For one thing, the basic theory of rotor-induced
vibration is not really understood, says Prof. Miller,
a member of M.I.T.'s Aeronautics and Astronautics
Department. Thus, design is based largely on em-
pirical knowledge and experimental flight data. Engi-
neers usually deal with vibration by adjusting the rate

at which the rotor blade vibrates a partial solution
at best as fuselage vibrations continue unabated.

Prof. Miller and his associates-Prof. Norman
Ham and Research Assistant Michael Scully-a
currently compiling data on the basic nature of suc
shudders by making an analytical investigation of the
rotor airload. (Cornell University and the VTOL
division of The Boeing Company are also studying
the problem.) Pictures showing the flow or wake left MITby a rotor as it cuts through the air are also being
used to advantage by the Institute researchers.

To get such pictures they set up a small rotor in
the laboratory and forced smoke through a tube in
the blade-then photographed the smoky swirls
emanating from the end the blade.

The investigators found that the wake, repre-
sented by the free trail of smoke, did not remain in a

rigid spiral, as researchers had always assumed it did.
Instead, the spiral continually changed shape beneath
the blade From this observation, they concluded
that the wake or vortex may be tn collision time and
time again with the spinning rotor, which has sort of
a miniature flapping action

The researchers believe that such collisions the
wake is a tornado in miniature-can change the
blade's angle of attack, thus altering the pitch. I

fact, the performance of the aircraft could be altere
so much that the helicopter would stall in mid-air,
they say.

Because such possibilities exist, Prof. Miller be-
lieves that it becomes "all-important that the un-
steady aerodynamic effects associated with this wake
be included in the studies in which helicopter airloads
are to be determined."

Other wakes-trailing and shed wakes-have still
other effects on one or the other side of rotor blades,
causing lift and drag variations capable of hindering
range and flight endurance.

Designers may never find a generalized all-pur-
pose solution to the complex problems created by
wakes, Prof. Miller says. But, he adds, high-speed
computers are making it possible to obtain numerical
solutions for specific cases.

From such solutions, it may be possible to obtain
a better understanding of the physics of the problem,
Prof. Miller says.

Once such understanding is gained, he concludes,
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This is a chunk of sea water frozen
in the lab. At 3x magnification the
tiny platelets stand out clearly.

STACKED DECK

If you have ever tried to deal a deck of damp playing
cards, perhaps you can sympathize with the problem
of the scientific researcher who seeks to wrest saline-
free ice crystals from partially-frozen sea water. Na-
ture's cards are stacked against him; for each crystal
takes the form of a paper-thin platelet (or flakelet)
separated from the next platelet by a film of concen-
trated and non-potable brine.

Unlike the card player, the researcher can't call
for a new deck when the platelets are so stacked that
it is virtually impossible to wash them free of brine.
(If a card player had to use such a pack, he'd prob-
ably give up the game.)

Thus, the researcher keeps looking for more effi-
cient and more economical means of washing his
deck of ice cards.

If the ice is frozen slowly, the crystals are not
stacked as they are in being fast-frozen. Unfortu-

And afast-frozen sample of sea
ice magnified 30 times. Note the
close stacking of the ice crystals.

NOT FOR PUBLICATIONREPORTS ON RESEARCH
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... adn ice frozen slowly, the plates
are more spread out. The goal: Fast
freezing with plates still separated.

nately, slow production is not economically sound
-since fast freezing is called for if ada maximum yield
is to be achieved in a minimum time.

Despite this chilling effect on the potential of sea
ice desalination, a number of companies are devoting
time and cold cash to resolving the problem. The
stakes are high because of the existing need in the
world for supplemental fresh water supplies. Less
than two years ago, for example, our government an-
nounced a crash program for '"tadvanced desalting
technology."

At M.LT., sea ice desalination research focuses
on techniques for converting the crystals to shapes
other than flat platelets with their tendency to stack
up snugly. If nature refuses to go along with new
shapes, researchers at the Institute hope at least to
make coarser crystals and thus get a greater water
yield more rapidly.

Most promising is their technique for subjecting
the saline solutions to magnetic fields. Under the in-

the data now available from experimental flights ma
take on new meaning



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT Economics of [Integrated Circuits

DATE January 16, 1967

TO Ken Olsen FROM Harry S. Mann

A while ago you suggested that we should visit the top people in

companies making integrated circuits to test the economics of that market. We

made a start by seeing Sprague Electric. This seems like a worthwhile venture.

When should we do some more visiting?

HSM/pah

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE January 16, 1967

SUBJECT Monthly Report

TO Ken Olsen FROM Harry S. Mann

Your memo of January 13 asking for another report is very timely. I have been struggling,
without much success, to develop the information you are seeking. Maybe your pressure
in this area will help.

In the terms of accounting, you are seeking two sets of data: (1) a projected profit and
loss statement, and (2) a balance sheet projection.

The operating budgets are supposed to give us the profit and loss statements for future
months. Based on our recent discussions, it becomes clear that the Product Managers
were not budgeting in the manner you and | had assumed they were. As of now, we still
have the problem of getting the correct projection from them. Until we get this cleared
up once and for all, | would be hard pressed to provide this part of the report you are
seeking.

The second part, balance sheet forecast, is likewise bogged down because of inventory
planning, or lack of some, and the resistance to my efforts to keep capital expenditures
in line with the budget. These are the two most important items to pin down in order to
get a meaningful cash flow.

Help!

HSM/pah

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



January 16, 1967
Spear, Inc.

Win Hindle Mort Ruderman

In the past you have asked if you might be helpful in obtaining
any information concerning Spear Corporation. Just recentlyI heard that they have some additional financial backing,
whether this means they have sold some more of the Company, or
Whether they have a benefactor is uncertain. If it is con-

(
interested .
venient for you to learn this information, I wou ld be very

This also is of interest since they have gone into a much
greater development effort for relatively low volume for
their product. There has to be considerable financial supportto do this.

) Thank you for any information you might be able to obtain.

dje
ce K.

Olsen/
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SUBSECT Blectro-Vacuum Drive as possible replacemet for Priated

Motor -Drive
TO Roland Boisverc . Phil Beckholm
ce: L. Prentice

K. Olsen
D. Best

:

On January 4, I made a visit to Foret Compary to discuss
che possibility of using a Blectro Vacuun Drive in the TU 79

Trarsporc.
At the present time Pierre Foret is building a wide range

of units with a torque range from 10 inch + to 480 inches #.

The unit that comes closest to our recuiren ts will oe

fied F-11710 hich has a rating of 10 inch #. The modification
is the addition of another clutch. This mea s ac al

a a

to the unit. He is building a clutch, brake, clutch systen
has a torque rating of 30 inch LB, that sells of $351.00 This
is approximately the price cf the modified F-1110.

We discussed our reduirements and he indicated to me : :

improved control switching circuits, we can bring the scart tine
aand stop time distance Cown to meet the requiremets of

iecoraing. The Caostan Drive will be made up of a clu
brake, -clucch assembly, a vacuum pump assenoly, and a syichro..cus
mocor with a belt & pulley system.

If we make the decision to investigate this system pernaps
we should use vacuum brakes for the reel motors as well. The

brakes that are available are directly interchangeable with the

cn,

present system we now are using. In making the comparison with

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT a
+ :XERO yi RO



Pace

the Warner and the Simplatrol B60, the vacuum brake has

a faster reaction time(almost 50% a life pericd 300%

greater,
Sef Data Taken for 30 inch + Unit S

3Start
5 Milli Sec

600

3)

Oy

Sb 82 $3 S4

6 Milli Secs 4 iii1li Sec BrakeTime (MiLLi Secoi.ds) Tiras)

Sy = 45 0 (.006) = Sq = .150 Inches

Ss,
= 0 S3 = Vot = 75 X .006 = .45

tching Time :

:

Switching TO LestFull
Time Speed Secs

Vt. S2 = S4 = 4 75 (.004)
52

Stop = + = 45 6
Start Distance = = .1502

Tocal Stop & Start = So S3 + S4 = .7590 inches

Stop & Start = .750 inch which is too great for 9 Channel Recording
However, with a improved switching tims, say 3 Milli Seconds, we can

make the specification ai under .600 inches IBM Spec.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT COHMPORATION MAYNARD. TMASSACHUSETTS
XEROXEROXERO. XERO



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE January 10, 1967
SUBJECT Flexprint Cables

K. OlsenV
V. Augello
R. Best
H. Crouse
G. Gerelds

TO R. Ames FROM J. Trebendis

Since our last meeting concerning the availability of Flexprint
and the manufacturing of Flexprint cable in-house, the following
has been accomplished.

We have received on rental from The Eraser Company a wire stripping
machine,

Bob Ames has had the machine in use, approximately, three weeks.
He reports that we can make a complete cable, including labor and
material for just about half the price Sanders is, presently,
charging us. Sanders' price for twelve inch cable is $4.60, while
we can make it for $2.81.

On investigating different sources for cable, I find Type M polyester
and mylar are the same material.
The following vendors submitted quotes, which are as follows:

OVER
VENDOR 1000 FT. 5000 FT. 10,000 FT. 10,000 FT.
GT NO
Schjeldahl 455/Et. .357/t. -292/ft. -292/ft. SET-UP
Minn. CHARGE
Tape NO
Cable 515/ft. -485/tt. SET-UP
Rochester, N. Y. CHARGE
W. L. Gore $250.00
& Assoc. -38/t. 33/ft. -33/ft. SET-UP
Newark, Delaware CHARGE
Electro- NO
Mechanisms -38/ft. .38/ft. -22/ft. -17/ft. SET-UP
Methuen, Mass. CHARGE

All the above quotes are for the following type cable:
3 Mil mylar, 2 oz. copper conductor, 30 Mil conductors on 60 Mil
centers.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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The two cables that we are, presently, using were purchased from
Tape Cable and G. T. Schjeldahl.
I recommend we purchase from G. T. Schjeldahl or from Electro-Mechanisn Ss.

John J. Trebendis

amg

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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DATE January 9, 19

SUBJECT Rocker Switch & Indicator Light Design

67

TO Win Hindle FROM Bob Savell

The time spent on the indicator design on the part of everyone concerned - Jim Jordan,
Dave Nevala, Draftsmen, technicians, myself, Alan Kotok, etc. has been small. Since
we introduced only one feature that differs at all from the other indicator designs - using
a number of small printed circuit boards rather than one large one - the only effort on

estimate his total time on this as 2 days. His estimate is 1 day.
Alan's part has been to aid in deciding which lights go where. | would conservatively

The rocker switch design has indeed taken more time since the switches are new. This
feature has been no secret, and indeed has been well accepted as a good idea by all who
have seen it. Neither Alan Kotok nor any other member of the logic design team has spent
any more time on the rocker switches than they would spend on any other switch layout.
Their primary contribution has been to determine which switch goes where, and what the
labels should read.

The rocker design was used to conserve valuable above-the-console cabinet space for paper
tape reader and dectape units.

Without going into specific numbers of hours, | can unequivocally state that neither the
rocker switch design nor the indicator design have resulted in delay in the logic and circuit
design of the processor. | would be interested to find out specifically what facts would lead
anyone to suspect otherwise. Delay in the circuit and logic design has arisen from a number

designers authorized for the project, 2) Underestimation of the size of part of the logic design
job, 3) Underestimation of the amount of time required for module allocation , 4) Underestimation

- of the amount of time we would lose during the many-week-long moving process, 5) More
troubles than expected developing wiring rules for interconnecting modules. These troubles
would have lessened to a great degree if we had been able to start the project with the required
number of circuit designers.

of factors all of which have been previously pointed out in Biweekly reports, and the monthly
project reports to the Product Line Managers. They are 1) Our inability to hire the circuit

:

My goals for the PDP-10 in order, are:

1. Do the job right the first time
Meet the schedule.2.

lam convinced that in the long run this is the least expensive approach both in dollars and in
time and will result in the most profit over the life of the project. Naturally | also have
attempted, by such means as taking Derrick Chin off the memory to work on processor circuits,

:

to keep the project on schedule too.

EQUIPMENT CORPORATION + MAYIN ARS, ES yya : on we:



Rocker Switch & Indicator Light Design Page 2 January 9, 1967

hold up the 164 memory as a recent good example of the results of this There are
many examples in existence of what happens when the order of importance is reversed.

In conclusion, | sympathize with Ken's concern that we load our mechanical engineer
(singular ,since Dave Nevala is the only engineer available for computer systems , all others
having been assigned to special projects)down with too much re-design of "standard" things.
I feel the same way, except that think the statement should read "redesign of things that

on computer after computer of interfaces for the same old peripherals is a horrible waste of time
and money. To stop the waste in both these areas requires that we look far enough ahead in time
and consider the requirements of all of our product lines together and develop a real set of
standards.

The system we use now of letting many different groups go along in many different directions will
not result in standardization, nor will standardization by edict solve the problems.

should be standard. " The statement doesn't just apply to mechanical design either. The redesign

:

RS/bwf



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE January 9, 1967

SUBJECT DECUS Statistics, Six Month Report for Period From July 1 through
December 31

Executive Board FROM Angela Cossette, Executive SecretaryTO
cc: Ken Olsen

Win Hindle
Nick Mazzarese™

The statistics below indicate the increased growth of DECUS for the past six
months, in membership as well as work volume:

MEMBERSHIP

New Applications received - 272

DECUSCOPE

Circulation Increased to -1,975
Number of people on mailing list - 1,010

PROGRAM LIBRARY

Programs sent out - 884

Number of paper tapes involved - 2, 133

New Programs submitted - 37

PUBLICATIONS AND MATERIAL (OTHER THAN DECUSCOPE) ISSUED

1966 Proceedings to all delegates and DEC field offices
DECUS Binders to new deletates
DECUS Library Catalogs to all new individual members
Procedures and form for submitting material to DECUS to complete mailing list
Fall 1966 Meeting particulars to complete mailing list
Individual requests for Library catalogs, brochures, DECUSCOPE, proceedings.

application forms, and other DECUS literature

Work in process for completion in January:
1966 Fall Proceedings
New DECUS Brochure
New DECUS Library Catalog

GITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION + MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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cc:

INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT DECUS Statistics for Year 1966

DECUS Executive Board
Ken Olsen
Win Hindle
Nick Mazzarese

DATE

FROM

January 9, 1967

Angela Cossette

Below are the statistics of DECUS activity for the year 1966 and a comparison
to 1965:

MEMBERSHIP YEAR A™OUNT

Number of members: 1966 850 (385 delegates,
465 individual)

1965 426 (211 delegates,
215 individual)

DEC USCOPE

Circulation at end of year: 1966 1,975
1965 1,400

Number of individuals on mailing
list at end of year: 1966 1,010

1965 575

PROGRAM LIBRARY

Number of programs submitted: 1966 58

1965 44
Total number of programs in

DECUS Library: 1966 198

Programs issued to requestors: 1966 1,692
1965 644

Number of program tapes involved in
completing requests: 1966 3,460

1965 1,735

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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PROCEEDINGS ISSUED YEAR AMOUNT

Spring and Fall issues: 1966 2,000
European: 1966 450 (Approximately;

400 by DEC in
Reading)

1965 '900 (Approximately)

FINANCIAL STATEMENT

Balance in DECUS Checking Account,
December, 1965 $207.94

Plus Income
Notebooks $ 24.00

Fall 1966 Meeting Registration Balance 339.80
Total Income 561.05

Balance 768.99
Less Expenses

Petty Cash
Computer Dictionary

Car Rental (JUG Library Committee Mtg.)
Registration (JUG Workshop)
Check to DEC, Reimbursement for Notebooks
Total Expenses 97.72

DECUS/JUG 85.00h
112,25Spring 1966 Meeting Registration Balarice

:

5.00
4.95

53.77
10.0
21.00

Checks 3.00

Balance in DECUS Checking Account,
December, 1966 $671.27

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE 9 January 1967
SUBJECT Advertising
TO FROM

A. Klutchman A. Titcomb

K. Olsen
NH. Mazzarese
J. A. Jones
D. Lewis
E. Hendrickson
R. Ward

My experience with our advertising agency has been poor. At the
moment they are late and we have seen no evidence that they have
done any writing or otherwise progressed.
The other day Jonah Kalb showed us a box of multi-lined paper and
gave a very knowing (snowing?) speech. After considering this and
subsequent developments, I have come to the conclusion we need a
new agency or, at least, we should stop spending money on the present
one, ;

For the Physics meeting we need the scheduled material. Will you
Getermine if the agency will have their show ready and if not, what
we can do in plant to avoid embarrassment.

AT/inc

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION - MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE January 6, 1967

SUBJECT Feedback of New Systems

TO Nick Mazzarese FROM Ken Olsen
Mike Ford

It has always been our policy to have the engineer who designs a product or system
to also have the responsibility to make it work. This is the only feedback we have
to make sure that we do not design things that cannot be built. The engineer who
designs equipment with a lot of troubles spends more of his time solving production
troubles and has little time for developing new products. If systems have feedback
in the right direction, after awhile most of our products would be designed by
engineers who design equipment with little troubles.

| want to point out that if you are breaking this tradition in the PDP-8/1, | am not
against breaking the rule, but | do want to make sure we enforce extra controls on
this to make sure they design equipment which can be tested and manufactured.
With integrated circuits, there is going to be a very serious danger of building
modules with R210 and R2i1 problems. After the quad size board in the PDP-6,
we swore that we would never put a lot of logic on one board. We may be tempted
to commit the same crime again, and, in this case, the man who commits the crime
may not have to live with the results.

Ken
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE 6 January 1967

SUBJECT Light Pen

TO Ken Olsen FROM Ogden

CC: D. Brown L. Prentice
B. Long D. Chin
H. Crouse G. Gerelds

About two months ago, Roger Gosselin came to DEC with a proposal
that he build a new Light Pen for DEC. He proposed that he could make a light
pen with an electronic switch, with a screw-on tip having a sharper point than
our present pen, with an optical lens and plastic fiber light pipe that provide
higher performance than our present optics, and with a more aesthetic appear-
ance in general. There is a great reduction in the number of parts in the pro-
posed pen. Bill Long and Dave Brown pursued these negotiations. Jim Jorden
submitted a modified mechanical design (attached) for Gosselin's consideration
about a month ago.

Gosselin proposes that as a maker of light pipes he is in an ideal
position to expand his line with light pens. He proposes an "open stock" of pens
and parts. Cost to DEC of assembled pen (without pipe or electronics) is under
$50. Gosselin's light pipe will be slightly cheaper and more flexible than our
present pipe. Our same electronics can be used, or we can use Gosselin's-
electronics.

An actual test has been made of Gosselin's optical system including
both his lens system and plastic-fiber light pipe. This test demonstrated a
sensitivity superior to that of our present optical system.

In pursuing the whole matter of a better light pen design, Bill Long
has given two "outside" designs to Jim Jorden for Jim's consideration. The first
design came from the Ft. Mead users of our displays. It is mechanically better
than our present pen (aesthetically nicer, smaller tip, etc.) but has about the
same optical-electrical characteristics. The second design came from Boeing.
This design was mechanically much better (no mechanical shutter and fewer parts),
but with unknown optical properties.

The possibility of a split light pipe has been considered. Gosselin
will stock this item, and his electronics will provide the light source. Alterna-
tively, we can provide the light source as a modification to our equipment. The
same pipe and pen may be used in any event.

When Gosselin returns with a proposed design, with a price, and with
proposed production capacity, the matter will be referred to Henry Crouse for
procurement of sample quantities.
SO:mg
DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT LINC #18

DATE January 4, 1967

TO /Ken Olsen FROM Mort Ruderman
cc: Win Hindle

Steve Mikulski

We have cannibalized LINC #18 to make LINC #30 which was shipped to Prague.
Attached are the list of items that were taken from LINC #18. To rebuild LINC #18,
we will need mostly modules. LINC #18 will be used in-house in Bob Brown's area,
for training backup, and by the library for tape reproduction. It should cost about
$7,000 in additional parts to complete this LINC.

All the truly obsolete stock for LINC was written off in fiscal 1966. Attached is
a copy of a memo to Harry Mann. The total written off was approximately $10,294.

l. TRULY OBSOLETE LINC PARTS
QNTY. IN

PART NAME STOCK UNIT COST TOTAL

e LINC console mech. 3 154. 71 471.
Tee-bar F &R 4 10, AO.

Tee-bar sides 2 5. 10.

Z bar front ] 22. 22.
Z bar rear ] 24, 24.
Z bar rear ] 22. 22.
Z bar front 24. 24,

Top plate 3 5. 15.

Bottom plate 1 7.

Top door 2 2. 4.

Top side panel 6 3.25 20.
Lift off hinge 18 .11 2.
LINC logic 1 2900. 2900.
Fantail plate 6 17. 102.

LINC mounting brackets (front) 15 4.4] 66.15
Ground Strip "A" 6 2.07 12.42
Ground Strip "B" 4 2.03 8.12

1

7.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



Ken Olsen

Ground Strip "C"
Console button (red)

Console button (white cover)
Subtotal

Bottom door

Console light
Switch bulbs

Light strips for console

Console (silk screened front panels)
Chime boards

Plug-in "A"

Subtotal

Truly obsolete inventory total

Total

SPARE PARTS INVENTORY

Motors

Soraban keyboard (training)

Memory Stacks (have to be ordered)
Power Supply

To be ordered

January 4, 19672

10 1.26 12.6
10 1. 10.

44 (11 sets) 15. 152.

3924 .29

(Approx. cost)
] 20. 20.

1200 20 240.
200 10 20

3 30 90

10 .25 2.50
200. 200.

552.50

4476 .69

12 50 600.
1 650 650

2 1350 2700

1214 1214

2464

2700

1

LINC #18 has been depreciated for approximately the last year at $620 per month.
We will again start depreciating this in March at a capital cost of approximately
$12,000.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



Ken Olsen 3 January 4, 1967

Original costs $18,000
1 year depreciation 7,500

$11,500

Capital Equipment credit for material used to make LINC #30: $7,000
$11,500
7,000

$ 4,500

Present cost of LINC #18 as capital equipment $ 4,500
Cost of rebuilding LINC #18 7,500
Total to begin depreciation starting March, 1967 $12,000

If another classic LINC were to be ordered, its price would be $38,500 and have
4 to 6 months delivery after reaipt of order. We would have to order cabinets,
cables, memories, etc.

am quoting to Wes Clark, one set of everything from truly obsolete inventory
for $3,000. Our cost of this was originally $3,500 (approximately). Some items,
i.e., console light, mech. console assemblies, etc., | am only quoting each one

MR: jeb

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



DATE June 13, 1966
SUBJECT Slow Moving Inventory ca

TO Harry Mann FROM Mort Ruderman
CC: Ed Simeone

@ Win Hindle

Item. #1:
The attached list is what I term the slow méving inventory.

In the left hand column, those items with the (1) are definitely
slow moving inventory and can be either obsoleted or written off the
books and for all intents and purposes, done away with. Those items
that have a (2) are items that field service should keep in their
spare parts stockroom, so that the (2) totals, therefore, would be
the total of everything on this list which is $10,294.90, less the
items that should be reserved for field service spare parts which in
this case would be less $5,228.00. Therefore, the total of very slow
moving inventory is $5,066.90.
Item #2:

Obsolete LINC Modules--20 1783's reside in LINC-8 (my stock).
Item #3:
_ Existing LINC's available:
1) Serial #10, presently on rental to U.C.L.A., has been on rental

since July 1, 1965 at $1,453.00 per month.
2) Palo Alto office LINC, serial #19, availeble for rental.
3) Serial #16 in Maynard available for rental. Previously at Brown

University, and to date has realized $6,000.00 in rental.
4) In training, serial #18 presently used for LINC-8 development

and also as a training machine-because of very poor construction,
should not be rented or sold, but sometime in the distant future
should be obsoleted.

To my knowledge, this is all the LINC inventory and what my resent
thoughts are on its disposal.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION « MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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PART KO. . PART NAME IN Svock cost TOTAL

(1) Th- LOIC console ass'y. a

$ 580.85 $ 581.00 :

154.71 625.00
Pover Supply .2 * 3,224.00 2,428.00

(1) Th-hoo MECH 4
(2)(1) 32-2863A

35.00 35.00(1) 74-4438
@ (1) Tee-bar F & R 140.00

22.00 4k.00
sides 8 40.00 :

(1) 74-4442 Z bar front 2
(1) Th-4hhe Z bar rear .

44.00(1) Z bar rear 22.00
> (2)

5.05
(1) 6.99 14.00 .

5 top plate h
Z bar front

:
24.00 48.00

(1) 20.00
§ bottom plate 2

(1) 7h-4b47 top door 1-77 5.00
(1) Te-hhhg top side panel 3.29 6.002

«

Toee-bar conn. 4 5.00 20.00
Lift-off hinge 28

Th-hhso bottom side panel 6 : 2.82 18.00
(2 74-4451

e310 3.00
:

2-1 161.67
(2)(1 73-1K cemory 13,200.00 2,400.00

e

~

2,928.23 . 2,928.23
(1 70-4144 Logic 161.67

(1) 70-4166 . ... Fantail plate 6e LT-OL 102.00
1 set 400.00 400.00

(1) 74-h1s0 LYIC rntng. brit. 15 RAL 67-00
cables :

Ground Strip "A"

15 1 20.0 .:

10 2.07. : 21.00
"B" 2.03 14.00

1.00 + 10.00
c" 1.26

(1) 4655 Console button (red) 10
(2) 7 4656 Console button (white) 44 328 1.00 32.00

10.00 120.002

1

+ +

t

*
"

a »

7 ~

f
1

> t

e

i
; c

a
3

4

$10,294 90

4

7
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TO

- SUBJECT LINC #30

Dick. Clayton,

DATE

FROM

Decenber 30, 1966

Jim Scanlan

The following parts were taken from LINC #18 to complete
LINC #30:

Soroban Keyboard 74-4430
Data Terminal Frame 74-4132

1 -Conso1e 74-4143
1
1
6 Lift Off Hinges (Female)
3 Door Magnets
4 LINC boxes 74-4401
1 set AC Power Cables
1 Keyboard Cable
1 Console Power Cable
1 Coimplete set of Modules

JQS:meb

Attachment
cc: Mort Ruderman.,.

74-4452

(see list)

Jim

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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av 4TYPE QUANTITY TYPE QUANTITY

1001 6 4123 24
1151 8 4127 13

1571 6 4205 19
1582 1 4221 "7
1583 2 4303 5
1607 1 4407
1669 9 4410 3
1783 2 4525 5
1784 1 4604 13
1954 1 4606 31
4102 32 4677 5
4112 16 4995 4
4113 15 4996 2
4114 6 4997 2
4115 14

@

;

®

1304 2 4143 36
1561 3 4204 22

.1

x

:

:: :

: : :



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

January 3, 1967DATE
SUBJECT Financial Statements

TO Harry Mann FRom Wack Mazzarese
ec Ken Olsen

Stan Olsen
Win Hindle
Ted Johnson

Interest has been expressed by the product line managers from time
to time for a total financial statement of the corporation each
month. The reasons for this are obvious but perhaps ought to be
restated.
1. To evaluate the percentage of total effort in the service areas
that is being dixected towards his product line.
2. In our role as members of the corporate planning group this kind
of background seems to be essential.

I would propose that we give each product line manager his own product
line statements and a corporate summary statement each month.

Unless there are problems with this, I suggest that we inaugurate it
starting with the statements for the month of December, which should
be due in about a week.

NJM cmp

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



TO

INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT Applied Dynamics Visit

DATE January 3, 1967

Ken Olsen FROM Ted Johnson

Bill Wood (President) and Gene Graber (Marketing Manager) of
Applied Dynamics plan to be here on January 13th. Dave Cotton
has some correspondence back and forth with them and we are going
to look at their requirements. hope that you will be able to meet
with Mr. Wood on the 13th to indicate our interest in establishing a

good, businesslike relationship with them. | hope to be there as
well.

If we are able to satisfy most of their requirements (and they
seem to be asking for quite a bit of support, particularly in soft-
ware) believe we will have to support them more actively from
the Ann Arbor office. Dave Cotton is really on top of the situation
quite well as far as can see. They claim to have a potential of
half of million dollars this year in business for us - Dave thinks it is
more like two hundred and fifty thousand. suggest you talk with
him before ADI appears if you are able to meet with them on that
day.

| am thinking about what you might be doing if you do go to
Europe. Could you let me know how much time you wouldwant
to spend and what your general interest would be? | still think
it would be a good idea to visit ASEA and possibly those leads in
Stockholm.

TJ:mr
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